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ธㄦฌ

㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผŴשħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭ 7bਙ—่㌱ħк㈠ฌੂשγ֭7bħשħ֭ʉ7⎯ਙк֭кੂ7⇡ੂ7ٹ

ӧ⇡ỏ7 Aこ่֭₡こ่֭7ש ਙผ7╗֭ผこħ่Ŵשħਙ่7⇡ੂ7bħੂש㈠7 7�ਙккਙʉħ่7ف ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผŴשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ħ₡่֭㌱֭ฌٹ֭

ऑผ֭ ₡7֭ש่֭⎯ ⇡֭⑾ਙผ֭ 7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש bਙ—่㌱ħк7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ7 ⑾ħ่₡ħ่7ف 7שγŴש Ŵ7 ħŴк7שŴ่ש⎯⇡—⎯ ₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7ש γŴ⎯7 ਙ㌱㌱—ผผ֭ ₡7 ⇡ੂ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผฌ

Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭ こŴħ่⎯7—่㌱ਙผผ֭㌱֭ש₡ⓒ7bħ7ੂשこŴੂ7Ŵこ่֭₡7ਙผ7֭שผこħ่Ŵש7֭שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שऑ—ผ⎯—Ŵ่ש7שਙ7ЌŐƆ7ธՙฎ㈠ฌ

╗֭ผこħ่Ŵשħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7่ਙ7ש ħ่7Ŵ่ੂ7こŴ่่֭ผ7ผ֭ ⎯㌱ħ่₡ⓒ7こਙ₡ħ⑾ੂⓒ7ਙผ7֭שผこħ่Ŵ7֭שŴ่ੂ7₡7֭ש⎯֭ٹผħفγ7ש ħ่7⑾Ŵٹਙผ7ਙ⑾7ҜŴ⎯֭שผฌ

Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผⓒ7 Ŵ⎯7 ผこħ่֭₡7֭ש֭₡ —่₡֭ผ7 γ֭7ש Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ⇡к֭7 Ő—к֭⎯ⓒ7 ֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7ف ਙผ7 ผ֭ ㌱֭ħ7₡֭ٹ Ŵ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ₡Ŵ7֭ש ਙ⑾7 γ֭ฌש

ħਙ่㈠7שผこħ่Ŵ֭ש ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 ⎯γŴкк7 γŴ7֭ٹ ʉ֭ש 7֭ٹħ⑾ֱੂש่ ӧธㄦỏ7 ₡Ŵੂ⎯7 Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 ผ֭ ㌱֭ħऑ7ש ਙ⑾7 ʉผħ7่֭שש ่ਙשħ㌱֭7 ਙ⑾ฌ

₡7Ŵ่₡ฌ֭ש⎯7֭ゥħשγ֭ผ7Ŵ7₡֭⑾Ŵ—кשผこħ่֭7ʉγ֭֭שਙ7₡֭שħਙ่7שγħ⎯7Ɔ֭㌱שਙ7ש7שħਙ่7ऑ—ผ⎯—Ŵ่שŴк7Ŵ㌱ف7к֭֭ש—שħש⎯ਙ7ħ่שħਙ่7שผこħ่Ŵ֭ש

ʉγ֭שγ֭ผ7bħ7ੂשʉŴ⎯7֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש7֭שผこħ่Ŵ֭שਙ7שк֭₡7שħש่ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77Ɔγਙ—к₡7bħ֭ש7ੂשผこħ่Ŵש7֭שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7bħ7ੂשŴفผ֭ ֭⎯ฌ

γ֭7ผ֭ש7שⓒ7ŴשγŴש γŴкк7ผ֭⎯7ੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผש7ਙ่7فγ֭7▷ਙ่ħ่שкਙऑ֭ผⓒ7֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯γ֭7ҜŴש7ਙ⑾7ש⎯֭—׀ 7ਙ่ฌفγ֭7▷ਙ่ħ่שਙ7שŴ㌱.7⇡7שผ֭ٹ

ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש7ਙ⑾7֭ש7ＣŴ֭ٹħשγ֭7ǲ⑾⑾֭㌱ש ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ӧ㌱ỏ7 ╗֭ผこħ่Ŵשħਙ่7⇡ੂ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ㈠77●่7שγ֭7֭7ש่֭ٹbħש⎯⇡—⎯7ੂשŴ่שħŴккੂ7₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7⎯ש—่₡֭ผฌ

ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש ֭こ่֭שⓒ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7γŴש7֭ٹγ֭7ผħفγש7שਙ7֭שผこħ่Ŵש7֭שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שŴ⑾֭שผ7שγ֭7γ֭Ŵผħ่ש֭⎯7فฌ

⑾ਙผשγ7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่㈠77ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7γŴש7֭ٹγ֭7ਙऑשħਙ่ⓒ7ħ่7ħ7₡⎯שħ⎯㌱ผ֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7AשŴħ่7שਙ7こŴħ่שħਙ่ⓒ7ש ֭こ่֭שฌ

ħ่7֭ ⑾⑾֭㌱שⓒ7Ŵ่₡7⎯֭֭.7שਙ7֭ ่⑾ਙผ㌱֭7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7bħੂשƥ⎯7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7⇡ੂ7ऑ—ผ⎯—ħ่7فŴ่7Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7ऑ—ผ⎯—Ŵ่ש7שਙ7שγħ⎯7Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7ㅡ㈠ฌ

ㅡ㈠ｘธ㈠7 Ⓢ่Ŵٹਙħ₡Ŵ⇡к֭7Ｃ֭кŴੂ⊿7ǲゥ่֭ש⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7╗ħこ֭㈠77Ќ֭ħשγ֭ผ7ऑŴผ7ੂשγ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7ħ่ฌ

₡֭⑾Ŵ—кשⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 ऑ֭ผ⑾ਙผこŴ่㌱֭7 ⎯γŴкк7 ⇡֭7 ֭ゥ㌱—⎯֭₡ⓒ7 ʉγ֭ผ֭ 7 ₡֭кŴੂ⎯7 ਙผ7 ₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7⎯ש Ŵผ֭ 7 ㌱Ŵ—⎯֭₡7 ⇡ੂ7 ʉŴผⓒ7 ่Ŵשħਙ่Ŵкฌ

₡ħ⎯Ŵ⎯֭שผ⎯ⓒ7 7ש⎯ผผਙผħ֭ש ŴששŴ㌱.⎯ⓒ7 ħ่⎯—ผผ֭ ㌱שħਙ่ⓒ7 ⓒ7⎯ש—ผħ.֭⎯ⓒ7ʉŴк.ਙש⎯ ผħਙש⎯ⓒ7 ⑾кਙਙ₡⎯ⓒ7 ֭Ŵผשγ׀—Ŵ.֭⎯ⓒ7 ⑾ħผ֭ ⎯ⓒ7 ㌱Ŵ⎯—Ŵкשħ֭⎯ⓒฌ

γ֭ผฌשγ֭7ਙש7ਙผ7ੂשਙ7ਙ่֭7ОŴผש7่֭ٹħفħ㌱֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯—㌱γ7₡֭кŴੂ7ħ⎯7ש7่ਙ่֭שש7ਙ⑾7Ḛਙ₡㈠77●⑾7ʉผħ⎯שⓒ7ਙผ7Ŵ㌱⎯ש7кŴʉ⎯—ħੂשγħผ₡ֱऑŴผש

ʉħשγħ่7שγħผ7ੂשӧ̶ｘỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7Ŵ⑾֭שผ7שγ֭7㌱ਙここ่֭㌱֭こ่֭ש7שγ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾ⓒ7Ŵ่7Ŵ—שਙこŴשħ㌱7֭ゥ่֭ש⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שħこ֭ⓒ7—่к֭⎯⎯7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭ฌ

ਙ⇡㈾֭ ㌱ש₡7֭שਙ7⇡ੂ7שγ֭7ऑŴผ7ੂשħ่7ผ֭ ㌱֭ħऑ7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7่ਙשħ㌱֭7ʉħשγħ่7שγħผ7ੂשӧ̶ｘỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7ਙ⑾7⎯—㌱γ7ʉผħ7่่֭ששਙשħ㌱֭ⓒ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭ฌ

γ֭7֭שγ֭7ऑ֭ผħਙ₡7ਙ⑾7שγ7ש7ʉħ֭ٹħ⎯่֭ש₡7㌱ਙ֭ゥ֭שผŴ่ف ่⑾ਙผ㌱֭₡7₡֭кŴੂⓒ7ਙผ7кਙ่֭فผ7Ŵ⎯7こŴੂ7⇡֭7ผ֭ ħผ֭—׀ ₡7⇡ੂ7㌱ħผ㌱—こ⎯שŴ่㌱֭⎯ฌ

ਙผ7Ŵ⎯7こŴੂ7⇡֭7⎯—⇡⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂ7Ŵفผ֭ ʉ֭ש֭⇡ਙ7ש₡7֭ ่֭7bħ7ੂשŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ㈠ฌ

ㅡ㈠ｘ̶㈠7 ՁħこħשŴשħਙ่7ਙ่7Ҝਙ่֭שŴผੂ7ＣŴこŴ֭ف⎯㈠77bħ7ੂשŴ่₡7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵفผ֭ γ֭ੂ7ʉਙ—к₡ฌש7שγŴש7֭

่ਙ7שγŴ֭ש7่֭֭ٹผ֭ ₡7ħ่שਙ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שħ⑾7֭ħשγ֭ผ7ʉ֭ ผ֭ Ŵ⎯֭₡7—ऑਙ่7Ŵฌ⇡7⎯֭فŴผੂ7₡ŴこŴשਙ7⇡֭7кħŴ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7こਙ่֭ש7

⇡ผ֭ Ŵ㌱γ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7ਙשγ֭ผ7Ŵкк֭فŴשħਙ่7ਙผ7㌱Ŵ—⎯֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7⇡Ŵ⎯֭₡7—ऑਙ่7ਙผ7ʉħשγ7ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱ש7שਙ7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77A㌱㌱ਙผ₡ħ่فкੂⓒ7bħ7ੂשŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ӧਙผ7ħ7⎯שऑ֭ผこħ₡7֭ששŴ⎯⎯ħ่ف⎯ỏ7こŴੂ7ऑ—ผ⎯—֭7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ਙ⑾ฌ

Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7Ŵ7שкŴʉ7ਙผ7ħ่7֭׀—ħ7ੂשŴٹŴħкŴ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7⇡ผ֭ Ŵ㌱γ7ਙ⑾7㌱ਙ่שผŴ㌱שⓒ7֭ゥ㌱֭ऑש7שγŴ7่֭שħשγ֭ผ7ОŴผ7ੂש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7кħŴ⇡к֭7שਙ7שγ֭ฌ

こŴੂ7ऑ—ผ⎯—֭7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯

Ŵผ7ੂש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7кħŴ⇡к֭7שਙ

ｘ̶゜ںՙ゜ں″

ОŐİֱ″̶ㅡɱں

DIR-63602
ROR026161

26247



ธ″ฌ

ਙשγ֭ผ7ਙผ7שਙ7Ŵ่ੂ7ਙשγ֭ผ7ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7こਙ่֭שŴผੂ7₡ŴこŴ7⎯֭ف⇡Ŵ⎯֭₡7—ऑਙ่7Ŵ7⇡ผ֭Ŵ㌱γ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שਙผ7Ŵ่ੂฌ

ਙשγ֭ผ7Ŵкк֭فŴשħਙ่7ਙผ7㌱Ŵ—⎯֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7⇡Ŵ⎯֭₡7—ऑਙ่7ਙผ7ʉħשγ7ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱ש7שਙ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77Ќਙשʉħשγ⎯שŴ่₡ħ่ש7فγ֭ฌ

⑾ਙผ֭ ħ֭⎯7Ŵผ֭שγ֭7ОŴผשⓒ7فਙħ่ف 7่ਙ7שʉŴħٹħ่7فŴ่ੂ7ผħفγ7⎯שŴ⑾⑾ਙผ₡֭₡7שਙ7שγ֭こ7—่₡֭ผ7ЌŐƆ7ธՙฎ㈠ｘธ̶̶7ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7ਙשγ֭ผฌ

ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7ЌŐƆ7ธՙฎ㈠ฌ

ㅡ㈠ｘㅡ㈠7 Ћ่֭—֭㈠77İ—ผħ⎯₡ħ㌱שħਙ่7⑾ਙผ7㈾—₡ħ㌱ħŴк7ผ֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשħ֭ʉ7—่₡֭ผ7ٹ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7ผ֭ γฌשкੂ7ʉħ֭ٹ7֭ゥ㌱к—⎯ħש⎯

ⓒฌש7bਙ—ผשผħ㌱ש⎯7Ｃħ⎯֭שŴש₡7Ɔ֭שγ֭7Ⓢ่ħשŴ₡Ŵ7ਙผ7ٹ7ਙ⑾7Ќ֭֭שŴש7ਙ⑾7bкŴผ-ⓒ7Ɔੂש่—ⓒ7bਙש7bਙ—ผשผħ㌱ש⎯γ7İ—₡ħ㌱ħŴк7Ｃħשγفγ֭7ǲħש

Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שਙ⑾7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠77╗γ֭7ऑŴผשħ֭⎯7Ŵفผ֭ γ֭ฌשħਙ่7ħ่7ש7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่7Ŵ㌱فਙ7⑾ħкħ่ש7ऑผħਙผ7⎯֭ש—7Ŵ่ੂ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵкк7₡ħ⎯ऑ֭שਙ7こ֭₡ħŴש7֭

ǲħفγשγ7İ—₡ħ㌱ħŴк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שbਙ—ผ7ש—่к֭⎯⎯7⎯֭֭-ħ่7فħ่㈾—่㌱שħ7֭ٹผ֭кħ֭⑾㈠ฌ

ㅡ㈠ｘㄦ㈠7 ÛŴħ֭ٹผ㈠771Ŵħк—ผ֭ 7ਙผ7₡֭кŴੂ7ħ่7فħٹħ่7่فਙשħ㌱֭7ਙ⑾7₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7ש⎯γŴкк7่ਙ7ש㌱ਙ่⎯שħ7֭ש—שŴ7ʉŴħ֭ٹผ7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂฌ

₡֭⑾Ŵ—кש㈠7ǲゥ㌱֭ऑ7שŴ⎯7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7֭ゥऑผ֭ ⎯⎯кੂ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7Ŵ่ੂ7⑾Ŵħк—ผ֭ 7ਙผ7₡֭кŴੂ7⇡ੂ7Ŵ่ੂ7ऑŴผ7ੂשħ่ฌ

Ŵ⎯⎯֭ผשħ่7فŴ่ੂ7ਙ⑾7 ħ7⎯שผħفγ7⎯שਙผ7 ผ֭ こ֭₡ħ֭⎯7 ħ่7 ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱7שਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂ7₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7ש⎯γŴкк7่ਙ7שਙऑ֭ผŴ7֭שŴ⎯7Ŵ7ʉŴħ֭ٹผ7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂฌ

₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7שਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯—㌱γ7ผħفγ7⎯שਙผ7ผ֭ こ֭₡ħ֭⎯ⓒ7ਙผ7₡֭ऑผħ7֭ٹ⎯—㌱γ7ऑŴผ7ੂשਙ⑾7ħ7⎯שผħفγש7שਙ7ħ่⎯שħ7֭ש—שŴ่₡7こŴħ่שŴħ่7Ŵ่ੂฌ

Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯7ਙผ7ऑผਙ㌱֭֭₡ħ่7⎯ف 7שγŴש ħ7שこŴੂ7₡֭֭こ7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ 7 ⓒ7ਙผ7่֭⑾ਙผ㌱֭7Ŵ่ੂ7ਙ⑾7שⓒ7Ŵ⎯⎯֭ผש㌱֭שਙ7ऑผਙש ħ7⎯ש ผħفγ7⎯שਙผฌ

ผ֭ こ֭₡ħ֭⎯㈠ฌ

ㅡ㈠ｘ″㈠7 Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ⇡к֭7ՁŴʉ⎯⊿7Aששਙผ่ ֭ੂ⎯ƥ71֭֭⎯㈠77╗γħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—֭₡7Ŵ่₡7่֭⑾ਙผ㌱֭₡7ħ่ฌ

Ŵ㌱㌱ਙผ₡Ŵ่㌱֭7ʉħשγ7שγ֭7кŴʉ⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ƆשŴ7֭שਙ⑾7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠7ǲŴ㌱γ7ऑŴผ7ੂש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭Ŵผ7ħ7⎯שਙʉ่7Ŵששਙผ่ ֭ੂ⎯ƥ7⑾֭֭⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ—ผשฌ

㌱ਙ⎯7⎯שħ่7㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħਙ่7ʉħשγ7Ŵ่ੂ7к֭فŴк7ऑผਙ㌱֭֭₡ħ่7فγ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผ㈠ฌ

Ɔǲb╗●ḶЌ7
●Ћǲฌ

ḚǲЌǲŐAՁ7ОŐḶЋ●Ɔ●ḶЌƆฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘں㈠7 Ｃ—ผŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77╗γ֭7╗֭ผこ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7㌱ਙここ่֭㌱֭7—ऑਙ่7שγ֭7ǲ⑾⑾֭㌱שħ֭ٹฌ

ＣŴ7֭שŴ่₡7⎯γŴкк7֭ゥऑħผ֭7ਙ่7שγ֭7שγħผשħ֭שγ7ӧ̶ｘỏ7Ŵ่่ħ֭ٹผ⎯Ŵผੂ 7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ǲ⑾⑾֭㌱שħ7֭ٹＣŴ֭שⓒ7—่к֭⎯⎯7֭שผこħ่Ŵ₡7֭֭שŴผкħ֭ผฌ

ऑ—ผ⎯—Ŵ่7ש ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ผこ⎯7γ֭ผ֭֭ש ਙ⑾㈠7bħ7ੂשŴفผ֭֭⎯7 7שγŴש кਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯γ֭7ҜŴש γŴ7֭ٹ γ֭7ש ผħفγ7ש ਙ7ש ผ֭ ฌש⎯֭—׀

֭ゥ่֭ש⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7╗֭ผこ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7⑾ħ7֭ٹӧㄦỏ7ੂ ֭Ŵผ⎯7—ऑਙ่7שγ֭7⑾ਙккਙʉħ่7ف㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯̬ฌ

ӧŴỏ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭⎯7ʉผħ7่่֭ששਙשħ㌱֭7ਙ⑾7⎯—㌱γ7֭ゥ่֭ש⎯ħਙ่7שਙ7bħ7ੂשŴ7שк֭Ŵ⎯7שਙ่֭ฌ

γ—่₡ผ֭₡ֱ֭ħفγ7ੂשӧںฎｘỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7ऑผħਙผ7שਙ7שγ֭7֭ ゥऑħผŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ਙผħفħ่Ŵк7╗֭ผこ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש⊿ฌ

ӧ⇡ỏ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ħ⎯7่ ਙ7שħ่7₡֭⑾Ŵ—к7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7⊿שŴ่₡ฌ

ӧ㌱ỏ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 Ŵ่₡7 bħ7ੂש ผ7֭ש่֭ ħ่שਙ7 Ŵ่7 Ŵこ่֭₡こ่֭7ש ਙ7ש γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שฌ

こ֭こਙผħŴкħ▷ħ่ש7فγ֭7֭ ゥ่֭ש⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7╗֭ผこ㈠ฌ

こ่֭7ש ਙ7ש γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ
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ธՙฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘธ㈠7 A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭ש㈠ฌ

╗γ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯7Ŵ㌱�่ਙʉк֭₡ש7֭فγŴש7שγ֭7ħ่7ש่֭שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שħ⎯7שγŴש7שγ֭ผ֭ 7ħ⎯7Ŵ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผฌ

ผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่⎯ħ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש7שγผਙ—فγਙ—ש7שγ֭7╗֭ผこ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ӧŴỏ7 A7שŴ่ੂ7שħこ֭7₡—ผħ่ש7فγ֭7╗֭ผこⓒ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7ħ7⎯ש⎯—㌱㌱֭⎯⎯ਙผ⎯ֱħֱ่ħ่֭שผ֭ ฌ֭ٹγŴкк7γŴ⎯7ש⎯

ผ֭֭שк֭7Ŵ่₡7ħ่שħשⓒ7⎯שγف7ผħ⎯שผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7ħש7ਙผ7่فਙ7⎯֭ккⓒ7Ŵ⎯⎯ħש7שγفγ֭7ผħש ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשਙ7ש7⎯ש⎯ ֭こ่֭7שӧŴ7फ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผफỏ7שਙ7Ŵ่ੂฌ

ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่7ਙผ7֭ 7ӧŴ7फ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ੂשħש่ ֭फỏ㈠77ǲゥ㌱֭ऑ7שħ่7ผ֭ ਙ7Оผ֭שਙ7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ⎯7שŴผ₡7ف ֱAऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭⎯7ӧʉγħ㌱γ7₡ਙ֭⎯ฌ

่ਙ7שผ֭ ħผ֭—׀ 7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱ਙ่⎯่֭ש7ੂ⇡7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשŴ⎯7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7ㄦ㈠ｘธӧ⇡ỏ7⇡֭кਙʉỏⓒ7ऑผħਙผ7שਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯—ここŴשħ่7فŴ่ੂฌ

╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผⓒ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7ਙ⇡שŴħ่7⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשʉผħ7่֭שש㌱ਙ่⎯่֭ש7שਙ7שγ֭7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7Ŵ⎯7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7⑾ਙผ7ħ่ฌ

ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש ֭こ่֭שⓒ7ʉγħ㌱γ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯่֭7ש ⎯γŴкк7 ่ਙ7ש ⇡֭7 —่ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7ʉħשγγ֭к₡ⓒ7 ₡֭кŴੂ֭₡7 ਙผ7 ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่֭₡㈠7 7ҜŴ⎯֭שผฌ

Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7ʉผħ7่֭שש ผ֭ 7ש⎯֭—׀ ⎯γŴкк7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7 ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7 ⎯—⑾⑾ħ㌱ħ่֭7ש Ŵħк7ש֭₡ Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ่ੂ7 ่ਙֱ่㌱ਙ่⑾ħ₡่֭שħŴкⓒ7 ่ਙֱ่

ऑผਙऑผħ֭שŴผੂ 7⎯—ऑऑਙผשħ่ٹ7֭فħ₡่֭㌱֭7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ 7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7bħש7ੂשਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่₡7שਙ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯ฌ

ผ֭ ㈠7ש⎯֭—׀ 7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 ⎯γŴкк7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7 ħ่⑾ਙผこŴשħਙ่7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש 7שγŴש ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭ⓒ7 ħ7⎯ש ֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒฌ

㌱ਙ่⎯—кשŴ่7⎯שŴ่₡7Ŵ7⎯ש่֭ف ӧ㌱ਙкк֭㌱שħ֭ٹкੂ7 फ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7╗֭Ŵこफỏ7γŴ⎯̬7 ӧħỏ7 γ֭7ש ⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħŴк7 ผ֭ ⎯ਙ—ผ㌱֭⎯7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ 7 ਙฌש

ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שผこ⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ่₡ħ֭שγ֭7שγ7שⓒ7ħ่7Ŵ㌱㌱ਙผ₡Ŵ่㌱֭7ʉħੂשγ֭7bਙここ—่ħשкਙऑ7֭ٹ֭₡ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7ਙผ7ӧħħỏ7֭ ゥऑ֭ผħ่֭㌱֭ฌ

Ŵ่₡7֭ ゥऑ֭ผשħ⎯֭7ħ่7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑħ่7فऑผਙ㈾֭ ㌱7⎯ש⎯ħこħкŴผ7ħ่7⎯㌱ਙऑ֭7שਙ7שγ֭7bਙここ—่ħੂש㈠77╗γ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7ผ֭ ⓒฌש⎯֭—׀

ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่7فŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7Ŵ㌱㌱֭ऑשŴ⇡к֭7שਙ7שγ֭7bħੂשⓒ7⎯γŴккฌ

⇡֭7ऑผਙこऑשкੂ7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผ֭ γ֭ฌש7ӧㅡㄦỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7⑾ผਙこ7֭ٹħ⑾ֱੂשγħ่7⑾ਙผשŴк7ਙผ7₡่֭ħŴк7ʉħٹγ֭ħผ7Ŵऑऑผਙש7bਙ—่㌱ħк7⑾ਙผ7ੂשγ֭7bħש7ੂ⇡₡7

₡Ŵש7֭שγ֭7bħ7ੂשผ֭ ㌱֭ħ7⎯֭ٹҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7ʉผħ7่֭ששผ֭ ħਙ่7ਙ⑾ฌש—γ֭7⑾—кк7֭ゥ֭㌱שŴк7Ŵ่₡7ٹƥ⎯7Ŵऑऑผਙੂש㈠77Ⓢऑਙ่7bħש⎯֭—׀

Ŵ่7A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ੂ⇡7שbħੂשⓒ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭ⓒ7שγ֭7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭ฌ

⎯γŴкк7שγ่֭㌱֭⑾ਙผשγ7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่⎯ħ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7⑾—ккੂ7ผ֭к֭Ŵ⎯֭₡7⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ӧ⇡ỏ7 Оผ֭ ֱAऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭⎯㈠77Ќਙשʉħשγ⎯שŴ่₡ħ่7فŴ่ੂשγħ่7فħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש7שਙ7שγ֭ฌ

㌱ਙ่שผŴผੂ ⓒ7שγ֭7⑾ਙккਙʉħ่7ف╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭⎯7㌱ਙ่⎯שħ7֭ש—שफОผ֭ ֱAऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭⎯ⓒफ7⑾ਙผ7ʉγħ㌱γ7่ ਙ7bħ7ੂש㌱ਙ่⎯่֭7ש⎯γŴккฌ

⇡֭7ผ֭ ħผ֭—׀ ₡7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7שγŴ7ש⎯—㌱γ7Оผ֭ ֱAऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭⎯7⎯γŴкк7Ŵ⎯⎯—こ֭7ħ่7ʉผħשħ่7فŴкк7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭ฌ

ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7γ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผ7⇡ੂ7ʉŴੂ7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่7A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠7╗γ֭7A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡ฌ

A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7 Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש ⎯γŴкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ҜŴ่Ŵ֭فผⓒ7 ʉγਙ⎯֭7 ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ⎯γŴкк7 ่ਙ7ש ⇡֭ฌ

—่ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7ʉħשγγ֭к₡ⓒ7₡֭кŴੂ֭₡7ਙผ7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่֭₡㈠77╗γ֭7A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭ฌ

֭ゥ֭㌱—₡7֭ש ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 Ŵ่₡7 Оผ֭ ֱAऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ㌱�่ਙʉк֭₡7₡֭ف ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש bħੂשฌ

ऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴк

�่ਙʉк֭₡7₡֭ف ⇡ੂ7 γ֭ש
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ธฎฌ

ҜŴ่Ŵ֭فผ㈠77╗γ֭7Оผֱ֭Aऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7⎯γŴкк7שγ่֭㌱֭⑾ਙผשγ7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7⇡֭ฌ

ผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่⎯ħ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7⑾—ккੂ7ผ֭ к֭Ŵ⎯֭₡7⑾ผਙこฌ

㈠ฌשผ֭֭こ่֭فγħ⎯7Aשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שŴفγ֭7ਙ⇡кħש

ỏ7ں A่7֭ ฌ⊿⎯֭ש7A⑾⑾ħкħŴ⎯שкਙऑ֭ผ7ਙผ7ħ֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯ผਙкк֭₡7⇡ੂ7ҜŴש7ਙʉ่֭₡7ਙผ7㌱ਙ่ੂשħש่

ธỏ7 A่ੂ7 7שこ่֭ש⎯֭ٹ่● %ħผこ7 7שγŴש ₡ਙ֭⎯7 ่ਙ7ש ऑкŴ่7 ਙ7ש кਙऑ7֭ٹ֭₡ γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠7 7 ●⑾ฌ

7%ħผこ7שこ่֭ש⎯֭ٹ่● ₡֭⎯ħผ֭ ⎯7 ਙ̬7ש 7 ӧħỏ7 кਙऑ7֭ٹ֭₡ γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผੂשⓒ7 ਙผ7 ӧħħỏ7 ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7 7ੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผש ਙ7ש Ŵ7 ฌש่֭—׀֭⎯⇡—⎯

╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ฌ่֭שש7ʉผħੂשγ֭7bħשŴħ่7⑾ผਙこ7ש⇡7%ħผこ7⎯γŴкк7ਙשこ่֭ש⎯֭ٹ่●γ֭7שⓒ7ੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผשкਙऑ7֭ٹਙ7₡֭ש7⎯₡่֭ש7ħ่שγŴש7֭

㌱ਙ่⎯่֭ש7שਙ̬77ӧħỏ7㌱ਙここ่֭㌱֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭שⓒ7ਙผ7ӧħħỏ7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผש7ੂשਙ7Ŵ7⎯—⇡⎯֭7ש่֭—׀╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ฌשγŴש7֭

ħ่7⎯₡่֭ש ਙ7ש кਙऑ7֭ٹ֭₡ γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผੂשⓒ7 ʉγħ㌱γ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯่֭7ש ⎯γŴкк7 ่ਙ7ש ⇡֭7 —่ผ֭Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7 ʉħשγγ֭к₡ⓒ7 ₡֭кŴੂ֭₡7 ਙผฌ

㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่֭₡㈠7●่ש⎯֭ٹこ่֭7%שħผこƥ⎯7ʉผħ7่֭שש ผ֭ ħ₡֭7ٹγŴкк7ऑผਙ⎯7ש⎯֭—׀ ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7⎯—⑾⑾ħ㌱ħ่֭ש7₡֭שŴħк7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ่ੂ7่ਙֱ่

㌱ਙ่⑾ħ₡่֭שħŴкⓒ7่ਙֱ่ऑผਙऑผħ֭שŴผੂ7⎯—ऑऑਙผשħ่ٹ7֭فħ₡่֭㌱֭7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשbਙ—่㌱ħк7שਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผ㈠7●่ש⎯֭ٹこ่֭שฌ

%ħผこ7⎯γŴкк7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7 ħ่⑾ਙผこŴשħਙ่7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש 7שγŴש 7שこ่֭ש⎯֭ٹ่● %ħผこ7 ਙผ7 ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ħผ7ש ֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒฌ

㌱ਙ่⎯—кשŴ่7⎯שŴ่₡7Ŵ7⎯ש่֭فӧ㌱ਙкк֭㌱שħ֭ٹкੂ7फ●่ש⎯֭ٹこ่֭7%שħผこ7╗֭Ŵこफ7Ŵ่₡7फ╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7╗֭Ŵこफⓒ7ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱שħ֭ٹкੂỏ7שγŴשฌ

ħ่ש7⎯₡่֭שਙ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשγŴ⎯̬77ӧħỏ7שγ֭7⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħŴк7ผ֭ ⎯ਙ—ผ㌱֭⎯7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ ⓒ7ħ่ฌੂשγ֭7bਙここ—่ħשкਙऑ7֭ٹਙ7₡֭ש7

Ŵ㌱㌱ਙผ₡Ŵ่㌱֭7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭7ש ผこ⎯7֭ש Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7 ਙผ7 ӧħħỏ7 ֭ゥऑ֭ผħ่֭㌱֭7 Ŵ่₡7 ֭ゥऑ֭ผשħ⎯֭7 ħ่ฌ

7فкਙऑħ่֭ٹ֭₡ ऑผਙ㈾֭ ㌱7⎯ש ⎯ħこħкŴผ7 ħ่7 ⎯㌱ਙऑ֭7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש bਙここ—่ħੂש㈠7 7 ╗γ֭7 7שこ่֭ש⎯֭ٹ่● %ħผこƥ⎯7 ผ֭ ⓒ7ש⎯֭—׀ ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่فฌ

ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7ਙ⑾7 7שこ่่֭فγ֭7A⎯⎯ħש Ŵ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7 Ŵ㌱㌱֭ऑשŴ⇡к֭7 ਙ7ש ⓒ7ੂשγ֭7bħש ⎯γŴкк7 ⇡֭ฌ

ऑผਙこऑשкੂ7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผ֭ γ֭ฌש7ӧㅡㄦỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7⑾ผਙこ7֭ٹħ⑾ֱੂשγħ่7⑾ਙผשŴк7ਙผ7₡่֭ħŴк7ʉħٹγ֭ħผ7Ŵऑऑผਙש7bਙ—่㌱ħк7⑾ਙผ7ੂשγ֭7bħש7ੂ⇡₡7

₡Ŵש7֭שγ֭7bħ7ੂשผ֭ ㌱֭ħ7⎯֭ٹҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7ʉผħ7่֭ששผ֭ ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ฌש—Ŵк7Ŵ่₡7⑾—кк7֭ゥ֭㌱ٹƥ⎯7Ŵऑऑผਙੂש㈠77Ⓢऑਙ่7bħש⎯֭—׀

A⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שŴ่₡7A⎯⎯—こऑשħਙ่7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ੂ⇡7שbħੂשⓒ7●่ש⎯֭ٹこ่֭7%שħผこ7Ŵ่₡7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭ⓒ7שγ֭7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ֭ ֭7⎯γŴккฌ

кਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯γ֭7ҜŴשਙ7⇡֭7שγ7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7שγ่֭㌱֭⑾ਙผש ⎯ऑਙ่⎯ħ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ӧ㌱ỏ7 7●่7bਙ่่֭㌱שħਙ่7ʉħשγ7%ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħ่7ف╗ผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯㈠77ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7γŴ⎯7⑾—кк7Ŵ่₡7⎯ਙк֭ฌ

₡ħ⎯㌱ผ֭ γ֭ผ֭שħਙ่⎯7ש7ਙผ7ऑਙผੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผשਙ7่֭㌱—こ⇡֭ผ7ש7ੂשγਙผħש—ħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7Ŵש ਙ⑾ⓒ7ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7ħこऑผਙ֭ٹこ่֭ש7⎯שγ֭ผ֭ ਙ่ⓒ7ħ่ฌ

㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħਙ่7ʉħשγ7⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħ่ש7فผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯ⓒ7ʉħשγਙ—7שкħこħשŴשħਙ่7שਙ7שγ֭7⎯ħ▷֭7ਙผ7่Ŵש—ผ֭ 7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯—㌱γ7שผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שħਙ่ⓒ7שγ֭ฌ

Ŵこਙ—่7שਙ⑾7кŴ่₡7ħ่ٹਙк7₡֭ٹਙผ7שγ֭7—⎯֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ऑผਙ㌱֭֭₡⎯7שγ֭ผ֭ ⑾ผਙこⓒ7Ŵ่₡7こŴੂ7่֭֭שผ7ħ่שਙ7⎯—㌱γ7שผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯7Ŵשฌ

Ŵ่ੂ7שħこ֭7Ŵ่₡7⑾ผਙこ7שħこ֭7שਙ7שħこ֭7ʉħשγਙ—7שऑ֭ผこħ⎯⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ਙผ7่ਙשħ㌱֭7שਙ7bħੂש㈠77Aкк7⎯—㌱γ7⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħ่ש7فผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯ฌ

⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7⎯—⇡㈾֭ ㌱ש7שਙ7שγ֭7֭שผこ⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

㌱γ7⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħ่ש7فผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱ש
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ธɱฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘ̶㈠7 ƆŴк֭7ਙผ7Ḷשγ֭ผ7╗ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7Ќਙש7שਙ7Ő֭кħ֭ש7֭ٹγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ਙ⑾7ħ7⎯שḶ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่㈠77ǲゥ㌱֭ऑ7שŴ⎯ฌ

֭ゥऑผ֭ ⎯⎯кੂ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7γ֭ผ֭ ħ่7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7่ਙ7⎯Ŵк֭7ਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผ7שผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯—⇡₡ħٹħ₡֭₡ฌ

7ऑŴผ㌱֭к7⎯γŴкк7ผ֭שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ кħ֭7֭ٹҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ਙ⑾7ħ7⎯שਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7γ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผⓒ7Ŵ่₡7⎯—㌱γ7Ŵ⎯⎯ħ่فこ่֭7שਙผฌ

ผŴ่⎯⑾֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7⎯—⇡㈾֭ש ㌱ש7שਙ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7֭שผこ⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡ⓒ7γਙʉ֭֭ٹผⓒ7שγŴ7่שਙฌ

⎯—㌱γ7ऑ—ผ㌱γŴ⎯֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7γ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผ㈠77╗γħ⎯7Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7γŴ7่֭ٹਙฌ

֭⑾⑾֭㌱7ש—ऑਙ่7 7ਙ⑾7ੂשŴкħ₡ħٹγ֭7ש ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่⎯7 ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7㌱ਙ่֭ٹŴ่ש⎯ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯ⓒ7 ผ֭ ħਙ่⎯7ਙผ7שผħ㌱ש⎯ кħ่֭⎯7ŴفŴħ่⎯שฌ

ऑŴผ㌱֭к⎯7ਙ⑾7ผ֭ Ŵк7ऑผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘㅡ7 ●่₡֭こ่ħ7⊿ੂשĠਙк₡7ĠŴผこк֭⎯⎯㈠77ǲゥ㌱֭ऑ7שŴ⎯7֭ゥऑผ֭ ⎯⎯кੂ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผฌ

Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7γਙк₡7bħੂשⓒ7ħ7⎯שਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯ⓒ7Ŵש่֭ف⎯ⓒ7֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭ ऑผ֭ ਙผฌ⑾7ੂש7γŴผこк֭⎯⎯7⑾ผਙこ7кħŴ⇡ħкħ⎯֭ٹħשŴש่֭⎯

₡ŴこŴ7֭فਙผ7㌱кŴħこ⎯7⑾ਙผ7₡ŴこŴ7֭ف⑾ਙผ7ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่Ŵк7ħ่㈾—ผੂ ⓒ7ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่7ف₡֭Ŵשγ7Ŵ่₡7㌱кŴħこ⎯7⑾ਙผ7ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7₡ੂשŴこŴ7֭فʉγħ㌱γฌ

こŴੂ7 Ŵผħ⎯֭7 ⑾ผਙこ7 γ֭7ש ₡ħผ֭ ㌱7ש ਙผ7 ħ่₡ħผ֭ ㌱7ש ਙऑ֭ผŴשħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 ਙผ7 γਙ⎯֭7ש ਙ⑾7 ħ7⎯ש ㌱ਙ่שผŴ㌱שਙผ⎯ⓒฌ

⎯—⇡㌱ਙ่שผŴ㌱שਙผ⎯ⓒ7Ŵש่֭ف⎯ⓒ7֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒ7ਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผ7ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่⎯7Ŵ㌱שħ่7فਙ่7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7⇡֭γŴк⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7ผ֭ кŴש7֭שਙฌ

ผ֭فкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯㈠77ҜŴੂשγ֭7bਙここ—่ħש7ਙ⑾7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹγ֭7₡֭ש 7ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯ⓒฌ⎯ש7Ŵ่₡7ħੂשਙ7Ŵ่₡7⎯γŴкк7₡֭⑾่֭₡7bħש7⎯֭

Ŵש่֭ف⎯ⓒ7֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 ผ֭ ऑผ֭ 7⎯֭ٹħשŴש่֭⎯ ⑾ผਙこ7 Ŵ㌱שħਙ่⎯7 ⑾ਙผ7 ₡ŴこŴ7⎯֭ف ㌱Ŵ—⎯֭₡7 ਙผ7 Ŵкк֭7₡֭ف ਙ7ש γŴ7֭ٹ ⇡่֭֭ฌ

㌱Ŵ—⎯֭₡7⇡ੂ7ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่7ਙ⑾7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผƥ⎯7Ŵ㌱שħٹħשħ֭⎯7ħ่7㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħਙ่7ʉħשγ7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7bਙここ—่ħੂשฌ

ਙשγ֭ผ7שγŴ่7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱γŴкк่֭7⎯֭ف ਙ7ש Ŵкħ₡кੂ7ਙ⑾7ٹγ֭7ש ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש ֭こ่֭7שਙผ7bħש ƥੂ⎯7ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7ਙ⑾7 ผ֭ кŴש₡7่֭֭שħשк֭こ่֭ש⎯㈠ฌ

ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7bħ7ੂשŴفผ֭ ਙผ่שש7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯ש⎯Ŵккੂ7ऑŴੂ7Ŵкк7㌱ਙ—׀ਙ7֭ש7֭ ֭ੂ⎯7⑾֭֭⎯7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ7₡֭⑾่֭⎯֭7ħ่7Ŵ่ੂ7к֭فŴкฌ

Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7⑾ħк֭₡7ħ่7Ŵ7㌱ਙ—ผ7שਙ⑾7㌱ਙこऑ֭7ש่֭ש㈾—ผħ⎯₡ħ㌱שħਙ่7⇡ੂ7Ŵ7שγħผ₡7ऑŴผ7ੂשŴкк֭فħ่7فŴ่ੂ7⎯—㌱γ7㌱кŴħこ⎯7ਙผ7㌱γŴкк่֭فħ่ש7فγ֭ฌ

ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש7ਙ⑾7ੂשŴкħ₡ħٹ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77╗γ֭7ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7่ਙ7שŴऑऑкੂ7שਙ7שγ֭7֭ゥ7ש่֭ש⎯—㌱γ7₡ŴこŴ֭فⓒฌ

кħŴ⇡ħкħੂשⓒ7ਙผ7㌱кŴħこ7 ħ⎯7ऑผਙゥħこŴ֭שкੂ7 ㌱Ŵ—⎯֭₡7⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש ħ่ש่֭שħਙ่Ŵк7 ਙผ7่֭فкħ7ש่֭فŴ㌱7שਙ⑾7bħੂשⓒ7 ħ7⎯ש ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯ⓒ7 Ŵש่֭فⓒฌ

֭こऑкਙੂ֭֭⎯ⓒ7ਙผ7ผ֭ ऑผ֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שผこħ่Ŵ֭ש7Ŵ่ੂ7֭ٹħٹħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7⎯—ผש㈠7╗γħ⎯7⎯֭㌱⎯֭ٹħשŴש่֭⎯ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘㄦ㈠7 Աħ่₡ħ่7فǲ⑾⑾֭㌱7שਙ⑾7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77Ɔ—⇡㈾֭ ㌱ש7שਙ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7שγ֭7⇡—ผ₡่֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שฌ

⇡ħ่₡ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7 7ਙ⑾7⎯שγ֭7⇡่֭֭⑾ħש ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש ֭こ่֭7ש ħ่—ผ֭ 7 ਙⓒ7ש ħ֭⎯ƥ7שγ֭7ОŴผש ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱שħ7֭ٹŴ⎯⎯ħ7⎯่فŴ่₡7⎯—㌱㌱֭⎯⎯ਙผ⎯ֱħֱ่

ħ่֭שผ֭ γ֭7⎯—⇡㈾֭ש7ʉγħ㌱γ7ħ⎯7ੂשγ֭7ऑผਙऑ֭ผש7Ŵ่₡7ש⎯ ㌱7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘ″7 Ő֭кŴשħਙ่⎯γħऑ7ਙ⑾7ОŴผשħ֭⎯㈠7●7שħ⎯7—่₡֭ผ⎯שਙਙ₡7שγŴש7שγ֭7㌱ਙ่שผŴ㌱ש—Ŵк7ผ֭ кŴשħਙ่⎯γħऑ7⇡֭שʉ่֭֭7bħ7ੂשŴ่₡ฌ

ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ħ⎯7⎯—㌱γ7שγŴ7שҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ħ⎯7่ ਙ7שŴ่7Ŵ7ש่֭فਙ⑾7bħ7ੂש⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭7Ŵ่₡7bħ7ੂשħ⎯7่ ਙ7שŴ่ฌ

Ŵ7ש่֭فਙ⑾7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱ŴऑŴ㌱ħੂש㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘՙ7 bਙ—่֭שผऑŴผש⎯㈠7 7 ╗γħ⎯7 Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש こŴੂ7 ⇡֭7 ֭ゥ֭㌱—₡7֭ש Ŵ7ש ₡ħ⑾⑾֭ผ֭ 7ש่ ħこ֭⎯7ש Ŵ่₡7 ħ่7 こ—кשħऑк֭ฌ่ש ⎯ħこ֭ש Ŵ่₡7 ħ่7 こ—к
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̶ｘฌ

㌱ਙ—่֭שผऑŴผש⎯ⓒ7֭ Ŵ㌱γ7ਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7Ŵ่7ਙผħفħ่Ŵкⓒ7⇡—7שŴкк7ਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7שਙש֭فγ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7㌱ਙ่⎯שħ7֭ש—שਙ่֭7Ŵ่₡ฌ

㈠77A่שผ—こ่֭ש⎯γ֭7⎯Ŵこ֭7ħ่ש ੂ7⎯ħ่فŴש—ผ֭ 7ऑŴ7֭فਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שこŴੂ7⇡֭7₡֭שŴ㌱γ֭₡7⑾ผਙこ7Ŵ่ੂ7㌱ਙ—่֭שผऑŴผשฌ

ʉħשγਙ—7שħこऑŴħผħ่ש7فγ֭7к֭فŴк7֭⑾⑾֭㌱ש7שਙ7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯ħ่فŴש—ผ֭ γ֭ผ֭ש7⎯ ਙ่ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7こŴੂ7⇡֭7ŴששŴ㌱γ֭₡7שਙ7Ŵ่ਙשγ֭ผ7㌱ਙ—่֭שผऑŴผשⓒฌ

ħ₡่֭שħ㌱Ŵк7ħ่7⑾ਙผこ7שγ֭ผ֭ 7ਙ่֭7ਙผ7こਙผ֭שਙ7ħשŴ㌱γ֭₡7שש7Ŵفħ่ٹ7γŴש—⇡ਙⓒ7ש 7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7⎯ħ่فŴש—ผ֭ 7ऑŴ֭ف⎯㈠77Ｃ֭кħ֭ٹผੂ 7ਙ⑾7Ŵฌ

㌱ਙ—่֭שผऑŴผ7ੂ⇡7ש⑾Ŵ㌱⎯ħこħк֭7ਙผ7ऑਙผשŴ⇡к֭7₡ਙ㌱—こ่֭7ש⑾ਙผこŴ7שӧऑ₡⑾ỏ7שγผਙ—فγ7֭к֭㌱שผਙ่ħ㌱7こŴħк7שผŴ่⎯こħ⎯⎯ħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭ฌ

Ŵ⎯7⇡ħ่₡ħ่7فŴ่7֭ゥ֭㌱—שħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7₡֭кħ֭ٹผੂ7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ੂ⇡7ש⎯—㌱γ7ОŴผ7ੂשŴ⎯7ħ⑾7שγ֭7ОŴผ7ੂשγŴ₡7₡֭кħ֭ٹผ֭ ₡7Ŵ่ฌ

Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7ऑγੂ⎯ħ㌱Ŵк7ਙผħفħ่Ŵк7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שʉħשγ7Ŵ่7ħ่"7⎯ħ่فŴש—ผ֭ 7⑾ผਙこ7⎯—㌱γ7ОŴผੂש㈠77A่ ੂ7ОŴผ7₡֭ੂשкħ֭ٹผħ่7ف⇡ੂฌ

⑾Ŵ㌱⎯ħこħк֭7ਙผ7֭к֭㌱שผਙ่ħ㌱7こŴħк7שผŴ่⎯こħ⎯⎯ħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7ऑผਙこऑשкੂ7שγ֭ผ֭ Ŵ⑾֭שผ7₡֭кħ֭ٹผ7Ŵ่7֭ゥ֭㌱—₡7֭ש㌱ਙ—่֭שผऑŴผ7שਙผħفħ่Ŵкฌ

γ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾7שਙ7שγ֭7ਙשγ֭ผ7ОŴผੂש㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘฎ7 Ќਙשħ㌱֭⎯㈠77Aкк7่ਙשħ㌱֭⎯ⓒ7₡֭こŴ่₡⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙผผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่₡่֭㌱֭7ผ֭׀—ħผ֭ ₡7ਙผ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7⑾ਙผ7—่₡֭ผ7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7 ⇡֭7 ħ่7 ʉผħשħ่ف㈠7 7Ｃ֭кħ֭ٹผੂ7こŴੂ7 ⇡֭7 Ŵ㌱㌱ਙこऑкħ⎯γ֭₡7 ħ่7 ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่ⓒ7 ⇡ੂ7 ㌱֭ผשħ⑾ħ֭₡7こŴħк7 ӧऑਙ⎯שŴ֭فฌ

ऑผ֭ ऑŴħ₡7ผ֭ ผ่—ש 7ผ֭ ㌱֭ħऑ7שผ֭ ħ㌱֭⎯7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7Ŵ₡₡ผ֭שผŴ่⎯こħ⎯⎯ħਙ่㈠7ҜŴħк7่ਙשผਙ่ħ㌱7こŴħк7שħŴ7֭к֭㌱ٹỏⓒ7ਙผ7₡֭ש⎯֭—׀ ⎯⎯֭₡7Ŵ⎯ฌ

⑾ਙккਙʉ⎯̬ฌ

╗ਙ7bħ7̬ੂש bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ฌ
ㅡɱㄦ7Ɔਙ—שγ7ҜŴħ่7Ɔשผ֭ ฌש֭
ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ7ฎɱںｘںฌ
Aש่֭ששħਙ่̬7bħ7ੂשҜŴ่Ŵ֭فผฌ
Aש่֭ששħਙ่̬7Ｃħผ֭ ㌱שਙผ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Ｃ֭ऑŴผשこ่֭7שਙ⑾7ОкŴ่่ħ่فฌ

╗ਙ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ̬ 7 ฎｘ7ՁAЌＣ7bḶҜОAЌù7ՁՁbฌں
ธｘฌں7֭ש7AऑŴ㌱γ֭7ŐਙŴ₡ⓒ7Ɔ—ħשㄦ74ਙผںธں
ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7ЌЋ7ฎɱںںՙฌ

bਙऑੂ7שਙ̬7 bγผħ⎯7ìŴ֭こऑ⑾֭ผฌ
ìŴ֭こऑ⑾֭ผ7bผਙʉ֭ккฌ
7″ㄦｘฌ֭שⓒ7Ɔ—ħ֭ٹŴк7ОкŴ▷Ŵ7Ｃผħٹħש⎯ɱฎｘ74֭ں
ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ7ฎɱ̶ںㄦฌ

ǲħשγ֭ผ7ОŴผ7ੂשこŴੂ7 ㌱γŴ่7֭ف ħ7⎯ש Ŵ₡₡ผ֭ ⎯⎯7 ⇡ੂ7 7فħ่ٹħف ่ਙשħ㌱֭7 ħ่7 ʉผħשħ่7ف ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ਙשγ֭ผ7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ผ֭ש Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 ่ਙשħ㌱֭⎯ⓒฌ

₡֭こŴ่₡⎯7Ŵ่₡7ਙשγ֭ผ7㌱ਙผผ֭ ⎯ऑਙ่₡่֭㌱֭7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7Ŵ₡₡ผ֭ ⎯⎯֭₡7Ŵ่₡7שผŴ่⎯こħש₡7֭ששਙ7שγ֭7่֭ʉ7Ŵ₡₡ผ֭ ⎯⎯㈠7Ќਙשħ㌱֭⎯ฌ

ผ֭֭ٹγ֭7こŴ่่֭ผ7₡֭⎯㌱ผħ⇡֭₡7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7₡֭֭こ֭₡7₡֭кħש7ħ่7่֭ٹħف ₡7ਙ่7שγ֭7₡Ŵੂ7ਙ⑾7ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่Ŵк7₡֭кħ֭ٹผੂ7ਙผ7שγ֭7₡Ŵ֭שฌ

₡֭кħ֭ٹผੂ 7ਙ⑾7こŴħк7ħ⎯7⑾ħผ⎯7שŴ֭ששこऑ֭ש₡㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ｘɱ7 ǲ่שħผ֭ 7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77╗γħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש㌱ਙ่⎯שħש7⎯֭ש—שγ֭7่֭שħผ֭ 7—่₡֭ผ⎯שŴ่₡ħ่7فŴ่₡7Ŵفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שฌ

ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯㈠7╗γħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שħ่ف֭שผŴ7⎯֭שŴкк7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7֭שผこ⎯7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7こ่֭שħਙ่֭₡7γ֭ผ֭ ħ่7ਙผ7ħ่㌱ħ₡่֭שŴкฌ

ผ⎯שŴ่₡ħ่7فŴ่₡7Ŵفผ֭ ֭こ

ਙ่֭₡7γ֭ผ֭ ħ่7ਙผ7ħ่㌱ħ₡֭
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ฌں̶

γ֭ผ֭ ħਙ่⎯7ਙผ7ऑผ֭שħŴשਙفਙ7Ŵ่₡7⎯—ऑ֭ผ⎯֭₡֭⎯7Ŵкк7่֭ש ผ֭فħਙ—⎯7Ŵٹ ֭こ่֭ש֭⇡7⎯שʉ่֭֭7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯7ʉħשγ7ผ֭ ⎯ऑ֭㌱ש7שਙ7Ŵкк7ਙ⑾ฌ

Ŵ่ੂ7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7⎯—⇡㈾֭ ㌱7שこŴ֭ששผ7γ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ںｘ7 ÛŴħ֭ٹผ⎯㈠77Aкк7ʉŴħ֭ٹผ⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7ħ่7ʉผħשħ่7فŴ่₡7⎯ħ7₡่֭ف⇡ੂฌ

γ֭7㌱Ŵ⎯֭7こŴੂ7⇡֭㈠ฌש7bਙ—่㌱ħкⓒ7Ŵ⎯7ੂשγ֭7bħש7ੂ⇡7₡֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ਙผ7Ŵऑऑผਙ֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯7ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯7ਙ⑾7ҜŴ֭שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴש

ㄦ㈠7ںں Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡ħ่7⊿فAこ่֭₡こ่֭ש⎯㈠77Оผਙこऑשкੂ7Ŵ⑾֭שผ7֭ゥ֭㌱—שħਙ่7γ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾ⓒ7Ŵ่7֭ゥ֭㌱—₡7֭שਙผħفħ่Ŵк7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱ħŴк7Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡⎯7ਙ⑾7bкŴผ(7bਙ—่ੂשⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠77Aкк7Ŵこ่֭₡こ่֭7⎯שγ֭ผ֭ ਙฌש

こ—⎯7֭⇡7שħ่7ʉผħשħ่7ف⎯ħש7ੂ⇡7₡่֭فγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴ7֭שਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯7ਙ⑾7bħ7ੂשŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ħ่7Ŵ7⑾ਙผこ7⎯—ħשŴ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผฌ

ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡Ŵשħਙ่7ħ่7שγ֭7Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱ħŴк7Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡⎯7ਙ⑾7bкŴผ(7bਙ—่ੂשⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠77Ќਙ7Ŵこ่֭₡こ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7ħ่ฌ

Ŵ่₡7ਙ⑾7ħש⎯֭к⑾7Ŵこ่֭₡7שγ֭7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7שਙ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ŴששŴ㌱γ֭₡7γ֭ผ֭ ਙ7Ŵ⎯ฌש

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שਫb㈚7—่к֭⎯⎯7שγŴ7שħ⎯7שγ֭7֭ゥऑผ֭ ⎯⎯֭₡7ħ่ש่֭שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯7שਙ7₡ਙ7⎯ਙ7Ŵ⎯7ħ7שผ֭ кŴש7⎯֭שਙ7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠ฌ

Ⓢऑਙ่7㌱ਙこऑк֭שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ऑ֭ผ⑾ਙผこŴ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7Ŵ7⎯שŴ֭שこ่֭ٹ7֭שħ₡่֭㌱ħ่7ف⎯Ŵħ₡7㌱ਙこऑк֭שħਙ่ⓒ7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭ฌ

⎯ħש7ੂ⇡7₡่֭فγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴ7֭שਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשŴ่₡7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱ħŴкฌ

Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡⎯7ਙ⑾7bкŴผ(7bਙ—่ੂשⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠77A7ผ֭ 7ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ผ⎯ฌ֭שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴש7ੂ⇡7₡่֭فħਙ่7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7⎯ħשผこħ่Ŵ֭שħਙ่7ਙผ7שਙ㌱Ŵٹ

ਙ⑾7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשਙผ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7Ŵ่₡7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱ħŴк7Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡⎯7ਙ⑾7bкŴผ(7bਙ—่ੂשⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ںธ7 Ġ֭Ŵ₡ħ่7⊿⎯فǲゥγħ⇡ħ7⊿⎯שbผਙ⎯⎯7Ő֭⑾֭ผ֭ ่㌱֭⎯㈠77╗γ֭7ผ֭ ㌱ħשŴк⎯ⓒ7γ֭Ŵ₡ħ่7⎯فŴ่₡7㌱Ŵऑשħਙ่⎯7—⎯֭₡7ħ่7שγħ⎯ฌ

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שŴผ֭ 7⑾ਙผ7㌱ਙ่่֭ٹħ่֭㌱֭7Ŵ่₡7֭Ŵ⎯֭7ਙ⑾7ผ֭ ⑾֭ผ֭ ่㌱֭7ਙ่кੂ7Ŵ่₡7⎯γŴкк7่ਙש₡7֭⎯—7֭⇡7שਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—֭ⓒ7ħ่֭שผऑผ֭ ⓒฌש

֭ゥऑŴ่₡7ਙผ7кħこħש7שγ֭7֭שผこ⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭ש㈠77Aкк7֭ゥγħ⇡ħ7⎯שŴששŴ㌱γ֭₡7שਙ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שŴผ֭ 7ħ่㌱ਙผऑਙผŴ֭ש₡ฌ

γ֭ผ֭ ħ่7⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש ผ֭ ⑾֭ผ֭ ่㌱֭⎯7㌱ਙ่שŴħ่֭₡7γ֭ผ֭ ħ่㈠7 7A่ ੂ7 ผこ7—⎯֭₡7֭ש ħ่7Ŵ่7֭ゥγħ⇡ħ7שγ֭ผ֭ γ֭7⎯Ŵこ֭ฌש7֭ٹਙ7⎯γŴкк7γŴש

こ֭Ŵ่ħ่7فŴ⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש—่к֭⎯⎯7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7₡֭⑾ħ่֭₡7ħ่7⎯—㌱γ7֭ゥγħ⇡ħש㈠77Aкк7ผ֭ ⑾֭ผ֭ ่㌱֭⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שฌ

ħਙ่⎯7Ŵ่₡7֭שਙ7⎯֭㌱ש ゥγħ⇡ħ7⎯ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7שਙ7⎯֭㌱שħਙ่⎯7Ŵ่₡7֭ ゥγħ⇡ħש7⎯שਙ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7—่к֭⎯⎯7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7⎯ऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ֭₡㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠7̶ں Ő֭к֭Ŵ⎯֭㈠7 7 ǲŴ㌱γ7 ผ֭ ⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 кਙ7ש ⎯γਙʉ่7 ਙ่7 Ŵ7 ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡֭₡7 Ɔ—⇡₡ħٹħ⎯ħਙ่7 ҜŴऑ7 ʉħשγħ่7 γ֭ฌש

bਙここ—่ħ7ੂש ⎯γŴкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵ—שਙこŴשħ㌱Ŵккੂ7 ผ֭ к֭Ŵ⎯֭₡7 ⑾ผਙこ7 γ֭7ש ่֭㌱—こ⇡ผŴ่㌱֭7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש ʉħשγਙ—7ש γ֭ฌש

่֭㌱֭⎯⎯ħ7ੂשਙ⑾7֭ゥ֭㌱—שħ่7فਙผ7ผ֭ ㌱ਙผ₡ħ่7فŴ่ੂ7ħ่⎯שผ—こ่֭7שਙ⑾7ผ֭ к֭Ŵ⎯֭7—ऑਙ่7שγ֭7ħ⎯⎯—Ŵ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ7⇡—ħк₡ħ่7فऑ֭ผこħ7ש⑾ਙผฌ

ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7Ŵ7ผ֭שผ—㌱ש⎯γ֭7㌱ਙ่ש ⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭7שγ֭ผ֭ ਙ่㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ںㅡ7 Ɔ֭֭ٹผŴ⇡ħкħ7ੂשਙ⑾7╗֭ผこ⎯㈠77 ●⑾7Ŵ่ੂ7 ħ⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ٹγ֭ผ7ऑผਙשผこ7ਙผ7ਙ֭ש ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש ֭こ่֭7ש ħ⎯7γ֭к₡7שਙ7⇡֭ฌ

ħ่ٹŴкħ₡ⓒ7ħкк֭فŴк7ਙผ7ħ่㌱ŴऑŴ⇡к֭7ਙ⑾7⇡֭ħ่7่֭ف⑾ਙผ㌱֭₡7⇡ੂ7Ŵ่ੂ7ผ—к֭7ਙ⑾7кŴʉ7ਙผ7ऑ—⇡кħ㌱7ऑਙкħ㌱ੂⓒ7Ŵкк7ਙשγ֭ผ7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7Ŵ่₡ฌ

ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7่ γ֭к֭⎯⎯7ผ֭שผ֭ٹ֭ こŴħ่7ħ่7⑾—кк7⑾ਙผ㌱֭7Ŵ่₡7֭ ⑾⑾֭㌱שⓒ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7שγŴש7שγ֭7ħ่ٹŴкħ₡ħੂשⓒฌ

ħкк֭فŴкħ7ੂשਙผ7—่่֭⑾ਙผ㌱֭Ŵ⇡ħкħ7ੂשਙ⑾7⎯—㌱γ7֭שผこ⎯7₡ਙ֭⎯7่ਙ7שこŴ֭שผħŴккੂ7ħこऑŴħผ7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯ƥ7Ŵ⇡ħкħש7ੂשਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯—ここŴ֭שฌ

ผਙٹħ₡֭₡7שγŴש7שγ֭7ħ่ٹŴкħ

֭⎯ƥ7Ŵ⇡ħкħש7ੂשਙ7㌱ਙ่⎯—ここ
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̶ธฌ

₡7γ֭ผ֭֭שこऑкŴ֭שħਙ่⎯7㌱ਙ่שผŴ่⎯Ŵ㌱שγ֭7ש ⇡ੂ㈠77●⑾7Ŵ่ੂ7֭שผこ7ਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผ7ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่7ħ⎯7ħ่ٹŴкħ₡ⓒ7ħкк֭فŴк7ਙผ7ħ่㌱ŴऑŴ⇡к֭7ਙ⑾ฌ

⇡֭ħ่7่֭ف⑾ਙผ㌱֭₡ⓒ7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯7γ֭ผ֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשਙ7⎯γŴккⓒ7ħ⑾7ऑਙ⎯⎯ħ⇡к֭ⓒ7Ŵこ่֭₡7ש ֭こ่֭7ש⎯ਙ7Ŵ⎯7שਙ7Ŵ⑾⑾֭㌱ש7שγ֭7ਙผħفħ่Ŵкฌ

ħ่ש่֭שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠ںㄦ7 ǲゥ֭ผ㌱ħ⎯֭7ਙ⑾7Ｃħ⎯㌱ผ֭ ħਙ่㈠77Ûγ֭ผ֭ש ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aשਙ7ש7ੂשผ7Ŵ7ОŴผ֭ٹ ֭こ่֭7שγŴ⎯7₡ħ⎯㌱ผ֭ ਙ7こŴ"֭7Ŵฌשħਙ่7ש

₡֭㌱ħ⎯ħਙ่ⓒ7 ħ7ש⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7 ผ֭ ħผ֭—׀ ₡7 7שγŴש ⎯—㌱γ7₡ħ⎯㌱ผ֭ ħਙ่7⇡֭7֭ゥ֭ผ㌱ħ⎯֭₡7ש ผ֭ Ŵ⎯ਙ่Ŵ⇡кੂ7—่к֭⎯⎯7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7֭ゥऑкħ㌱ħשкੂฌ

ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7ऑŴผשħ㌱—кŴผ7ħ่⎯שŴ่㌱֭7שγŴ7ש⎯—㌱γ7₡֭㌱ħ⎯ħਙ่7こŴੂ7⇡֭7こŴ₡֭7ħ่7שγ֭7ОŴผੂשƥ⎯7फ⎯ਙк֭फ7ਙผ7फŴ⇡⎯ਙк—֭שफฌ

₡ħ⎯㌱ผ֭ ħਙ่7ਙผ7ʉγ֭ผ֭ש 7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7Ŵккਙʉ֭₡7⇡ੂ7Ŵऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ⇡к֭7кŴʉ㈠ฌ

ㄦ㈠7″ں Ќਙ7╗γħผ₡7ОŴผ7ੂשԱ่֭֭⑾ħ㌱ħŴผੂ㈠77╗γħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שħ⎯7ħ่ש₡֭₡7่֭שਙ7⇡֭7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7֭ゥ㌱к—⎯ħ7֭ٹ⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7שਙ⑾ฌ

γ֭7ש ОŴผשħ֭⎯7 γ֭ผ֭שਙ7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ħผ7ש ऑ֭ผこħ₡7֭שש Ŵ⎯⎯ħ่֭֭ف⎯㈠7 Ќਙ7 γħผ₡7ש ऑŴผ7ੂש ⇡่֭֭⑾ħ㌱ħŴผੂ 7 ਙ7ש γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש ħ⎯ฌ

㌱ਙ่֭שこऑкŴ₡7֭שŴ่₡7่ਙ่֭7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—֭₡7ਙผ7ħ่⑾֭ผผ֭ ₡7⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7֭שผこ⎯7γ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾㈠7●่7ऑŴผשħ㌱—кŴผⓒ7่ਙ7ऑ֭ผ⎯ਙ่ฌ

ऑ—ผ㌱γŴ⎯ħ่7فਙผ7Ŵ㌱׀—ħผħ่ש7فħשк֭7שਙ7кŴ่₡7ʉħשγħ่7שγ֭7bਙここ—่ħੂשⓒ7ผ֭ ⎯ħ₡ħ่7فħ่7שγ֭7bਙここ—่ħੂשⓒ7ਙผ7ผ֭ ⎯ħ₡ħ่7فਙ—ש⎯ħ₡֭ฌ

γŴккⓒ7Ŵ⎯7Ŵ7ผ֭⎯7ੂשγ֭7bਙここ—่ħש ⎯—к7שਙ⑾7⎯—㌱γ7ऑ—ผ㌱γŴ⎯֭ⓒ7Ŵ㌱׀—ħ⎯ħשħਙ่7ਙผ7ผ֭ ⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭ⓒ7γŴ7֭ٹŴ่ੂ7ผħفγש7שਙ7֭ ่⑾ਙผ㌱֭7Ŵ่ੂฌ

ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7ਙผ7bħ7่ੂשਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7ผħفγ7שਙผ7㌱Ŵ—⎯֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ㌱שħਙ่7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7Ŵкк֭7₡֭ف⇡ผ֭ Ŵ㌱γ7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่ੂฌ

ਙ⇡кħفŴשħਙ่7γ֭ผ֭ —่₡֭ผ7⇡ੂ7֭ ħשγ֭ผ7ऑŴผ7ੂשγ֭ผ֭ ਙ㈠ฌש

ㄦ㈠ںՙ7 Ḛ่֭₡֭ผ7 Ќ֭—שผŴк㈠7 7 ●่7 γħ⎯7ש Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7ש ӧ—่к֭⎯⎯7 γ֭7ש ㌱ਙ่֭שゥ7ש ผ֭ ħผ֭—׀ ⎯7 ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭ỏⓒ7 γ֭ฌש

こŴ⎯㌱—кħ่֭ⓒ7⑾֭こħ่ħ่֭7Ŵ่₡7่ γ֭ผ㈠ฌשγ֭7ऑк—ผŴк7ħ่㌱к—₡֭7ਙ่֭7Ŵ่ਙשкŴผ7Ŵ่₡7—فγ֭7⎯ħ่שผ⎯7Ŵ่₡7֭₡่֭فผŴк7ש—֭

Ɔǲb╗●ḶЌ7Ɔ●Ṳฌ

ŐǲЋ●ǲÛ7Ḷ�7ＣǲЋǲՁḶОҜǲЌ╗ฌ

7 ″㈠ｘ7ں 3ผ֭ кਙऑ֭ผ7⎯γŴкк7Ŵऑऑ֭Ŵผฌ֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯ผ7ธՙฎⓒ7ҜŴ֭שħ₡֭₡7⇡ੂ7ЌŐƆ7bγŴऑٹħ֭ʉ⎯㈠7A⎯7ऑผਙٹ㌱ੂ7ਙ⑾7Ő่֭֭—׀

⇡֭⑾ਙผ֭ ਙ7ผ֭ש7bਙ—่㌱ħк7ੂשγ֭7bħש7 ผ֭فħ֭⎯7Ŵש㈠7╗γ֭7ОŴผੂשγ֭7bਙここ—่ħש7ਙ⑾7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹγ֭7₡֭שħ֭ʉ7ٹ ฌש⎯γ֭7⑾ħผש7שγŴש7֭

ผ֭ ผ֭فγħ⎯7Aש7ਙ⑾7֭ש7ＣŴ֭ٹħשγ֭7ǲ⑾⑾֭㌱שผ7֭ש⑾γ⎯7Ŵשਙ—ผ7ӧธㅡỏ7こਙ่⑾ֱੂשʉ่֭שγŴ่7שผ7֭שħ֭ʉ7ਙ㌱㌱—ผ7่ਙ7кŴٹ ֭こ่֭שⓒ7Ŵ่₡7ŴفŴħ่ฌ

ਙ—ผ7⑾ֱੂשʉ่֭שผੂ7֭ٹ֭ ӧธㅡỏ7こਙ่שγ⎯7ਙ่7 7ਙ⑾7֭שผ⎯Ŵผੂ7₡Ŵ֭ٹγ֭7Ŵ่่ħש 7שγŴש ⑾ħผ⎯7ש ผ֭ ħ֭ʉ7ٹ γ֭ผʉħ⎯֭ฌשผ7ਙผ7Ŵ⎯7ਙ֭ש⑾γ֭ผ֭Ŵש

ผ֭ ħ㌱֭7ש7่ਙ่֭ששㅡỏ7₡Ŵੂ⎯7ʉผħں7ӧ่֭֭שऑਙ่7⑾ਙ—ผ—7ੂש7bħੂ⇡₡7֭ש⎯֭—׀ кਙऑ֭ผ㈠73ਙผ7Ŵ่ੂ7⎯—㌱γ7֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯ਙ7ҜŴש ผ֭ ħ֭ʉⓒฌٹ

ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7 ⎯γŴкк7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 bħ7ੂש ⎯γŴкк7 ผ֭ ħ֭ʉⓒ7ٹ Ŵ7 ผ֭ ऑਙผ7ש ⎯—⇡こħ₡7֭שש ⇡ੂ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผฌ

₡ਙ㌱—こ่֭שħ่7ف γ֭7ש ֭ゥ7ש่֭ש ਙ⑾7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผɸ⎯7 Ŵ่₡7bħੂשɸ⎯7こŴ֭שผħŴк7 ㌱ਙこऑкħŴ่㌱֭7ʉħשγ7 γ֭7ש ผこ⎯7ਙ⑾7֭ש γħ⎯ฌש

Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7₡ש—ผħ่ש7فγ֭7ऑผ֭ ㌱֭₡ħ่7فऑ֭ผħਙ₡㈠ฌ

∵Ɔħ่فŴש—ผ֭ ⎯7ਙ่7⑾ਙккਙʉħ่7فऑŴ֭ف⎯べฌ
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̶̶ฌ

●่7Ûħ7⎯⎯่֭שÛγ֭ผ֭ ਙ⑾ⓒ7שγħ⎯7Aفผ֭ ֭こ่֭7שγŴ⎯7⇡่֭֭7֭ ゥ֭㌱—ש7ੂ⇡₡7֭שγ֭7ОŴผשħ֭⎯7ਙ่7שγ֭7₡Ŵੂ7Ŵ่₡7ੂ ֭Ŵผ7⑾ħผ⎯שฌ

Ŵ⇡ਙ7֭ٹʉผħ่֭שש㈠ฌ

b●╗ù̬7 7 7

7 7 7

b●╗ù7bḶⓈЌb●Ձⓒ7b●╗ù7Ḷ$7ՁAƆ7ЋǲḚAƆ7

7 7 7

Աੂ̬7 7 7

7 ҜŴੂਙผ7 7

7 7 7

Aऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹŴ⎯7שਙ7�ਙผこ̬7 7

7 7 7

7 Ｃ֭ऑ—7ੂשbħ7ੂשAששਙผ่ ֭ੂ7 7

7

A̬ש⎯֭ששฌ

bħ7ੂשbк֭ผ�ฌ

7

Աੂ̬ฌ

7

7 Ձ—A่ ่7Ġਙкこ֭⎯ⓒ7bħ7ੂשbк֭ผ�7

7 7
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̶ㅡฌ

ҜAƆ╗ǲŐ7ＣǲЋǲՁḶОǲŐ7

7

ฎｘ7ՁAЌＣ7bḶҜОAЌù7ՁՁbⓒں

Ŵ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ7кħこħ₡7֭שкħŴ⇡ħкħ7ੂש㌱ਙこऑŴ่ੂ

7

Աੂ̬7

7

ЌŴこ̬֭7

╗ħשк̬֭7

7

7

ƆⓈԱƆbŐ●ԱǲＣ7AЌＣ7ƆÛḶŐЌ7╗Ḷ7⇡֭⑾ਙผ֭ 7こ֭ฌ

ਙ่7 γħ⎯7ש ﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝7 ₡Ŵੂ7 ਙ⑾7 ﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝﹝ⓒฌ

ธｘںㄦ㈠ฌ

ЌਙשŴผੂ 7О—⇡кħ㌱7ħ่7Ŵ่₡7⑾ਙผ7⎯Ŵħ₡7bਙ—่7ੂשŴ่₡7ƆשŴ֭שฌ
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̶ㄦฌ

ǲṲĠ●Ա●╗Ɔฌ

A㈠7 Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשՁ֭ ħਙ่ฌשŴк7Ｃ֭⎯㌱ผħऑف

Ա㈠7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ОкŴ่7ʉħשγ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שAผ֭ Ŵ⎯ฌ

b㈠7 ธｘ7″ںО֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ӧҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7שਙ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผฌ
ОкŴ่ỏ

Ｃ㈠7 ╗γ֭7╗ʉਙ7 ħ⑾7ੂשＣ֭⎯ħ7่فḚ—ħ₡֭кħ่֭⎯
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7২ں 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

ОǲbbḶՁǲ7ŐAЌbĠ7ҜAƆ╗ǲŐ7ОՁAЌ

ธｘ7″ںО֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ֱ
ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่

ОŐǲОAŐǲＣ7�ḶŐ7Ŵ่₡7Աù̬

7A㌱ผ֭⎯7ՁՁbੂש่֭ٹฎｘ7A㌱ผ֭⎯7ՁՁbⓒ7Ɔ֭ں
Ŵ่₡7�ਙผ֭7ƆשŴผ⎯7Ձש₡

ธｘⓒฌں 7֭ש㈠7AऑŴ㌱γ֭7Ő₡㈠ⓒ7Ɔ—ħש�ㄦ7Ɔ㈠7ںธں
ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7ЌЋ77ฎɱںںՙ

ӧbਙкк֭㌱שħ֭ٹкੂⓒ7ਫAऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่ש⎯㈚ỏ

ḚbÛ7ǲ่فħ่֭֭ผħ่ف
㈠₡ٹㄦㄦㄦ7Ɔ㈠7ŐŴħ่⇡ਙʉ7Աкں
ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7ЌЋ77ฎɱںㅡ″

ìŴ֭こऑ⑾֭ผ7bผਙʉ֭кк
㈠7″ㄦｘฌ֭שⓒ7Ɔ—ħ֭ٹŴк7ОкŴ▷Ŵ7Ｃผħٹħש⎯֭�ɱฎｘ7ں

ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7ЌЋ77ฎɱ̶ںㄦֱธɱㄦฎ

�֭⇡ผ—Ŵผੂ7 ธ̶ⓒ7 ธｘں″

7
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ธ7২ 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

╗AԱՁǲ7Ḷ�7bḶЌ╗ǲЌ╗Ɔ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7777777ОŴ֭ف

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●7ֱ7●่שผਙ₡—㌱שħਙ่7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7777777 7777 ㄦ7

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●●7ֱ7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7bਙこऑŴผ֭₡7שਙ7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่777 7 7 7 ՙฌ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●●●7ֱ7Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк77 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ฎฌ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●Ћ7ֱ7Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7Ŵ⎯7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשḶ่кੂ7 7 7 ฌںں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ7ֱ7bਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ฌںں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●7ֱ7ՁŴ่₡7b—ผผ่֭שкੂ7Ⓢ⎯֭₡7Ŵ⎯7Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7Ő֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7 7 7 7 ธฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●●7 7ॅＣผŴħ่Ŵ7֭ف 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ฌ̶ں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●●●7 7ॅḚผŴ₡ħ่7ف 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ฌ̶ں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●Ṳ7ֱ7ŐਙŴ₡⎯゜Ɔשผ֭֭77⎯ש 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㅡฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ7 7ॅƆ㌱γਙਙк⎯7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㅡฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●7ֱ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שОкŴ่7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㅡฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●●7ֱ7Ợ—Ŵкħ7ੂשਙ⑾7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㅡฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●●●7ֱ7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7bਙ่⑾ਙผこŴ่㌱֭7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㄦฌں

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●Ћ7 7ॅbਙ่㌱к—⎯ħਙ่77 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ㄦฌں

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7⎯ש 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 AֱⓈ

7
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̶7২ 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

ǲṲĠ●Ա●╗Ɔ

7 7 7 7 7 7 7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שA7 ผ7ОкŴ่7֭ש⎯ɱฎɱ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴں
7 7
7 7
ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שԱ7 ผ7ОкŴ่7֭ש⎯ɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴں
7 7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שb7 Aผ֭Ŵ7ОкŴ่7A⎯7Ɔ—⇡こħ₡7֭ששÛħשγ7שγ֭7Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7Ŵ่₡7Ɔ—⇡⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂ
Aऑऑผਙں7₡֭ٹɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שＣ7 О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Оผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯7Աਙשγ7A⎯ֱ⇡—ħкש
7A่₡7A⎯7Оผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7Ύਙ่֭₡

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שǲֱ7ں О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7A⎯ֱԱ—ħк7שӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שＣỏ
Ḷ֭ٹผкŴħ₡7Ḷ่7ںɱฎɱ7Aऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹО֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7
ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שAỏ7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שǲֱธ7 Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7Ձਙ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7ħ่7ںɱฎɱ7Aऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹО֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ٹ⎯㈠7b—ผผ่֭7שՁਙ㌱Ŵשħਙ่

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש�7ںֱ О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7A⎯ֱ⇡—ħк7שӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שＣỏ
Ḷ֭ٹผкŴħ₡7Ḷ่7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่
ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שԱỏ7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש�ֱธ7 Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7Ձਙ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7ħ่7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ٹ⎯㈠7b—ผผ่֭7שՁਙ㌱Ŵשħਙ่

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שḚ7 ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ӧҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7שਙ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ỏ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שĠ7 bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7Ύਙ่ħ่7فЋ֭ผħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7Ձ֭֭ששผ7₡Ŵ₡7֭שＣ֭㌱֭こ⇡֭ผ7̶ｘⓒ7ธｘںㅡ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7●7ש О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7 7ॅธㄦｘ㈠ɱธ7A㌱ผ֭Ŵ7֭ف╗Ŵ⇡—кŴשħਙ่⎯7ʉħשγ7Աਙשγ7b—ผผ่֭שฌ
A่₡7Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7Ύਙ่ħ่7فŴ่₡7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7Ｃ֭⎯ħ่فŴשħਙ่⎯

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שİֱ7ں ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ő֭⑾к֭㌱שħ่7فŐ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7Ⓢ⎯֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ธㄦｘ㈠ɱธ7A㌱ผ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שİֱธ7 ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ɸ⎯7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שAผ֭Ŵ⎯7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שìֱ7ں 7ںฎ̶㈠ՙں A㌱ผ֭7 ǲ⎯שŴ7̬⎯֭ש ՁŴ่₡7 Ա֭שʉ่֭֭7 Ḷผħ่֭7ש ǲゥऑผ֭⎯⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 Ûħ่֭שผ7 ОŴкŴ㌱֭7 ֱ
ǲゥħ⎯שħ่ف

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שìֱธ7 7ںฎ̶㈠ՙں A㌱ผ֭7 ǲ⎯שŴ7̬⎯֭ש ՁŴ่₡7 Ա֭שʉ่֭֭7 Ḷผħ่֭7ש ǲゥऑผ֭⎯⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 Ûħ่֭שผ7 ОŴкŴ㌱֭7 ॅ
bਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵк7О—ผ⎯—Ŵ่ש7שਙ7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่

̶̶̶̶̶

֭⎯⎯ Ŵ่₡7 Ûħ่֭שผ О
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ㅡ7২ 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שՁֱ7ں ธｘ7″ںbਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵк7Ɔħ7֭שОкŴ่7⑾ਙผ7″ՙ㈠ธ7ںA㌱ผ֭⎯7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שՁֱธ7 ธｘ7″ں bਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵк7 Ɔħ7֭ש ОкŴ่7 ֱ7 Ḷऑ่֭7 ƆऑŴ㌱֭7 ＣħŴفผŴこ7 ⑾ਙผ7 ″ՙ㈠ธ7ں A㌱ผ֭⎯7 Ձ—ゥ—ผੂฌ
Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שҜ7 ⓈՁ●̬7ĠħفγֱＣ่֭⎯ħ7ੂשＣ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש 7ॅҜੂשγ7Ŵ่₡7�Ŵ㌱ש

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שҜֱธ7 ԱผਙਙHħ่ש⎯่●7⎯فħ7֭ש—שŐ֭ऑਙผשฌ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שЌ7 Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭⎯7ʉħשγħ่7ㅡ㈠ㄦ7Ҝħк֭7ŐŴ₡ħ—⎯

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שḶ7 ǲ㌱ਙ่ਙこħ㌱7Ŵ่₡7�ħ⎯㌱Ŵк7Ա่֭֭⑾ħ7⎯שƆש—₡ੂ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שО7 ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ＣŴשŴ7 ħਙ่שผ7ОкŴ่ɸ⎯7A㌱ผ֭⎯7Ő֭㌱ਙ่㌱ħкħŴ֭ש⎯ɱɱｘ7ҜŴںผ⎯—⎯7֭ٹɱฎɱ7ں7ॅ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שỢ7 ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ＣŴשŴ7ֱ7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7A㌱ผ֭Ŵ7֭فŴ่₡7Ｃʉ֭ккħ่7فⓈ่ħ7שＣŴשŴ

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שŐ7 ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ＣŴשŴ7 7ॅҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ＣŴשŴ7Ɔγਙʉħ่7فA⎯ֱԱ—ħк7⎯שA⎯7Ḷ⑾7�֭⇡ผ—Ŵผੂⓒ7ธｘں″

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שƆ7 ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ＣŴשŴ7 7ॅҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ûħשγ7●7⎯ש�֭⇡ผ—Ŵผੂ7ธｘ7″ںA⎯7Ա—ħк7שǲゥ㌱֭ऑ7ש╗γ֭ฌ
ธㄦｘ㈠ɱธ7A㌱ผ֭⎯7b—ผผ่֭שкੂ7Ⓢ⎯֭₡7A⎯7Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7Aผ֭7Ɔγਙʉ่7Ûħשγ7╗γ֭ħผ7Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡ฌ
ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7שA่₡7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7Ⓢ⎯֭⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7╗7ש ՁŴ่₡7Ⓢ⎯֭7ＣŴשŴ7 7ॅҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7bਙこऑŴผŴשħ7֭ٹbγŴผש⎯

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שⓈ7 Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7╗Ŵ⇡к֭

ㅡㅡㅡㅡ
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ㄦ7২ 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

ОǲbbḶՁǲ7ŐAЌbĠ7ҜAƆ╗ǲŐ7ОՁAЌ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●7ֱ7●่שผਙ₡—㌱שħਙ่

●่7֭Ŵผкੂ7ںɱɱｘⓒ7שγ֭7ںⓒㄦ″ɱ㈠″7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7ںɱɱｘ7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉŴ⎯7⎯—⇡こħש₡7֭ששਙ7שγ֭ฌ
bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7⑾ਙผ̬

�7 7שŴк7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่7Aこ่֭₡こ่֭ٹγ֭7Ŵऑऑผਙש ਙ7ש ผ֭ש⎯Ŵк7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ—שผŴкк7bਙ่㌱֭ऑ֭ٹɱฎɱ7ਙںγ֭7ש
ОкŴ่⊿7Ŵ่₡ฌ

�7 γ֭7ש ผ֭▷ਙ่ħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ɱɱ″㈠ㅡ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7 ħ่7 ОγŴ⎯֭7 ╗ʉਙ7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ਙฌש
▷ਙ่ħ่7ف₡֭⎯ħ่فŴשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7ŐֱОＣՙⓒ7Ő̶ֱⓒ7Ŵ่₡7bֱں㈠

╗γ֭7 ่ŴผผŴשħ7֭ٹ ħ่7 γ֭7ש ɱɱｘ7Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7ں О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ₡֭⎯㌱ผħ⇡֭₡7 γ֭7ש ħ่7ש่֭ש ਙ⑾7 ฌשγŴש
ОкŴ่7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙこऑŴผ֭₡7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉħשγ7שγ֭7ऑผ֭ٹħਙ—⎯кੂ7Ŵऑऑผਙں7₡֭ٹɱฎɱฌ
О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7 ӧγ֭ผ֭ħ่Ŵ⑾֭שผ7ਫںɱฎɱ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈚ỏ㈠7 7╗γħ⎯7่ŴผผŴשħ7֭ٹ㌱к֭Ŵผкੂ7 ผ֭⑾֭ผ่֭㌱֭₡7 שγŴש
γ֭7ש ɱɱｘ7ں Оผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7 О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ʉŴ⎯7 ħ่₡֭₡7่֭ש ਙ7ש ⇡֭7 फbਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵкफ7 ħ่7 ่Ŵש—ผ֭㈠7 7 ╗γħ⎯ฌ
ผ֭⑾֭ผ่֭㌱֭7 ㌱֭ผשŴħ่кੂ7ʉŴ⎯7 ħ่7 H֭֭ऑħ่7فʉħשγ7γਙʉ7 ผ7ОкŴ่7γŴ⎯7⇡่֭֭7֭ש⎯γ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴש ħこऑк֭こ่֭֭ש₡
ਙ֭ٹผ7שγ֭7ऑŴ⎯7שธ″7ੂ֭Ŵผ⎯⊿7Ŵ⎯7שγ֭ผ֭7Ŵผ֭7֭ٹผੂ7⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่ٹ7שŴผħŴ่㌱֭⎯7⑾ผਙこ7ʉγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7⇡—ħк7שħ่7שγ֭
ผ7ОкŴ่7֭ש⎯7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ₡֭ٹɱɱｘ7Aऑऑผਙں ӧγ֭ผ֭ħ่Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 फںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่फỏ7Ŵ่₡7ʉγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵккੂฌ
⇡—ħкש㈠7

╗γ֭7 ɱɱｘ7ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ʉŴ⎯7 кŴ⎯7ש —ऑ₡Ŵ₡7֭ש ʉħשγ7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 bħ7ੂש bਙ—่㌱ħк7 ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ่7 Aऑผħк7 ㅡⓒฌ
ɱɱｘ㈠7ں 7 Aкк7 7ש่֭—׀֭⎯⇡—⎯ 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ʉŴ⎯7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙ่₡—㌱₡7֭ש ʉħשγਙ—7ש Ŵこ่֭₡こ่֭7⎯ש ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ɱɱｘں
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7่ਙשʉħשγ⎯שŴ่₡ħ่7่فਙֱ่㌱ਙ่⑾ਙผこħש7ੂשਙ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠77╗γħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںОผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭ฌ
ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ӧγ֭ผ֭ħ่Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 फธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่फỏ7 ผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭7⎯ש Ŵ7 ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7 Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ɱɱｘฌں
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่㈠7A⎯7 ผ֭₡7֭ש⎯֭—׀ ⇡ੂ7 7ੂשγ֭7bħש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯ⓒ7 ħਙ่7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵש ผ֭⑾к֭㌱7⎯ש ฌשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡

—่₡֭ผ7 γ֭7ש ɱɱｘ7ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 Ŵ⎯7 ħ7ש ʉŴ⎯7 Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵккੂ7 ⇡—ħк7ש ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่7ف⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7ธㄦｘ㈠ɱธ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ่7ʉγħ㌱γ7שγ֭7فਙк⑾ฌ

㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ħ⎯7㌱—ผผ֭ ㈠7╗γħ⎯7₡֭שкੂ7ਙऑ֭ผŴש่ ธㄦｘ㈠ɱธ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7 ħ⎯7 γ֭ผ֭ħ่Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 ผ֭⑾֭ผผ֭₡7 ਙ7Ŵ⎯7ਫОผਙऑ֭ש ผੂש㈚㈠7╗γħ⎯7 ҜŴ㈾ਙผฌ

Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7Ŵк⎯ਙ7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱ש7⎯שγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7—⎯֭⎯7⎯ਙ—فγ7ੂ⇡7שAऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שਙ่7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשŴ⎯7⑾ਙккਙʉ⎯̬

�7 ₡7Ŵ⎯ฌ֭שŴ่فγ֭7ธㄦ̶㈠ｘՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7₡֭⎯ħשħŴккੂ7⑾ผਙこ7֭Ŵ㌱γ7ש7ऑŴผف7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7㌱ਙこħ่ںฎ̶㈠ՙں7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯̬7╗γħ⎯7ںฎ̶㈠ՙں
ਫḚਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭゜Ḷऑ֭ ่7ƆऑŴ㌱֭゜ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف㈚7Ŵ่₡7ՙธɱ㈠ㅡɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שਫƆħ่فкֱ֭7"Ŵこħкੂ㈚7ħ่7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘฌ

ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7Ŵผ֭7ผ֭₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7ਫǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙש⎯㈚7ħ่7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠ฌ

ਙ7 Ġਙʉ֭֭ٹผⓒ7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שγŴ7֭ٹ㌱γਙ⎯่֭7שਙ7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7Ŵ7こŴゥħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7ਙ่кੂ7″ｘ7γਙこ֭7⎯ħ7⎯֭שਙ่7שγħ⎯ฌ
ħਙ่7ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭⎯㈠ฌשŴٹਙผ7㌱ਙ่⎯֭ผ⑾7₡֭ٹธｘ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ผ֭⎯֭ผںкੂ7֭שγ7ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴש7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯⊿7ʉħںฎ̶㈠ՙںħผ֭7ש่֭
ӧ●7שħ⎯7ħこऑਙผשŴ่ש7שਙ7่ਙש7֭שγŴש7שγħ⎯7ผ֭₡—㌱שħਙ่7ħ่7ऑ֭ผこħ₡7₡่֭֭שש⎯ħ7ੂש⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7Ŵкผ֭Ŵ₡ੂ7֭ゥħ⎯שħ่فฌ
ŐֱОＣՙ7▷ਙ่ħ่فⓒ7—ऑ7שਙ7ՙ㈠ㅡɱ7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שऑ֭ผ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭ⓒ7ħ⎯7่֭שħผ֭кੂ7ٹਙк—่שŴผੂ7Ŵ่₡7ħ⎯7่ਙ7ש⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭ฌ
ਙ⑾7⎯Ŵשħ⎯⑾ੂħ่7فŴ่ੂ7bħ7ੂשħこऑਙ⎯֭₡7ਙऑ่֭7⎯ऑŴ㌱֭7ผ֭׀—ħผ֭こ่֭7שਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7⎯֭ผ7֭ٹħ่7Ŵ่ੂ7ผ֭فŴผ₡ฌ
Ŵ⎯7Ŵ7ਫ׀—ħ₡7ऑผਙ7׀—ਙ㈚㈠ỏ

�7 ″ՙ㈠ธ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯̬7╗γħ⎯7″ՙ㈠ธ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯7㌱ਙこħ่7فऑŴผשħŴккੂ7⑾ผਙこ7֭Ŵ㌱γ7שγ֭7ธㄦ̶㈠ｘՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7ਫḚਙк⑾ฌ
bਙ—ผ⎯֭゜Ḷऑ֭ ่7ƆऑŴ㌱֭゜ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف㈚7Ŵ่₡77ՙธɱ㈠ㅡɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שਫƆħ่فкֱ֭7"Ŵこħкੂ㈚7ħ่7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘฌ
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ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7Ŵผ֭7ผ֭₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7ਫՁ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ㈚7ħ่7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ŵккਙʉħ่7فŴฌ
�ħ7שŴк7ਙ⑾7̶ｘธｘ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשਙשŴこħкੂ7Ⓢ่ħש⎯㈠

Աੂ7ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่ⓒ7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉħкк7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱ש7שγ֭7Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħк7ש㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่ฌ
ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่่֭₡7ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשŴ่₡ⓒ7Ŵ⎯7่ਙ₡7֭שŴ⇡ਙ֭ٹⓒ7שγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7—⎯֭⎯7ਙ่7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠

╗γ֭7ںɱฎɱ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שAỏ7ʉγħ㌱γ7ʉŴ⎯7Ŵऑऑผਙש7ੂ⇡7₡֭ٹγ֭7bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7ਙ่7�֭⇡ผ—Ŵผੂฌ
ㄦⓒ7ں ɱฎɱ7ں ㌱ਙこऑผħ⎯֭₡7 ㈠̶7″ںⓒՙں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠7╗γ֭7 ผ7֭ש⎯ɱɱｘ7ҜŴں ОкŴ่7 ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שԱỏ7 ħкк—⎯שผŴ₡7֭ש Ŵ7 ผ֭₡—㌱שħਙ่7 ħ่7 γ֭ฌש
㈠̶7″ںⓒՙں Ŵ㌱ผ֭Ŵ7֭ف ₡—֭7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ֭кħこħ่Ŵשħਙ่7 ⎯ħ่㌱֭7 γ֭7ש ɱฎɱ7ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵ7 ऑผ֭ٹħਙ—⎯кੂ7 ħ่㌱к—₡֭₡7 Ҝ—кשħֱ
�Ŵこħкੂ7ऑŴผ㌱֭к7Ŵ่₡7⎯֭֭ٹผŴк7่֭ħفγ⇡ਙผγਙਙ₡7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7ऑŴผ㌱֭к⎯7שਙשŴкħ่7فฎ̶㈠ɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠7ӧ╗γ֭⎯֭7ऑŴผ㌱֭к⎯ฌ
кŴੂ7 ਙ่7 ⇡ਙשγ7 γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ7 Ŵ่₡7 ⎯ਙ—שγ7 ⎯ħ₡֭⎯7 ਙ⑾7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7 Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7 ʉ่֭֭7ש֭⇡ ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7 Ŵ่₡ฌ
Ｃ—ผŴ่فਙ7Ｃผħ֭ٹ㈠ỏ㈠7╗γ֭7ںｘ㈠ɱ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ʉŴ֭שผ7 7ऑŴผ㌱֭к7֭فਙผŴש⎯ ਙʉ่֭₡7Ŵ่₡7こŴ่Ŵ7ੂ⇡7₡֭ف Ŵ⎯7ЋŴкк֭ੂฌفγ֭7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭ש
ÛŴ֭שผ7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שʉŴ⎯7Ŵк⎯ਙ7ผ֭こਙ7₡֭ٹ⎯ħ่㌱֭7שγ֭7ںɱฎɱ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠77A่ਙשγ֭ผ7ㄦں㈠ฎㅡ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ʉħשγ7ٹŴผħਙ—⎯7кŴ่₡
—⎯֭⎯ⓒ7⎯ਙこ֭7ผ֭кŴשħ่ש7فਙ7שγ֭7ผħفγ7שਙ⑾7ʉŴੂ⎯7Ŵ⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴ₡7֭שʉħשγ7שγ֭7Ŵ⑾ਙผ֭こ่֭שħਙ่֭₡7кŴ่₡7ผ֭こਙ֭ٹ₡ⓒ7ʉ֭ผ֭7Ŵк⎯ਙฌ
ผ֭こਙ7₡֭ٹ⎯ħ่㌱֭7 ผ7ОкŴ่㈠7֭ש⎯ɱฎɱ7ҜŴںγ֭7ש 7bਙ่⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂⓒ7 ⎯ⓒㄦ″ɱ㈠″7Ŵ㌱ผ֭ںผ7ОкŴ่7㌱ਙこऑผħ⎯֭₡7֭ש⎯ɱɱｘ7ҜŴںγ֭7ש
ʉħשγ7ㄦՙ̶㈠ธ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ħ่7ОγŴ⎯֭7Ḷ่֭7Ŵ่₡7ɱɱ″㈠ㅡ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ħ่7ОγŴ⎯֭7╗ʉਙ㈠

╗γ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7่ਙש₡7֭שγŴ̬ש

ਫ╗γ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ħ⎯7кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭שʉħשγħ่7 γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש Ŵ่₡7 ⎯ਙ—שγʉ֭⎯7ש γשผਙʉف

Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ Ŵ⎯7ف֭ Ҝ֭שผਙऑਙкħשŴ่7 A ผ֭Ŵ7 ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש bỏⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 γŴ⎯7 Ŵ่7 ֭ゥ㌱֭кк่֭7ש Ŵ่㌱֭ש⎯ħこֱ֭₡ħש

ผ֭кŴשħਙ่⎯γħऑ7 ਙ7ש ⎯—ผผਙ—่₡ħ่7ف ⎯—ऑऑਙผ7ש ⎯֭ผٹħ㌱֭⎯ⓒ7 ֭こऑкਙੂこ่֭7ש ㌱่֭֭שผ⎯ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 ʉਙผ&ฌשħਙ่7่֭שŴשผŴ่⎯ऑਙผש

ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่7ف Ҝ㌱bŴผผŴ่7 ħਙ่Ŵк7שผ่Ŵ֭ש่● A ħผऑਙผש㈠7 7 ╗γħ⎯7 ऑŴผשħ㌱—кŴผ7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ЋŴкк֭ੂ7 γŴ⎯7 ⇡7֭ 7֭ 7่ 7

֭ゥऑ֭ผħ่֭㌱ħ่7ف Ŵ7 ผŴऑħ₡7 γ7שผਙʉف ผŴ7֭ש Ŵ⎯7 ₡֭こਙ่⎯שผŴ₡7֭ש ⇡ੂ7 γ֭⎯֭7ש 7⎯שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ਙ㌱㌱—ผผħ่7ف ħ่7 γ֭ש

О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 שħ㌱ħ่ħٹ �ੂ㈠77ОкŴ่่ħ่7ف ֭⑾⑾ਙผ7⎯ש ⑾ਙผ7 ऑкŴ่่֭₡7 ㌱ਙここ—่ħשħ֭⎯7 ऑผਙこਙ7֭ש ħŴ⇡к֭7ٹ γⓒשผਙʉف

㌱ਙこऑŴשħ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ʉħשγ7 Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש —⎯֭⎯ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ7 ㌱ਙここħשこ่֭7ש ਙ7ש ㈠7ੂשŴкħ—׀ 7 7ש● ħ⎯7 7γħ⎯7ש ผ่֭₡7ש 7שγŴש ⇡֭㌱Ŵこ֭

γ֭7ש ⇡Ŵ⎯ħ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵ7 ОкŴ่7 7שγŴש ʉਙ—к₡7こŴħ่שŴħ่7 ⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ਙ7ש Ŵ㌱㌱ਙここਙ₡Ŵ7֭ש 7ש֭&ผ֭7こŴผ—ש—⑾ ㌱γŴ่֭ف⎯㈠

╗γ֭7ОкŴ่7ħ⎯ 7 ㌱ਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵк7 ħ่7่Ŵש—ผ֭7 ㈠7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹħこ֭7ਙ⑾7₡֭שγ֭7ש7ש7ŴفŴħк֭₡7ऑкŴ่่ħ่שਙ7Ŵккਙʉ7₡֭ש 7 ⎯γħש7่●

ʉŴੂ7שγ֭7кħ⑾֭⎯ੂשк֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Ŵ่שħ㌱ħऑŴ₡7֭שऑਙऑ—кŴשħਙ่7㌱Ŵ่7⇡֭7こ֭שफ㈠7 7 ӧǲこ ऑγŴ ⎯ ħ ⎯ 7Ŵ ₡₡֭ ₡ ỏ 7 7

╗γ֭7Ŵ⇡ਙש⎯7֭ٹŴ֭שこ่֭7⎯שʉ֭ผ֭7ħ่7⑾Ŵ㌱שⓒ7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ7Ŵ่₡7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴ7֭ש ħ่7ںɱɱｘ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵผ֭7֭7่֭ٹこਙผ֭ฌ
่֭㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ7Ŵ่₡7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴש7֭שਙ₡Ŵੂ㈠77╗γ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉŴ⎯7⎯ऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵккੂ7 ħ่่֭ש₡֭₡ⓒ7₡֭⎯ħ7₡่֭فŴ่₡
₡ผŴ⑾ש₡7֭שਙⓒ7फこŴħ่שŴħ่7⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħש7ੂשਙ7Ŵ㌱㌱ਙここਙ₡Ŵש—⑾7֭ש—ผ֭7こŴผH֭7ש㌱γŴ่֭ف⎯फ7ʉħשγ7Ŵ7㌱к֭Ŵผ7ผ֭㌱ਙ่فħשħਙ่
㈠㈚77●่ฌשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹħこ֭7ਙ⑾7₡֭שγ֭7ש7ש7ŴفŴħк֭₡7ऑкŴ่่ħ่שਙ7Ŵккਙʉ7₡֭שผ֭7—שŴк7ħ่7่Ŵ—שⓒ7ਫ╗γ֭7ОкŴ่7ħ⎯7㌱ਙ่㌱֭ऑשγŴש
⑾Ŵ㌱שⓒ7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ7—่₡֭ผ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉ่֭ש7שਙ7فผ֭Ŵ7שк่֭שفγ⎯7שਙ7⇡ਙשγ7こŴħ่שŴħ่7Ŵ่₡7ऑผਙ֭ש㌱שฌ
こŴゥħこ—こ7⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħ7ੂש⑾ਙผ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭⎯㈠77╗γħ⎯7⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħ7ੂשħ⎯7֭ٹħ₡่֭㌱֭₡ⓒ7ħ่7ऑŴผשħ㌱—кŴผⓒ7⇡ੂ7שγ֭
⑾Ŵ㌱ש7שγŴש7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผⓒ7ʉγħк֭7㌱ผ֭Ŵשħ่7فŴ7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7—⎯֭7ਙ่7שγ֭7ऑผਙऑ֭ผੂשⓒ7่֭֭ٹผשγ֭к֭⎯⎯7ħ่⎯ħ⎯ש₡7֭שγŴש
₡7Ｃỏⓒ7Ŵ่שħਙ่7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħש7㌱кŴ⎯⎯ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵف7ŐֱОＣՙ7▷ਙ่ħ่⎯שŴħ่7ħשħ่—Ŵккੂ7ผ֭ש7㌱ਙ่ੂשਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ऑผਙऑ֭ผفγħ⎯7⎯Ŵこ֭7ש
7שγŴש γ֭7ש 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ऑਙש่֭שħŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ਙк⑾7ف ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7 ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש ⇡֭7 ₡ħ⎯㌱кਙ⎯֭₡ⓒ7 ⎯ਙ7 7שγŴש ħ⑾7 Ŵ่₡7 ʉγ่֭ฌ
㌱γŴ่فħ่7فこŴผH֭7שਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผ7㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯ħשŴ₡7֭שħשⓒ7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש㌱ਙ—к₡7⇡֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭₡7ʉħשγⓒ7Ŵこਙ่ف
ਙשγ֭ผ7שγħ่ف⎯ⓒ7Ŵкผ֭Ŵ₡ੂ7ऑ֭ผこħ₡7֭ששผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7—⎯֭㈠7

╗ਙ7⑾—ผשγ֭ผ7֭ٹħ₡่֭㌱֭7שγħ⎯7⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7㌱Ŵ่7⇡֭7⎯่֭֭7ħ่7ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7⎯שǲֱธ7Ŵ่₡7�ֱ
ธⓒ7שγ֭7Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħк7ש㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשħ⎯7่ਙ7שŴ7שŴкк7⎯ħこħкŴผ7שਙ7֭ħשγ֭ผ7שγ֭7ںɱฎɱ7ਙผ7ںɱɱｘ
Aऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่⎯㈠

╗γ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7فਙ⑾7—⎯֭⎯ⓒ7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱₡7֭שħ่7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ77—⎯֭₡

″″″″″

γ֭ש Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשऑผ֭⎯่֭
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⑾ਙผ7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ħ⎯7ħ่7ผ֭⎯ऑਙ่⎯֭7שਙ7㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭₡7こŴผH֭7ש㌱γŴ่֭ف⎯ⓒ7่ਙש7שγ֭7к֭Ŵ⎯7שਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7ħ⎯7שγ֭7֭ผਙ⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾
γ֭שਙк⑾֭ผ⎯7ħ่7ف㈠77╗γ֭7่—こ⇡֭ผ7ਙ⑾7ש7֭ゥ֭こऑשŴ⎯7ħ⎯7่ਙفผੂⓒ7Ŵ่7֭ผਙ⎯ħਙ่7⑾ผਙこ7ʉγħ㌱γ7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭ש⎯—₡ਙк⑾7ħ่فγ֭7ש
Ⓢ่ħ₡7֭שƆשŴ7⎯֭שγŴ⎯7 ⑾Ŵкк่֭7 ⑾ผਙこ7Ŵ7γħفγ7ਙ⑾7 ่֭Ŵผкੂ7̶ｘ7こħккħਙ่7 ħ่7ธｘｘｘ7 ਙ7ש к֭⎯⎯7 γŴ่7ธธ7こħккħਙ่7ש ਙ₡Ŵੂ㈠7ש
╗γŴ7שħ⎯7Ŵ7ผ֭₡—㌱שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ਙ֭ٹผ7ธㄦ੧㈠77A₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵккੂⓒ7㌱ਙ่שħ่—Ŵккੂ7֭⎯㌱ŴкŴשħ่7فਙऑ֭ผŴשħ่7ف㌱ਙ⎯ש⎯ⓒ7שγ֭7㌱ਙ⎯7שਙ⑾
ʉŴ֭שผ7 Ŵ่₡7 ħ7⎯ש ŴٹŴħкŴ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ӧ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱ħŴккੂ7 ħ่7 Ŵ7 ₡֭⎯֭ผ7ש ㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂש ⎯—㌱γ7 Ŵ⎯7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯ỏⓒ7 ₡ผŴこŴשħ㌱ฌ
ผ֭₡—㌱שħਙ่7 ħ่7 ผ֭7⎯֭—่֭ٹ Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ7 ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש ₡֭こŴ่₡゜⎯—ऑऑкੂ7 ħこ⇡ŴкŴ่㌱֭7 γŴ7֭ٹ ผ่֭₡֭ผ֭₡7 こŴ่ੂ7 ਙк⑾ฌف
㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭⎯7⎯ħこऑкੂ7⑾ħ่Ŵ่㌱ħŴккੂ7—่⎯—⎯שŴħ่Ŵ⇡к֭7Ŵ่₡゜ਙผ7֭שผผħ⇡кੂ7—่₡֭ผऑ֭ผ⑾ਙผこħ่ف㈠7ЌŴשħਙ่Ŵккੂⓒ7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭
㌱кਙ⎯—ผ֭⎯ⓒ7ՙ̶ธ7ħ่7שγ֭7кŴ⎯7שㅡ7ੂ֭Ŵผ⎯ⓒ7ںㄦｘ̶7ħ่7שγ֭7кŴ⎯7ੂ่֭֭ש7שŴผ⎯7ӧŴ่₡7ธ̶ㅡ7㌱кਙ⎯—ผ֭⎯7ħ่7ธｘںㄦⓒ7Ŵкਙ่֭ỏⓒ7ʉħשγ
こਙผ֭7㌱кਙ⎯—ผ֭⎯7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7ਙผ7Ŵ่שħ㌱ħऑŴ₡7֭שਙ֭ٹผ7שγ֭7่֭ゥ֭ٹ֭⎯7שผŴк7ੂ֭Ŵผ⎯ⓒ7γŴ⎯7่֭㌱֭⎯⎯ħשŴف₡7֭שਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7кŴ่₡
ਙʉ่֭ผ⎯7Ŵ่₡7кਙ㌱Ŵк7㈾—ผħ⎯₡ħ㌱שħਙ่⎯7שਙ7㌱ਙこ֭7שਙש֭فγ֭ผ7ʉħשγ7ผ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱ש7שਙ7שγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7فਙ⑾7ʉγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7ਙ่㌱֭ฌ
ਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7кŴ่₡㈠7ف

╗γ֭7 ऑผ֭ٹħਙ—⎯кੂ7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ɱฎɱ7ں Ŵ่₡7 ɱɱｘ7ں О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่⎯7 ħ่㌱ਙผऑਙผŴ֭ש₡
ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ⓒ7่֭ħفγ⇡ਙผγਙਙ₡7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴкⓒ7Ŵ7่—ผ⎯ħ่7فγਙこ֭ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ7こħゥ֭₡7—⎯֭7ٹħккŴ7֭ف㌱่֭֭שผ7Ŵผਙ—่₡7Ŵ7 فผਙ่ש⎯
ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 ⇡Ŵ⎯֭7 ħ่7 Ŵ7 ㌱ਙγ֭⎯ħ7֭ٹ こŴ่่֭ผ㈠7 7 A7 ħਙ่7שħ่Ŵש⎯֭₡ ผ֭⎯ਙผֱש㌱Ŵ⎯ħ่ਙⓒ7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜7ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7 Ŵ่₡
㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ㌱่֭֭שผ7 ʉ֭ผ֭ 7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ħ่7 γ֭7ש こਙ⎯7ש ่ਙผשγ֭ผ่7ऑਙผשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ऑผਙ㈾֭㌱7ש Ŵผ֭Ŵ㈠7 7 Ɔऑ֭㌱ħŴк
Ŵש่֭ששħਙ่7 ʉŴ⎯7 7่֭ٹħف ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ㌱ਙこऑŴשħ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ่֭ħفγ⇡ਙผħ่7ف —⎯֭⎯7 ⑾ਙผ7 ⎯こਙਙשγ7 ⓒفħਙ่ħ่שผŴ่⎯ħש
㌱ħผ㌱—кŴשħਙ่7 ऑŴ֭ששผ่⎯ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ่่֭ٹħ่֭㌱֭7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ֭⎯שγ֭שħ㌱⎯㈠7 7 ╗γ֭7 ħ⎯ħਙ่7ٹ Ŵ่₡7 ਙŴк7ف ਙ⑾7 γਙ⎯֭7ש ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่⎯ฌ
㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭⎯7ʉħשγ7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠

Aк⎯ਙ7 ਙ⑾7 ħこऑਙผשŴ่㌱֭7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ħ⎯7 γ֭7ש ่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙ่่֭ٹħ่֭שкੂ7 кਙ㌱Ŵ֭ש₡ฌ
ħਙ่7שŴשผŴ่⎯ऑਙผש ʉਙผש่֭ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯שħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 ਫ⑾ผ֭֭ʉŴੂ⎯㈚7 ⎯—㌱γ7 Ŵ⎯7 ●ֱธںㄦⓒ7 ⓈƆֱɱㄦ7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭7ש Ɔ—ここ֭ผкħ่
ОŴผHʉŴੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 こŴ㈾ਙผ7 ⎯֭㌱שħਙ่7 кħ่֭⎯7 ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ⎯ⓒ7 ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่7ف Ｃ—ผŴ่فਙ7 Ｃผħ֭ٹⓒ7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7 Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡ⓒฌ
ƆŴγŴผŴ7 A่֭ٹ—֭ⓒ7 ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡ⓒ7 Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7 ÛŴੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 ╗ਙʉ่7 b่֭֭שผ7 Ｃผħ֭ٹ㈠7 7 Aкк7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭⎯֭ฌש
⑾ผ֭֭ʉŴੂ⎯7Ŵ่₡7ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ⎯7Ŵผ֭7₡֭⎯ħש7₡่֭فਙ7㌱Ŵผผੂ7֭к֭ٹŴ₡7֭שŴこਙ—่7⎯שਙ⑾7שผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7ٹਙк—こ֭⎯ⓒ7ħ่㌱к—₡ħ่ש7فγ֭ฌ
ਙฌש₡ੂ7—ש⎯ผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7שผ7ОкŴ่㈠77A7֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγħ⎯7ธｘשγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7—⎯֭⎯7—่₡֭ผ7שผਙこ7⑾7ש7ʉħкк7ผ֭⎯—кשγŴשผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7ש
Ŵ₡₡ผ֭⎯⎯7שผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7 ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผŴשħਙ่⎯7 ħ⎯7⇡֭ħ่7فऑผ֭ऑŴผ֭₡7Ŵ่₡7ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 ⎯—⇡こħ₡7֭שש ਙ7ש 7ੂשγ֭7bħש ħ่7 ⎯—ऑऑਙผ7שਙ⑾ฌ
ħਙ่㈠ฌשγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵש

ฌשγ֭7㌱—ผผ่֭ש7שਙ7⇡่֭֭⑾ħש7₡่֭فผ7ОкŴ่7ʉŴ⎯7₡֭⎯ħ֭ש⎯ɱɱｘⓒ7╗γ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴںŴħ่7ħ่7فɱฎɱ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵں7่●
Ŵ่₡7кਙ่7فผŴ่7⎯₡7่֭֭֭فਙ⑾7שγ֭7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7Ҝ֭שผਙऑਙкħשŴ่7Aผ֭Ŵ㈠77╗γ֭7⎯Ŵこ֭7ħ⎯7שผ—֭7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠7
Ḷ֭ٹผŴкк7ऑผਙ㈾֭㌱7ש㌱γŴผŴ㌱֭שผ7Ŵ่₡7ħ₡่֭שħ7ੂשਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7่ੂשਙʉ7ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭₡7Ŵ⎯7ਙ—שкħ่֭₡7ħ่7שγħ⎯ฌ
ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉħкк7㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭7שਙ7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱ש7שγ֭7γħفγ֭⎯ש⎯7שŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7ਙ⑾7׀—Ŵкħ7ੂשŴ⎯7₡֭こਙ่⎯שผŴש7ੂ⇡₡7֭שγ֭7こŴ่ੂฌ
Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7שŴ่₡7่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7⎯ש⇡—ħк7ੂ⇡7שŴ⑾⑾ħкħŴ₡7֭ש㌱ਙこऑŴ่ħ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่ש⎯㈠7Ɔ—㌱γ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭שฌ
ħ่㌱к—₡֭⎯7 7ਙ⑾̬7فγ֭7⇡—ħк₡ħ่ש 7 7 ӧħỏ7 ⑾ਙผ7ੂשӧㅡｘỏ7֭ٹผੂ7γħفγ7่֭₡7֭⎯שŴ7֭שγਙこ֭⎯ⓒ7⇡—ħк7ש ħ่7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭فЌਙผשγ7Ŵ่₡ฌ
Ɔਙ—שγⓒ7ผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭שħ่7่֭فŴผкੂ7ㅡｘ੧7ਙ⑾7Ŵкк7֭⎯שŴ7֭שγਙこ֭⎯7ħ่7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭فЌਙผשγ7Ŵ่₡7Ɔਙ—שγⓒ7ӧħħỏ7שγ֭7שਙʉ֭ผ⎯7Ŵשฌ
Ḷ่֭7 Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف ОкŴ㌱֭ⓒ7 ӧħħħỏ7 ╗ħٹਙкħ7 ЋħккŴ֭فⓒ7 ӧħٹỏ7 �ਙผ7ש AऑŴ㌱γ֭7 bਙここਙ่⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 ӧٹỏ7 ƆŴγŴผŴ7 b่֭֭שผⓒ7 Ŵккฌ

⇡—ħк7ש—ऑਙ่7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ऑผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯㈠7

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●●7ֱ7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7b ਙこ ऑŴ ผ֭ ₡ 7 ਙש ɱɱｘ7ں7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ฌ

╗γħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שḚỏ7ħ⎯7Ŵ่7Ŵこ่֭₡こ่֭ש7שਙ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ʉγħ㌱γ7ʉŴ⎯7Ŵऑऑผਙ֭ٹ₡ฌ
ฌשγ֭7ǲゥγħ⇡ħש₡7ħ่7֭שⓒ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱שγ֭7Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħкשɱɱｘ㈠77A⎯7⎯γਙʉ่7⇡ੂ7ںŴ⎯7ਙ่7Aऑผħк7ㅡⓒ7ف7ਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭ੂשγ֭7bħש7ੂ⇡
�ֱธ7ਙ֭ٹผкŴੂⓒ7שγ֭7₡ħ⑾⑾֭ผ่֭㌱֭⎯7⇡֭שʉ่֭֭7שγ֭7שʉਙ7ОкŴ่⎯7Ŵผ֭7֭ٹผੂ7֭ゥ่֭ש⎯ħ7֭ٹŴ่₡7ħ่㌱к—₡̬֭

ՙ̔̔̔̔
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㈠7ں Ɔֱ֭֭ੂש่֭ٹħفγ7שӧՙฎỏ7Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7кਙ7⎯שŴ่₡7⑾ਙ—ผ7ӧㅡỏ7㌱ਙここਙ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7кਙ7⎯שӧਙผ7ऑਙผשħਙ่⎯7שγ֭ผ֭ਙ⑾ỏ7ħ่
ОγŴ⎯֭7╗ʉਙ7ʉ֭ผ֭7⇡—ħк7שਙ่7кŴ่₡7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש⑾ਙผ7Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭゜Ḷऑ่֭7ƆऑŴ㌱֭゜ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف㈠7

ธ㈠7 A่7 Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7 ่ħ่֭7 ӧɱỏ7 γਙк֭⎯7 ਙ⑾7 ਙк⑾7ف ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭ⓒ7 ਙ่7 ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴ֭שкੂ7 ՙｘ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7 ʉ֭ผ֭7 ่ਙש
㌱ਙ่֭שこऑкŴ₡7֭ש Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ħこ֭7ש ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ɱɱｘ7ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่ⓒ7 7ש—⇡ ʉ֭ผ֭7 —кשħこŴ֭שкੂ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭ש —ऑਙ่
ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7₡֭ੂש⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שƆħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7Ŵ่₡7▷ਙ่֭₡7ŐОＣֱՙ㈠

̶㈠7 Ḷ่֭7γ—่₡ผ֭₡7⑾ਙผֱੂשਙ่֭7ӧںㅡںỏ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ʉ֭ผ֭7⇡—ħк7שਙ่7кŴ่₡7่ਙ7₡֭ש⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7Ḛਙк⑾
bਙ—ผ⎯֭゜Ḷऑ่֭7ƆऑŴ㌱֭゜ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف㈠

ㅡ㈠7 Ｃਙ▷่֭⎯7ਙ⑾7Ɔħ่فк֭7�Ŵこħкੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭⎯7ħ่7ОγŴ⎯֭7Ḷ่֭7ʉ֭ผ֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭שħ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שḚਙк⑾
bਙ—ผ⎯֭゜Ḷऑ่֭7ƆऑŴ㌱֭゜ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف㈠7

ㄦ㈠7 A7こħゥ֭₡ֱ—⎯֭7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שʉŴ⎯7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭שŴש7שγ֭7⎯ਙ—שγʉ֭⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7�ਙผ7שAऑŴ㌱γ֭7ŐਙŴ₡7ਙ่7Ŵ7ऑŴผ㌱֭к7שγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7Ŵ7Ќ—ผ⎯ħ่7فĠਙこ֭㈠7

″㈠7 Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7⎯שʉ֭ผ֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭שਙ่7שγ֭7ںɱ㈠ՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7⎯ħ7₡֭֭ש⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7Ŵ7Ɔ㌱γਙਙк⎯㈠

ՙ㈠7 Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7⎯שʉ֭ผ֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭שŴש7שγ֭7่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7Ｃ—ผŴ่فਙ7Ｃผħ7֭ٹŴ่₡ฌ
AкשŴ7Ｃผħ7֭ٹਙ่7″̶㈠ㅡㅡ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שŴ⎯7bਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7b่֭֭שผ㈠

ฎ㈠7 ╗γ֭7 ɱ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 ₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש bਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ऑŴผ㌱֭к7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7ÛŴੂ7γŴ⎯7⇡่֭֭7⇡—ħк7שਙ—7שŴ⎯7Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк㈠7

ɱ㈠7 ╗γ֭7 ̶ธ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 ₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש Ҝ—кשħֱ�Ŵこħкੂ7 ऑŴผ㌱֭к7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่ฌ
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Aऑऑк֭7Ｃผħ7֭ٹγŴ⎯7⇡่֭֭7⇡—ħк7שਙ—7שŴ⎯7Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк㈠7

ֱ⑾ਙֱשγف₡7Őħ֭שŴ่فħ⎯7₡֭⎯שγ7ħש7Ŵкк7ʉħשŴผ⎯7่ਙ7ผ֭⎯֭こ⇡кŴ่㌱֭7Ŵ֭⇡7֭ٹŴ7Ｃผħשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7Aкש7кਙ㌱Ŵשｘ㈠7╗γ֭7Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħкں
ÛŴੂ7—⎯֭7кਙ㌱Ŵשħਙ่㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●●●7ֱ7Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк

╗γ֭7่֭שħผ֭7ੂשਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7—⎯֭₡7Ŵ⎯7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ӧ֭ゥ㌱֭ऑ7ש⑾ਙผ7ㅡ㈠ㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7▷ਙ่֭₡7ОＣỏ
ħ⎯7 ▷ਙ่֭₡7 ŐֱОＣՙ7 Ŵ⎯7 ผ֭⑾к֭㌱₡7֭ש ħ่7 bкŴผH7 bਙ—่7ੂש Ő֭㌱ਙผ₡⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ⎯7 ㌱ਙ่⑾ħผこ֭₡7 ħ่7 bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯ฌ
Ύਙ่ħ่7ف Ћ֭ผħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7 Ձ֭֭ששผ7 ₡Ŵ₡7֭ש Ｃ֭㌱֭こ⇡֭ผ7 ̶ｘⓒ7 ธｘںㅡ7 ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש Ġỏ㈠7 7 Աੂ7 ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ธｘں″ฌ
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ӧҜŴ㈾ਙผ7 Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่ỏⓒ7 γ֭7ש Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7 ▷ਙ่ħ่7ف ₡֭⎯ħ่فŴשħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 Őֱǲ7 Ŵ่₡7 Őֱㅡ7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭
Ŵ₡₡֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯7ש่֭שʉħשγ7שγ֭7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7⎯שŴ่₡7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ㈠

╗γ֭7₡֭こŴ่₡7⑾ਙผ7γਙ—⎯ħ่7فผ֭こŴħ่⎯7⎯שผਙ่7فħ่7שγ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵⓒ7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱שħ่فฌ
γ֭7ש ㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭₡7 ਙк—こ֭7ٹ ਙ⑾7 ħֱ่こħفผŴשħਙ่7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 ЋŴкк֭ੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 ħ่֭שผ่Ŵк7 ऑਙऑ—кŴשħਙ่7 γ㈠שผਙʉف
╗γ֭7 ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7 ₡֭⎯ħ่فŴשħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש Ŵ⇡ਙ7֭ٹ Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש Ŵผ֭7 ⇡Ŵ⎯֭₡7 —ऑਙ่7 こŴผH֭7ש ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ש
㌱ਙ่שħ่—ħ่7فこŴผH֭7₡֭שこŴ่₡7 ⑾ਙผ7֭ゥשผ֭こ֭кੂ7γħفγ7 ่֭₡7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙש⎯゜㌱—⎯שਙこ7γਙこ֭⎯7Ŵ⎯7ʉ֭кк7 Ŵ⎯7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂฌ
Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7γਙこ֭⎯ⓒ7⇡ਙשγ7ਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7Ŵผ֭7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱₡7֭שŴ⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠

ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7⎯ש İֱ7ں Ŵ่₡7 İֱธ7 ผ֭⑾к֭㌱7ש γ֭7ש ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7 кŴ่₡7 —⎯֭⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש Aผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭ש
Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠7
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●่7ऑŴผשħ㌱—кŴผⓒ7שγ֭7ںฎ̶㈠ՙ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯7ħ⎯7₡֭ٹਙש₡7֭שਙ7֭ٹผੂ7кŴผ7֭فǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ֭ٹ7₡֭שкਙऑこ่֭ש㈠7 7ǲゥγħ⇡ħש⎯ฌ
ìֱ7ںŴ่₡7ìֱธ7 ħкк—⎯שผŴ֭שⓒ7 ⇡ੂ7 ʉŴੂ7 ਙ⑾7 ֭ゥŴこऑк֭7 Ŵ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ʉ่֭֭7ש֭⇡ Ḷผħ่֭7ש ǲゥऑผ֭⎯⎯7 bਙ—ผ7ש Ŵ่₡7 Ûħ่֭שผฌ
ОŴкŴ㌱֭7Ｃผħש7֭ٹγŴ7ש⎯γਙʉ⎯7ħ7⎯ש㌱—ผผ่֭ש⎯7שŴ7⎯—ש㌱ਙこऑŴผ֭₡7שਙ7Ŵ7㌱ਙ่㌱֭ऑש—Ŵк7ผ่֭₡֭ผħ่7فਙ⑾7ħ7่֭⎯שγŴ่㌱֭こ่֭ש
ʉħשγ7שγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7فਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠77Ḷשγ֭ผ7ऑਙผשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ںฎ̶㈠ՙ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯7ʉħкк7γŴ7่֭֭ٹγŴ่㌱֭こ่֭ש⎯ฌ
Ŵ่₡7 ਙऑ่֭7 ⎯ऑŴ㌱֭7 ㌱ਙここ่֭⎯—ผŴ7֭ש ʉħשγ7 γ֭ħผ7ש кਙ7ש ⎯ħ▷֭⎯㈠7 ╗γ֭⎯֭7 ǲ⎯שŴ7֭ש Ձਙ7⎯ש ผŴ่7֭ف ħ่7 ⎯ħ▷֭7 ⑾ผਙこ7 Ŵฌ
こħ่ħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7ਙ่֭7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7שਙ7ਙ֭ٹผ7ㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠77╗γ֭7⎯こŴкк֭⎯7שкਙ7⎯שऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7—่₡֭ผ7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7⑾ਙผ
ħਙ่⎯ⓒ7Ŵผ֭7שγ7ਙ่кੂ7Ŵ7㌱ਙ—ऑк֭7ਙ⑾7֭ゥ㌱֭ऑש7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7ʉħںฎ̶㈠ՙںγ֭⎯֭7ש кŴผ֭فผ7 γŴ่7ש γ֭7ש кŴผ7ש⎯֭ف кਙ7֭⎯שゥħ⎯שħ่7ف ħ่ฌ
Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭ف㈠77╗γ֭⎯֭7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7⎯שŴผ֭7ਙ่֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ7Hħ่₡ⓒ7ผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭שħ่7فŴ7ผŴผ֭7㌱ਙ่㌱่֭שผŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7֭ゥשผ֭こ֭кੂฌ
кŴผ7֭فǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7⎯שʉħשγ7׀—Ŵкħ7₡֭ੂש⎯ħ่فⓒ7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱שħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7 кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑ֭7ف—ħ₡֭кħ่֭⎯7 ħ่7ਙ่֭7A⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴשħਙ่ⓒ
ऑผਙ₡—㌱ħ่7فŴ่7—่ऑŴผŴкк֭к֭₡ⓒ7к—ゥ—ผੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭ש㈠

ǲŴ㌱γ7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙש7שਙ7⇡֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭₡7ʉħкк7γŴ7֭ٹŴ7кħこħ֭ٹ₡7₡֭֭שкਙऑŴ⇡к֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵ㈠77╗γħ⎯7こ֭Ŵ่⎯7שγŴש7שγ֭
ऑਙผשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7кਙש7שγŴ7שħ⎯7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭₡7ʉħשγ7⑾ਙਙשऑผħ่7⎯שਙ⑾7שγ֭7こŴħ่7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ่㌱ħккŴผੂ7⎯שผ—㌱ש—ผ֭⎯ⓒฌ
ӧγ֭ผ֭ħ่Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 फγਙこ֭7 ⎯ħ֭שफỏ7ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 кħこħ₡7֭ש Ŵ⎯7 ⑾ਙккਙʉ⎯̬7╗γ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑŴ⇡к֭7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ⑾ਙผ7 Ŵ7γਙこ֭7 ⎯ħ7֭שਙ่7 Ŵ
ਙ่֭7ӧںỏ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7кਙ7שʉħкк7⇡֭7кħこħש₡7֭שਙ7Ŵ7こŴゥħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7ㄦｘ੧7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7שਙשŴк7кਙ7שਙผ7ਙֱ่֭γŴк⑾7ӧں゜ธỏ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭ฌ
ਙ่֭7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 кਙש㈠7 7 ╗γ֭7 кਙऑŴ⇡к֭7֭ٹ֭₡ Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ⑾ਙผ7 Ŵ7 γਙこ֭7 ⎯ħ7֭ש ਙ่7 Ŵ7 γผ֭֭7ש ӧ̶ỏ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 кਙ7שʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 кħこħ₡7֭ש ਙ7ש Ŵฌ
こŴゥħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7̶̶੧7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7שਙשŴк7кਙ7שਙผ7ਙ่֭7ӧںỏ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7שγผ֭֭7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7кਙש㈠77╗γ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑŴ⇡к֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ
γਙこ֭7⎯ħ7֭שਙ่7Ŵ7⑾ħ7֭ٹӧㄦỏ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7кਙ7שʉħкк7⇡֭7кħこħש₡7֭שਙ7Ŵ7こŴゥħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7ธㄦ੧7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7שਙשŴк7кਙ7שਙผ7ں㈠ธㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯
ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7кਙש㈠7 7Ձਙ7⎯שਙ֭ٹผ7ㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7⎯γŴкк7γŴ7֭ٹŴ7こŴゥħこ—こ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑŴ⇡к֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7ਙ⑾7ธㄦ੧7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7שਙשŴкฌ
кਙש㈠7Ġਙこ֭7 ⎯ħ7⎯֭ש ਙ่7 кਙ7⎯ש ่ਙ7ש ่֭—こ֭ผŴ₡7֭ש γ֭ผ֭ħ่7ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 ㌱ਙผผ֭⎯ऑਙ่₡ħ่فкੂ7 ⎯ħ▷֭₡㈠7Ձਙ7⎯ש ⎯こŴкк֭ผ7 γŴ่ש
ਙ่֭7 Ŵ่₡7 ਙ่֭7 γŴк⑾7 ӧ7ں ≠ỏ7 Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7こŴੂ7 γŴ7֭ٹ Ŵ7 ऑਙਙк7 Ŵ่₡7 ħ7⎯ש ผ֭кŴ₡7֭ש ผ֭⎯ⓒ7—שผ—㌱ש⎯ Ŵ⎯7 ʉ֭кк7 Ŵ⎯7 γŴผ₡⎯㌱Ŵऑ֭ⓒฌ
㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱₡7֭שਙ—ש⎯ħ₡֭7שγ֭7γਙこ֭7⎯ħ֭ש㈠

●่7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่7שਙ7֭Ŵ㌱γ7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7שγŴٹħ่7فŴ7кħこħ֭ٹ₡7₡֭֭שкਙऑŴ⇡к֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵⓒ7֭Ŵ㌱γ7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7שʉħкк7Ŵк⎯ਙ
γŴ7่֭֭ٹγŴ่㌱֭₡7кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่فⓒ7ʉγħ㌱γ7こŴੂ7㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯7שਙ⑾7кŴผ7֭فŴผ֭Ŵ⎯7ਙ⑾7⇡ਙשγ7فผŴ⎯⎯7Ŵ่₡゜ਙผ7Ŵผשħ⑾ħ㌱ħŴк7ש—ผ⑾⊿ฌ
ʉħשγ7 Ŵ่7 Ŵ⇡—่₡Ŵ่㌱֭7 ਙ⑾7 ผ֭֭⎯7ש ऑкŴ่₡7֭ש ⓒ7ש—γਙف—γผਙש Ŵ่₡7 ਙ่7 γ֭7ש ⇡ਙผ₡֭ผ⎯7 ਙ⑾ⓒ7 ֭Ŵ㌱γ7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙש㈠7 7ÛŴ֭שผฌ
ผ֭ש่֭שħਙ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7こŴੂ7⇡֭7—שħкħ▷֭₡7ਙ่7こŴ่ੂ7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש кŴผ֭فผ7 кਙש⎯ⓒ7 ⎯—⇡㈾֭㌱7ש ਙ7ש ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴف7֭שਙ֭ٹผ่こ่֭שŴкฌ
ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк㈠7 7 A7 ʉŴкHħ่7ف ผŴħк7ש こ7֭ש⎯ੂ⎯ ⓒ7ש—γਙف—γผਙש ਙผ7 ऑ֭ผγŴऑ⎯7 Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש ਙⓒ7ש γ֭⎯֭7ש 7ںฎ̶㈠ՙں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7 ฌשγŴש
㌱ਙ—к₡7 γŴ7֭ٹ ㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħٹħ7ੂש ਙ7ש Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف Ќਙผשγ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف Ɔਙ—שγ7 ֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7ف ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ⎯7 Ŵ่₡
ऑŴผH⎯ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ—к₡7 ⇡֭㌱ਙこ֭7 ऑŴผ7ש ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ӧħ⑾7 Ŵ่₡7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ֭ゥ7ש่֭ש Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ⇡ੂ7 γ֭ש
Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭فҜŴ⎯֭שผ7Ġਙこ֭ਙʉ่֭ผ7A⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴשħਙ่ỏ㈠7ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שİֱ7ں ⎯γਙʉ⎯7 ħ่7 ₡ŴผH7 ผ่֭֭7ف γ֭7ש Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ਙ7ש ⇡֭
ผ7ㄦฌ֭ٹਙ7ਙש7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ں7ħ่7⎯ħ▷֭7⑾ผਙこ7Ŵ7こħ่ħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7فħ่فŴħ่ⓒ7ผŴ่ف7Ŵ⊿⎯ש7Ձਙ֭שŴש⎯7ǲ֭فγ֭7кŴผשγ7שкਙऑ֭₡7ʉħ֭ٹ֭₡
Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7Ŵ่₡7 кħこħ₡7֭ש ㈠7⎯֭שਙ7Ŵ7こŴゥħこ—こ7ਙ⑾7″ｘ7γਙこ֭7⎯ħש 7 7ש● ħ⎯7 ħ่₡֭₡7่֭ש 7שγŴש 7ਙ⑾7ੂשħผ֭שγ֭7่֭ש ںฎ̶㈠ՙںγ֭7ש
Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ʉħкк7⇡֭7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭שħ่7שγ֭7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7Ŵ⎯7Ｃ֭⎯֭ผ7שŐ—ผŴк7Ｃ่֭⎯ħ7ੂשŐ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7ӧＣŐỏ7Ŵ่₡7▷ਙ่֭₡ฌ
Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭7ǲ⎯שŴ7⎯֭שＣħ⎯שผħ㌱7שӧŐֱǲỏ㈠7

A₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵккੂⓒ7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭7ש ⎯—ऑऑਙผ7ש Ŵ่₡7 ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 Ġਙこ֭ਙʉ่֭ผฌ
A⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴשħਙ่ⓒ7Ŵ่₡7—ऑਙ่7שγ֭7ħこऑк֭こ่֭שŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴ7֭שㅡ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7Ŵ่₡7ںฌ
Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 ⎯ħ֭ש⎯ⓒ7 кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭ש ่֭Ŵผ7 γ֭7ש Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف Ɔਙ—שγ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف Ќਙผשγ7 ผŴ่㌱֭⎯ⓒ7ש่֭ ผ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱שħ֭ٹкੂⓒ
ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 кਙऑ֭₡7֭ٹ֭₡ ʉħשγ7 ่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7 ऑŴผH7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭7ש —⎯֭7 Ŵ่₡7 ่֭㈾ਙੂこ่֭7ש ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ผ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱שħ֭ٹ
Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7่֭֭فħفγ⇡ਙผγਙਙ₡⎯㈠

�ħ่Ŵккੂⓒ7Ŵ⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγ֭⎯֭7кŴผ7֭فǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7⎯שӧŴ่₡7Ŵ⎯7₡֭⎯㌱ผħ⇡֭₡7ħ่7こਙผ֭7₡֭שŴħк7ħ่ฌ
֭⇡ħਙ่7ש㈚7⎯֭㌱֭فγ֭7ਫＣผŴħ่Ŵש кਙʉỏⓒ7⇡ਙゥ7㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯שʉħкк7⇡֭ 7ऑ—7שħ่7ऑкŴ㌱֭7שਙ7㌱Ŵผผੂ7שγ֭7⑾кਙʉ⎯7ऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂฌ
γŴ่₡к֭₡7 ⇡ੂ7 ਙऑ่֭7 ⑾кਙʉ7 ㌱γŴ่่֭к⎯㈠7 A่7 Ŵ่㌱ħккŴผੂⓒ7 7ש֭ੂ ผੂ7֭ٹ ħこऑਙผשŴ่שⓒ7 ⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7ש ਙ7ש γ֭7ש Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭فฌ
㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂש⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7ऑкŴ㌱֭こ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγ֭⎯֭7⇡ਙゥ7㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯שħ⎯7שγŴש7שγ֭7⎯֭㌱—ผħ7ੂשਙ⑾7שγ֭7㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂשʉħкк7⇡֭ฌ
่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7Ŵ⎯7שγ֭⎯֭7⇡ਙゥ7㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯שʉħкк7֭кħこħ่Ŵש7֭שγ֭7—่₡֭ผऑŴ⎯⎯֭⎯7ʉγħ㌱γ7ਙऑ֭ผŴ7֭שŴ⎯7ਙ่֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ʉŴੂ⎯7Ŵ

ɱɱɱɱ

⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7ש ਙ7ש γ֭ש Ợ—֭
ੂש ਙ⑾7שγ֭ ㌱ਙここ—่ħש
ਙऑ֭ผŴ7֭שŴ⎯7ਙ่֭ ਙ⑾7שγ
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㈠ੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผשкੂ7Ŵ㌱㌱֭⎯⎯7ש่֭⎯γਙผħ▷֭₡7Ŵ่₡7—่ʉ֭к㌱ਙこ֭7ऑ֭ਙऑк֭7ऑผ֭ש—7ਙ⑾7—่ŴੂשŴผħ֭ٹ

╗γ֭7 ″ՙ㈠ธ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7 ӧ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯שħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 ″ㄦ㈠ｘฎ7 Ŵ่₡7 ธ㈠7̶ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ỏ7 ⎯γਙʉ่7 ħ่7 ੂ֭ккਙʉ7 ਙ่7 ǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש İֱں
ผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭ש7שγ֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7שਙ7⇡֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭₡7ʉħשγ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7γਙこ֭⎯㈠7╗γħ⎯7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ
7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 ₡ਙ่֭7 ħ่7 γผ֭֭7ש Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש Aผ֭Ŵ⎯ⓒ7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭7ש ⑾ħผ⎯7ש Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯שħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 γ֭ש
�ħ7ש7ਙ⑾7ՙธｘ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡Ŵこħкੂ7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שਙ่7 ₡Ŵผٹ7Աਙ—к֭ש7㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7ŐŴこऑŴผש⎯γʉ֭ש—γ֭7⎯ਙש
Ŵ่₡7 AкשŴ7 Ｃผħ֭ٹⓒ7 ⎯ऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵккੂ7 кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭ש ਙ่7 ՙ㈠ㅡɱ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 к֭فŴккੂ7 ₡֭⎯㌱ผħ⇡֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7 Ŵ⎯⎯֭⎯⎯ਙผ7 ऑŴผ㌱֭кฌ
่—こ⇡֭ผ7̶ںฎ̶ֱธ̶ֱｘֱںｘｘㄦ7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שİֱธⓒ7кħفγف7שผ่֭֭ỏ㈠

7╗γ֭7⇡ŴкŴ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭⎯֭7″ՙ㈠ธ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7שγŴ7שħ⎯ⓒ7שγ֭7ㅡɱ㈠ՙธ7ผ֭こŴħ่ħ่7فŴ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7ʉħкк7⇡֭7⇡—ħк7שਙ—7שਙ֭ٹผฌ
ฌੂשŴผħ֭ٹγ7Ŵ7שⓒ7ʉħשħਙ่⎯7ऑ֭ผこħש7㌱ਙ่₡ħש7Aผ֭Ŵ⎯7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7こŴผH֭שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹγħผ₡7Ｃ֭שγ֭7⎯֭㌱ਙ่₡7Ŵ่₡7שħこ֭ⓒ7Ŵ⎯7ש
ਙ⑾7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7ਙ⑾⑾֭ผħ่ف⎯㈠

╗γ֭7⎯֭㌱ਙ่₡7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שAผ֭Ŵ7 ħ⎯7 кੂ7ธｘ㈠″ɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7֭שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴש 7שγŴש кħ֭7 ਙ7ש ש⎯γʉ֭ש—γ֭7⎯ਙש
ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Ŵ⑾ਙผ֭こ่֭שħਙ่֭₡7ںՙ㈠ㅡɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שİֱธⓒ7ੂ֭ккਙʉỏ㈠77Оผ֭⎯่֭֭ٹ7₡֭שкਙऑこ่֭7שऑкŴ่⎯7㌱ਙ่֭שこऑкŴ֭שฌ
Ŵ7㌱ਙこ⇡ħ่Ŵשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ㅡ7שਙ7″7⎯שਙผੂ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7ਙ⑾⑾֭ผħ่7⎯فŴ่₡7̶7⇡—ħк₡ħ่7⎯ف⎯ħこħкŴผ7ħ่7γ֭ħفγש7שਙ
γ֭7ש Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש Ḷ่֭7 Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف ОкŴ㌱֭ⓒ7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ γħผ₡7ש ਙʉ֭ผ㈠7ש 7 AفŴħ่ⓒ7 γ֭7ש ħこ֭7ש ⑾ผŴこ֭7 ⑾ਙผ7 Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵкฌ
ħਙ่⎯㈠ש7㌱ਙ่₡ħש7ਙ่7こŴผH֭ש่֭₡7ħ⎯7₡֭ऑ่֭שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡

╗γ֭7 7Aผ֭Ŵ7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹγħผ₡7Ｃ֭ש ħ⎯7 7ש⎯кੂ7ธɱ㈠ｘ̶7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7่֭Ŵผ֭֭שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴש ਙ7ש 7ש⎯γ֭7֭Ŵש ⎯ħ₡֭7ਙ⑾
7ਙ⑾ฌשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹỏ㈠77Ｃ֭֭ف7İֱธⓒ7ਙผŴ่ש7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ7₡֭ש7Ձਙ֭שŴש⎯7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7ǲںฎ̶㈠ՙںħਙ่֭₡7שγ֭7Ŵ⑾ਙผ֭こ่֭ש
Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7γਙこ֭⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7ʉħкк7⇡֭7кħこħש₡7֭שਙ7ㅡ7⎯שਙผħ֭⎯⊿7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7่ਙ₡7֭שŴ⇡ਙ֭ٹⓒ7שγ֭7שħこ֭ฌ
⑾ผŴこ֭7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שħ⎯7₡֭ऑ่֭₡่֭7שਙ่7こŴผH֭7ש㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯㈠

Ҝ—㌱γ7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ऑкŴ่่֭₡7 Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7 Ҝ—кשħ7 �Ŵこħкੂ7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ħ่7 γ֭⎯֭7ש ″ՙ㈠ธ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7 ħ⎯7 кਙ㌱Ŵ֭ש₡ฌ
่֭Ŵผ7 ਙผ7 Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7 ֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7ف ӧŴ่₡7 ħŴкỏ7שŴ่ש⎯⇡—⎯ ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 Ŵ่₡7 こ—кשħֱ⑾Ŵこħкੂ
Ŵผ₡7㌱ਙผผħ₡ਙผ㈠ٹ7Աਙ—к֭שγ֭7ŐŴこऑŴผש7ف7Ŵкਙ่⎯שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡

A⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭שⓒ7Ŵ7ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ7ʉħкк7⇡֭7㌱ਙ่⎯שผ—㌱֭ש₡ฌ
γ7ف—γผਙש γ֭7ש ″ՙ㈠ธ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħ่7ف AкשŴ7 Ｃผħ7֭ٹ Ŵ่₡7 ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡㈠7 7 ╗γħ⎯7 ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ7 ʉħккฌ
ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7Ŵ่7Ŵк֭שผ่Ŵשħ7֭ٹผਙ—7֭ש ਙ7ש ผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7ש γ֭ผʉħ⎯֭7—⎯֭7ש7ʉਙ—к₡7ਙשγŴש ŴฌשŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Aкٹ7Աਙ—к֭שγ֭7ŐŴこऑŴผש
Ｃผħ7֭ٹ ħ่֭שผ⎯֭㌱שħਙ่㈠7 7ש● ħ⎯7 ㌱к֭Ŵผкੂ7 Ŵ่שħ㌱ħऑŴ₡7֭ש 7שγŴש γħ⎯7ש ผਙŴ₡ʉŴੂ7 ʉਙ—к₡7 ⇡֭7 —⎯֭₡7 ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่שкੂ7 ⇡ੂ
ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭7⎯שħ่7שγ֭⎯֭7่֭ʉкੂ7ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭ש⎯㈠

A⎯7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭7ש 7ںฎ̶㈠ՙں Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 ǲ⎯שŴ7֭ש Ձਙ7ש ⓒ7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ γħ⎯7ש ″ՙ㈠ธ7ں Ŵ㌱ผ֭7 Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7 Ҝ—кשħ7 �Ŵこħкੂ
�ħ7ש7ਙ⑾7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кੂשŴผħ֭ٹ7Ŵ7فħ่ٹਙ7γŴשħਙ่7שⓒ7ħ่7Ŵ₡₡ħשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡Ŵこħкੂ7ਙ⑾⑾֭ผħ่ف⎯ⓒ7ʉħкк7⇡֭7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡ฌ
ʉħשγ7 ่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7 кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่7فʉγħ㌱γ7ʉħкк7 ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯7ש ਙ⑾7 кŴผ7֭ف Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7ਙ⑾7 ⇡ਙשγ7 ผŴ⎯⎯7ف Ŵ่₡゜ਙผ7 Ŵผשħ⑾ħ㌱ħŴк7 ผ⑾ⓒฌ—ש
ʉħשγ7Ŵ่7Ŵ⇡—่₡Ŵ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7שผ֭֭⎯7ऑкŴ่ש₡7֭שγผਙ—فγਙ—ש7שγ֭7⎯ħ֭ש㈠7Ɔ—⇡⎯שŴ่שħŴк7ਙऑ่֭7⎯ऑŴ㌱֭ⓒ7ऑŴผH7Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯ⓒ7⑾ħ่֭ש⎯⎯ฌ
ผਙਙこ⎯ⓒ7 ऑਙਙк⎯ⓒ7 ผ֭㌱ผ֭Ŵשħਙ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 ʉŴкHħ่7ف ऑŴשγ⎯7 ʉħкк7 Ŵк⎯ਙ7 ⇡֭7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7 ਙ7ש 7فŴผੂħ่ٹ ⎯ผ֭֭ف֭₡
γ7่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑ֭שਙ⇡7فħ₡ħ่ٹ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠7╗γ֭ผ֭7ʉħкк7⇡֭7⎯ऑ֭㌱ħŴк7֭こऑγŴ⎯ħ⎯7ਙ่7ऑผਙںγ֭7″ՙ㈠ธש7ש—γਙف—γผਙש
⇡—⑾⑾֭ผ⎯7Ŵ่₡7ħ่㌱ผ֭Ŵ⎯֭₡7⎯֭ש⇡Ŵ㌱H⎯7Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭ש7שਙ7Ŵ่ੂ7ऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7فƆħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ7Ŵ่₡7Ҝ—кשħֱ�Ŵこħкੂฌ
ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭⎯㈠7 7A7⇡кਙ㌱H7ʉŴккⓒ7 ่ਙ7 к֭⎯⎯7 ｘ7ںγŴ่7ש 7ש֭֭⑾ ħ่7γ֭ħفγשⓒ7ʉħкк7 ⎯֭ผ7֭ٹ ਙ7ש ⎯֭ऑŴผŴ7֭ש 7ںγ֭7″ՙ㈠ธש Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯ฌ
⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7ںฎ̶㈠ՙ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯⊿7ʉħשγ7فŴ₡7֭שŴ㌱㌱֭⎯⎯7⇡֭ħ่7فऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7שਙ7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ7⎯שʉħשγħ่7שγ֭7ںฎ̶㈠ՙ7ںŴ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠7●שฌ
ħ⎯7 ħ่₡֭₡7่֭ש ₡7֭שŴ่ف7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ʉħкк7⇡֭7₡֭⎯ħں7″ՙ㈠ธשγŴש ħ่7 γ7ӧĠỏ7Ŵ่₡ฌفħŴк7Ġħש่֭₡γ֭7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7Ŵ⎯7Ő֭⎯ħש
▷ਙ่֭₡7Ġħفγ7Ｃ่֭⎯ħ7ੂשŐ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שӧŐֱㅡỏ㈠7

AששŴ㌱γ֭₡7 ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש Ҝֱںỏ7 ħ⎯7 Ŵ7 ผ֭ऑਙผ7שऑผ֭ऑŴผ֭₡7 ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7Ⓢผ⇡Ŵ่7ש ՁŴ่₡7 7֭ש—שħש⎯่● к֭₡ⓒ7שħש่֭ ਫĠħفγ֭ผฌ
Ｃ่֭⎯ħ7ੂשＣ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭שéҜੂשγ⎯7Ŵ่₡7�Ŵ㌱ש⎯㈚㈠77╗γħ⎯7ผ֭ऑਙผ7שŴ₡₡ผ֭⎯⎯֭⎯7こ—кשħֱ⑾Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שŴ่₡ฌ

ｘｘｘｘｘں

7֭ש—שħש⎯่● к֭₡ⓒ7שħש่֭

кשħħֱ⑾⑾Ŵこħкੂ7ੂੂੂੂੂੂ кਙऑこऑऑऑऑऑऑऑऑऑऑऑऑ֭ٹ֭₡
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ħ7⎯ש こħ⎯㌱ਙ่㌱֭ऑשħਙ่⎯éŴ่₡7 ऑ֭ผ㌱֭ħ7₡֭ٹ ħこऑŴ㌱ש⎯éਙ่7 Ŵ7 ㌱ਙここ—่ħੂש㈠7 7 ╗γ֭7 ⑾ħ่₡ħ่7⎯ف ħ่7 7שγŴש ผ֭ऑਙผ7ש Ŵผ֭ฌ
⎯₡γ⇡ਙผγਙਙف7่֭ħש7Ŵผ֭7ਙ่7่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭⎯שγ֭7֭⑾⑾֭㌱ש₡7֭ש7γਙʉ7кħこħש⎯—7㈾فผこħ่ħ่֭שผੂ7γ֭кऑ⑾—к7ħ่7₡֭֭ٹ
⑾ผਙこ7ऑผਙऑ֭ผкੂ7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7Ŵ่₡7ऑผਙऑ֭ผкੂ7֭ゥ֭㌱—₡7֭שこ—кשħֱ⑾Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭ש㈠7

╗γ֭7שħこ֭7Ŵ่₡7ਙऑऑਙผש—่ħש7ੂשਙ7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשħ⎯7γ֭ผ֭7Ŵ่₡7่ਙʉ㈠7╗γħ⎯7—ผ่֭ف㌱ੂ7Ŵऑऑкħ֭⎯7⇡ਙשγ7שਙฌ
ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שՁਙ֭ٹ7₡֭שкਙऑこ่֭7שӧŴ⎯7֭ٹħ₡่֭㌱֭₡7ħ่7ऑŴผשⓒ7⇡ੂ7שγ֭7ħ่֭שผ֭⎯7֭שゥऑผ֭⎯⎯֭₡7Ŵ่₡7ਙ⑾⑾֭ผ⎯7ผ֭㌱֭ħ7₡֭ٹ⑾ผਙこฌ
่—こ֭ผਙ—⎯7ऑਙש่֭שħŴк7⇡—ੂ֭ผ⎯ỏ7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7שਙ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשħ7�Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שӧŴ⎯7֭ٹħ₡่֭㌱֭₡7⇡ੂ7⎯ש—₡ħ֭⎯7₡ਙ่֭ฌ
ħผ֭7ħ⎯ฌ⎯7₡֭ש่֭⎯γ֭7ऑผ֭ש7שγŴש7֭שผŴש⎯γ֭ผ⎯ⓒ7ʉγħ㌱γ7₡֭こਙ่ש7ਙف7Ҝֱธỏⓒ7Ŵこਙ่ש7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ֭ש—שħש⎯่●7⎯فγ֭7ԱผਙਙHħ่ש7ੂ⇡
⑾ਙผ7ਫٹħ⇡ผŴ่שⓒ7㌱ਙこऑŴ㌱7שŴ่₡7ʉŴк�Ŵ⇡к֭7㌱ਙここ—่ ħשħ֭⎯㈠㈚ỏ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●Ћ7 7ॅŐ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯

7

╗γ֭7 Ő֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש ƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7 7ש֭⎯ ⑾ਙผשγ7 γ֭ผ֭ħ่ⓒ7 ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7ש Ⓢỏ7 Ŵऑऑкħ֭⎯7 ਙ7ש γ֭ש
Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשਙ่кੂ⊿7 Ŵ่₡7 ʉħשγ7 ผ֭فŴผ₡7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש ⎯ऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵккੂ7 ผ֭ऑкŴ㌱֭⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 ⎯—ऑ֭ผ⎯֭₡֭⎯7 γ֭7ש ₡֭⎯ħ่ف
㌱ผħ֭שผħŴ7⎯֭7ש⑾ਙผשγ7ħ่7⇡ਙשγ7ںɱ㈠ｘ″㈠ｘ″ｘ7Ŵ่₡7ںɱ㈠ｘ″㈠ںธｘ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7Ҝ—่ħ㌱ħऑŴк7bਙ₡֭㈠7╗ਙ7שγ֭7֭ゥש่֭ש
γ֭שⓒ7שผ֭֭こ่֭ف7Aשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹγ֭7Ｃ֭שŴ⎯7Ҝ—่ħ㌱ħऑŴк7bਙ₡֭7Ŵ่₡7فγ֭7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭שʉ่֭֭7ש֭⇡7שγ֭ผ֭7ħ⎯7Ŵ7㌱ਙ่⑾кħ㌱ש
Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7⎯֭7ש⑾ਙผשγ7γ֭ผ֭ħ่7Ŵ่₡7ħ่7שγ֭7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שAفผ֭֭こ่֭7ש⎯γŴкк7فਙ֭ٹผ่㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ7ֱ7bਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜Ḷ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭

╗γ֭7 О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵⓒ7 Ŵ⎯7 ʉ֭кк7 Ŵ⎯7 Ŵ7 ่—こ⇡֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש Ŵ่₡7 ่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂฌ
ऑผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯ⓒ7ਙ⑾⑾֭ผ⎯7֭ٹผੂ7 ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7שŴこਙ—่7⎯שਙ⑾7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк㈠7Ɔਙこ֭7ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7ש ħ⎯7⇡—ħк7שਙ—שฌ
Ŵ่₡7 ਙऑ֭ผŴשħ่ف㈠7 Ḷשγ֭ผ7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ħ⎯7 ⇡—ħк7ש ਙ—7ש 7ש—⇡ 7שŴ㌱Ŵ่ٹ ਙผ7 ħ⎯7 —่₡֭ผֱऑ֭ผ⑾ਙผこħ่ف㈠7 7 Ɔשħкк7 ਙשγ֭ผฌ
㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7γŴ⎯7⇡่֭֭7Ŵऑऑผਙ7ש—⇡7₡֭ٹγŴ⎯7่ਙ7่֭֭⇡7ש7ੂ֭ש⇡—ħкש㈠7╗γ֭7⑾Ŵ㌱7שħ⎯7שγŴ7שħ่7ਙผ₡֭ผ7שਙ7γŴ7֭ٹŴ่ੂ7ผ֭Ŵкฌ
㌱γŴ่㌱֭7 Ŵ7ש ⎯—㌱㌱֭⎯⎯ⓒ7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ħ่7 γħ⎯7ש Ŵผ֭Ŵⓒ7ʉγ֭שγ֭ผ7 ħ7ש ħ⎯7 Ŵкผ֭Ŵ₡ੂ7 ⇡—ħкשⓒ7 ਙผ7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7ש—⇡7₡֭ٹ ่ਙ7ש ฌש֭ੂ
⇡—ħкשⓒ7 こ—⎯7ש ⇡֭7 ⎯—ऑऑਙผ₡7֭ש ⇡ੂ7 ่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7 ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 ㈠7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ 7 7ש● ħ⎯7 Ŵк⎯ਙ7 Ŵ7 ⑾Ŵ㌱7ש 7שγŴש ่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂฌ
㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7ਙऑ֭ผŴ7⎯֭שŴ⎯7Ŵ7⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש㌱ਙ่่֭ٹħ่֭㌱֭7Ŵ่₡7⇡่֭֭⑾ħש7שਙ7่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭ש⎯㈠77bਙ่⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂⓒฌ
ਙ7ש ⇡֭7 ⎯—㌱㌱֭⎯⎯⑾—кⓒ7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 Ŵ่₡7 ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 こ—⎯7ש ʉਙผH7 γ֭ผ7ש֭فਙש Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ผ֭7ש こ—⎯7ש ⇡֭7 Ŵ₡֭׀—Ŵ֭שฌ
Ŵこਙ—่7⎯שਙ⑾7֭Ŵ㌱γ7שਙ7⎯֭ผש7֭ٹγ֭7ਙשγ֭ผ㈠7

Ġħفγ7 ħ่่֭ש⎯ħ7ੂש —⎯֭⎯7 ⎯—㌱γ7 Ŵ⎯7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 Ŵ่₡7 ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭ⓒ7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭ħผ7ש Ŵ่֭שש₡Ŵ่7ש ֭こऑкਙੂこ่֭ש
ਙऑऑਙผש—่ħשħ֭⎯ⓒ7Ŵผ֭7ħ่㌱ਙผऑਙผŴ₡7֭שħ่שਙ7שγ֭7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7Ŵ่₡7่֭ħفγ⇡ਙผγਙਙ₡7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7ħ่7╗γ֭ฌ
О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ㈠7 Ûħשγ7 ผ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱7ש ਙ7ש γħ⎯7ש ผŴ₡֭7ש Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 γ֭ผ֭7ש Ŵผ֭ⓒ7 ⎯ऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵккੂⓒ7 Ŵ่₡
ผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭שħ่7ف ⎯ਙこ֭7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש こħккħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵผ֭7—׀⎯ 7ש֭֭⑾ ਙ⑾7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк゜ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ħ่㌱к—₡֭₡7 ħ่7 γ֭ฌש
О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ㈠

� 7 ╗γ֭7 ผ֭שŴħк7 —⎯֭⎯7 ħ่7 γ֭7ש ƆŴγŴผŴ7 b่֭֭שผ7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 ƆŴγŴผŴ7 A7֭—่֭ٹ Ŵ่₡
Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7ÛŴੂⓒ

� 7 ╗γ֭7 ผ֭שŴħк7 Ŵ่₡7 ผ֭⎯שŴ—ผŴ่7ש Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7 bਙここਙ่⎯7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ⎯ਙ—שγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾
bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7ÛŴੂⓒ

� 7 ╗γ֭7 ผ֭שŴħк7 Ŵ่₡7 ผ֭⎯שŴ—ผŴ่7ש —⎯֭⎯7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש bਙここਙ่⎯7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾
bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7ŐŴこऑŴผ7שԱਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡ⓒ

ںںںںںں

⎯7 Ŵ7ש γ֭ש ่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש
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� 7 ╗γ֭7 ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7 ㌱ਙこऑк֭ゥ7 Ŵ7ש Ɔħผ7 ÛħккħŴこ⎯7 bਙ—ผ7ש Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 ŐŴこऑŴผש
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Ɔħผ7ÛħккħŴこ⎯7bਙ—ผשⓒ

� 7 ╗γ֭7 こħゥ֭₡7 —⎯֭7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ Ŵ7ש ╗ħٹਙкħ7 ЋħккŴ7֭ف Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 ŐŴこऑŴผש
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7AкשŴ7Ｃผħ֭ٹⓒ

� 7 ╗γ֭7 ผ֭שŴħк7 Ŵ่₡7 ผ֭⎯שŴ—ผŴ่7⎯ש Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭ผ่7 ऑਙผשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 Աਙ㌱Ŵ7 ОŴผH7 кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭ש ่֭Ŵผ7 γ֭ฌש
⎯ਙ—שγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7AкשŴ7Ｃผħ7֭ٹŴ่₡7ŐŴこऑŴผ7שԱਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡⊿

� 7 ╗γ֭7 ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7 ㌱ਙこऑк֭ゥ7 Ŵ่₡7 ऑผ֭⎯㌱γਙਙк7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7 ÛŴੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 AкשŴ
Ｃผħ֭ٹ㈠

� 7 ╗γ֭7�ਙผ7שAऑŴ㌱γ֭7bਙここਙ่⎯7Ŵ7ש �Ŵผ₡7Ŵ่₡7ٹਙ่7Աਙ—к֭ש⎯7㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7bγŴผк֭ש⎯γʉ֭ש—γ֭7⎯ਙשਙผש
AऑŴ㌱γ֭7ŐਙŴ₡㈠7

� 7 ЋħккŴ7֭فƆ׀—Ŵผ֭7Ŵש7שγ֭7่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7ƆŴγŴผŴ7A7֭—่֭ٹŴ่₡7�ਙผ7שAऑŴ㌱γ֭7ŐਙŴ₡⊿7Ŵ่₡7

� 7 A7こ֭₡ħ㌱Ŵк7ਙ⑾⑾ħ㌱֭7Ŵש7שγ֭7⎯ਙ—שγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7Aऑऑк֭7Ｃผħ֭ٹ㈠

7Aк⎯ਙⓒ7 ʉγħк֭7 ่ਙ7ש ʉħשγħ่7 γ֭7ש О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7 ŐŴ่㌱γ7 ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่ⓒ7 ऑ֭ผ7 ⎯֭ⓒ7 γ֭ผ֭7ש ħ⎯7 Ŵ7 кŴผ7֭ف Ŵこਙ—่7ש ਙ⑾
Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭ש ʉħשγħ่7 γ֭7ש Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש Աਙ㌱Ŵ7 ОŴผH7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש ㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7 ਙ⑾7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7ŐŴこऑŴผ7שԱਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7Ŵ่₡7שγ֭7bผਙ⎯⎯ผਙŴ₡7bਙここਙ่⎯7Ŵש7שγ֭7⎯ਙ—שγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่
Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7 Ŵ่₡7 ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡㈠7 7 A่₡7 Ŵкк7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ₡ਙ֭⎯7 ่ਙ7ש ŴH֭7ש ħ่שਙฌ
㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผŴשħਙ่7 γ֭7ש ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש Ŵこਙ—่7ש ਙ⑾7 ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ่ਙʉ7 ֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7ف Ŵ่₡7 ħкк7ש⎯ ऑкŴ่่֭₡7 ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭7ש ่֭ʉฌ
ਫＣਙʉ่שਙʉ่7Ɔ—ここ֭ผкħ่㈚7㈾—⎯ש7שʉਙ7こħк֭⎯7ŴʉŴੂ7⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ㈠

Aк⎯ਙⓒ7 ħਙ่7שħ่Ŵש⎯Ŵħ่⎯7Ŵ7ㄦธ㈠ㄦ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7₡֭שผ7ОкŴ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7㌱ਙ่֭ש⎯γ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴש ผ֭⎯ਙผֱש㌱Ŵ⎯ħ่ਙ7 ⎯ħ֭שⓒฌ
⇡֭ħ่ש7فγ֭7Ɔ—่㌱ਙŴ⎯7שĠਙ֭שк7Ŵ่₡7Ő֭⎯ਙผשⓒ7ʉγħ㌱γ7ħ⎯7кਙ㌱Ŵ₡7֭שŴש7שγ֭7่ਙผשγʉ֭⎯7שħ่֭שผ⎯֭㌱שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7AкשŴ7Ｃผħ7֭ٹŴ่₡ฌ
ŐŴこऑŴผ7שԱਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡㈠7Ќ֭ħفγ⇡ਙผγਙਙ₡7Ŵこ่֭ħשħ֭⎯ⓒ7⎯—㌱γ7Ŵ⎯7⇡ਙʉкħ่7فŴкк֭ੂ⎯ⓒ7こਙٹħ֭7שγ֭Ŵשผ֭⎯7Ŵ่₡7ผ֭⎯שŴ—ผŴ่ש⎯ฌ
Ŵผ֭7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7 ऑŴผ7ש ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש Ɔ—่㌱ਙŴ⎯7ש Ġਙ֭שк7 Ŵ่₡7 Ő֭⎯ਙผש㈠7 7 ●่7 Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่ⓒ7 γ֭7ש ħここ֭₡ħŴ7֭ש Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭⎯ฌ
⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש ਙשγ֭ผ7 Ŵこ่֭ħשħ֭⎯7 Ŵ7ש ⇡ਙשγ7 γ֭7ש İ㈠Û㈠7 ҜŴผผħਙשש゜ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש bŴ⎯ħ่ਙ7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭7ש Ő֭₡7 Őਙ㌱H7 Ġਙ֭שк7 ִฌ
bŴ⎯ħ่ਙ㈠7╗γ֭⎯֭7γਙ֭שк゜ผ֭⎯ਙผ7⎯שʉħкк7⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7שŴ⎯7ʉ֭кк7⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שऑкŴ่่֭₡7ħ่ฌ
ผ7ОкŴ่㈠֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγ֭7ธｘש

╗γ֭7 ⇡ਙששਙこ7 кħ่֭7 ħ⎯7 ⓒ7שγŴש Ŵ⎯7 ħ₡่֭㌱֭₡7ٹ֭ ⑾ผਙこ7 γ֭7ש Ŵ⇡ਙ֭ٹⓒ7 γ֭ผ֭7ש ħ⎯7 ħŴк7שŴ่ש⎯⇡—⎯ ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ⇡ਙשγฌ
Ŵкผ֭Ŵ₡ੂ7⇡—ħк7שŴ่₡7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7שਙ7⇡֭7⇡—ħк7שħ่7Ŵ่₡7Ŵผਙ—่₡7שγ֭7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่⊿7Ŵ่₡7שγħ⎯ฌ
㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7こ—⎯7שγŴ7่֭֭ٹŴผ⇡ੂ7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7ħ่7ਙผ₡֭ผ7שਙ7ผ֭こŴħ่ⓒ7ਙผ7⇡֭㌱ਙこ֭ⓒ7⎯—㌱㌱֭⎯⎯⑾—к㈠7

╗γ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7⑾ਙผ7ธ̶ՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк㈠7 7╗γ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱ש⎯
ɱՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯㈠7ں 7╗γħ⎯7ٹŴผħŴ่㌱֭7ผ֭⎯—к7⎯ש⑾ผਙこ7кŴ่₡7שγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7Ŵ⎯7㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7ħ่7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ฌ
7ʉγħ㌱γ7ʉŴ⎯7ש—⇡ Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵккੂ7 �кֱ֭7فкਙऑ֭₡7Ŵ⎯7Ɔħ่֭ٹ֭₡Ŵこħкੂ7 ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк㈠7 7Ќਙ7่֭ʉ7 ħਙ่7שħ่Ŵש⎯֭₡ ㌱ਙここ֭ผ㌱ħŴк7 ħ⎯ฌ

ऑкŴ่่֭₡7Ŵ⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●7ֱ7ՁŴ่₡7b—ผผ่֭שкੂ7Ⓢ⎯֭₡7A⎯7Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7Ő֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡

Աੂ7ٹħผ7֭—שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่ⓒ7่ਙ7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7ħ⎯7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠
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7ں ╗γ֭7 кŴ่₡7 ㌱—ผผ่֭שкੂ7 —⎯֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7 ਙк⑾7ف ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7 Ŵħк֭₡7ש֭₡ ħ่7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ⎯7 ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡
ħਙ่㈠7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵש7ש—γਙف—γผਙש

ธ7 Ḛਙк⑾֭ผ⎯7ħ่7שγħ⎯7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7Ŵ่₡7ħ่7שγ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γ7㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂשŴผ֭7֭Ŵ⎯ħкੂ7⎯֭ผש7ੂ⇡7₡֭ٹγ֭7Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭ש7שʉਙ
֭ħفγ7่֭֭ש γਙк֭7 ㌱γŴこऑħਙ่⎯γħऑ7 ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭⎯7 ӧŴ่₡7 Ŵ7 7֭ٹʉ֭кש γਙк֭7 кħفγ₡7֭ש ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭ỏ7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭ħผ7ש ผ֭кŴ֭ש₡
⑾Ŵ㌱ħкħשħ֭⎯ⓒ7 Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש A่֭فк7 ОŴผH7 Ḛਙк⑾7 bਙ—ผ⎯֭7 ਙ่7 ŐŴこऑŴผ7ש Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡ⓒ7 Ŵ⎯7 ʉ֭кк7 Ŵ⎯7 ⇡ੂ7 ֭к่֭֭ٹฌ
Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭⎯7ħ่7Ŵ7ㅡ7≠7こħк֭7ผŴ₡ħ—⎯7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שЌỏ㈠ฌ

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●●7ֱ7ＣผŴħ่Ŵ֭ف

╗γ֭7⑾кਙʉ⎯7שγŴ7ש㌱—ผผ่֭שкੂ7שผŴ֭ٹผ⎯֭7שγผਙ—فγ7ऑਙผשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7—⎯֭₡7Ŵ⎯7فਙк⑾7㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭
ʉħкк7⇡֭7ħ่㌱ਙผऑਙผŴ₡7֭שħ่שਙ7—่₡֭ผفผਙ—่₡7㌱ਙ่㌱ผ֭7֭ש⇡ਙゥ7㌱—к֭ٹผש⎯㈠7Aкк7₡ผŴħ่Ŵ7֭فこ—⎯7ש㌱ਙこऑкੂ7ʉħשγ7שγ֭7bкŴผHฌ
bਙ—่7ੂשŐ֭فħਙ่Ŵк7�кਙਙ₡7bਙ่שผਙк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שＣผŴħ่Ŵ7֭فＣ֭⎯ħ7่فҜŴ่—Ŵк㈠7╗γ֭7₡֭⎯ħ7่فਙ⑾7שγ֭⎯֭7㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯שʉħкк7⇡֭ฌ
⎯—⇡㈾֭㌱7ש ਙ7ש ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴ7֭ש Ŵк7שผ่こ่֭֭ٹਙف ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ⑾ผਙこ7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 О—⇡кħ㌱7 ÛਙผH⎯ⓒ7 bкŴผHฌ
bਙ—่ੂשⓒ7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵⓒ7שγ֭7ƆשŴ7֭שਙ⑾7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ7Ŵ่₡7שγ֭7⑾֭₡֭ผŴк7فਙ֭ٹผ่こ่֭ש㈠7╗γ֭7₡ผŴħ่Ŵ7֭ف㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผŴשħਙ่⎯7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭
Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשŴผ֭7่ਙשⓒ7ħ่7Ŵ่ੂ7ผ֭Ŵк7ʉŴੂⓒ7₡ħ⑾⑾֭ผ่֭7ש⑾ผਙこ7ʉγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7ผ֭׀—ħผ֭₡7₡ਙʉ่⎯שผ֭Ŵこ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾ฌ
╗ħٹਙкħ7ЋħккŴ֭فⓒ7Ŵ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שʉħשγ7ʉγħ㌱γ7Ŵ่7Ŵ⑾⑾ħкħŴש₡7่֭֭שħ7ੂשਙ⑾7שγ֭7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שʉŴ⎯7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑ֭ผ㈠7

╗γ֭7�ǲҜA7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש⑾кਙਙ₡7ऑкŴħ่7㌱ਙ֭ٹผ⎯7″ՙ㈠ธ̶7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשӧผ֭ऑผ֭⎯่֭שħ่7فਙ่кੂ7ธ″੧ỏ㈠
╗γ֭7″ՙ㈠ธ̶7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7㌱ਙ่שŴħ่7ธธ㈠ɱ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7Ŵ7₡ผŴħ่Ŵ7֭ف⑾кਙʉ7кħ่֭7֭Ŵ⎯֭こ่֭7שħ่7⑾Ŵٹਙผ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯㈠
A่7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7ںธ㈠ㅡ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7⎯—㌱γ7₡ผŴħ่Ŵ7֭֭فŴ⎯֭こ่֭7שкŴੂ7ਙ—ש⎯ħ₡֭7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7�ǲҜA7₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש⑾кਙਙ₡7ऑкŴħ่㈠7
Ûħשγ7 γ֭7ש ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש кŴ่₡7 ㌱—ผผ่֭שкੂ7 —⎯֭₡7 Ŵ⎯7 ਙк⑾7ف ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭ⓒ7 ㌱ਙ่㌱ผ֭7֭ש ⇡ਙゥ7 ㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯ש ʉħкк7 ผ֭ऑкŴ㌱֭
㌱—ผผ่֭7שਙऑ่֭7⑾кਙʉ7㌱γŴ่่֭к⎯㈠7

Ḷ่㌱֭7שγ֭⎯֭7⇡ਙゥ7㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯שŴผ֭7㌱ਙこऑк֭₡7֭שŴ่₡7Ŵкк7ŴऑऑผਙऑผħŴف7֭שਙ֭ٹผ่こ่֭שŴк7ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк⎯7γŴ7֭ٹ⇡่֭֭ฌ
ਙ⇡שŴħ่֭₡ⓒ7 γ֭⎯֭7ש ⇡ਙゥ7 ㌱—к֭ٹผ7⎯ש ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 こŴħ่שŴħ่֭₡7 ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯㈠7 Ġਙʉ֭֭ٹผⓒ7 ħк7ש่— ⎯—㌱γฌ
㌱ਙこऑк֭שħਙ่7Ŵ่₡7ŴऑऑผਙٹŴкⓒ7שγ֭7֭ゥħ⎯שħ่7فਙऑ่֭7⑾кਙʉ7㌱γŴ่่֭к⎯7⎯γŴкк7⇡֭7こŴħ่שŴħ่֭₡7⇡ੂ7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שʉγਙ7⎯γŴккฌ
ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש bħੂשⓒ7 ऑผħਙผ7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ਙ⇡שŴħ่ħ่7ف ਙ⑾7 Ŵ่ੂ7 7فผŴ₡ħ่ف ऑ֭ผこħש⎯ⓒ7 Ŵ7ਫҜŴħ่่֭שŴ่㌱֭7ОкŴ่㈚7⑾ਙผ7שγ֭ฌ

こŴħ่่֭שŴ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7 γ֭⎯֭7㌱γŴ่่֭к⎯㈠7ש ●่7㌱ਙ่่֭㌱שħਙ่7 7⎯שγⓒ7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่שγ֭ผ֭ʉħש ⎯γŴкк7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭7 ਙ7ש ⎯7ਙ⑾7ՁŴੂשγ֭7bħש
Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 Ŵ7 こŴħ่่֭שŴ่㌱֭7 ⇡ਙ่₡7 ħ่7 ⑾Ŵٹਙผ7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 ħ่7 γ֭7ש Ŵこਙ—่7ש ਙ⑾7 ʉਙ7ש γ—่₡ผ֭₡7 ⑾ħ⑾ੂשฌ
Ŵ่㌱֭7Աਙ่₡ฌ่֭שγਙ—⎯Ŵ่₡7₡ਙккŴผ7ӧ॥ՙㄦⓒｘｘｘỏ7ҜŴħ่ש7֭ٹħ⑾7ੂש่֭ٹ֭⎯γ֭7ש7فγਙ—⎯Ŵ่₡7₡ਙккŴผ⎯7ӧ॥ธㄦｘⓒｘｘｘỏⓒ7ผ֭ऑкŴ㌱ħ่ש
ऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7ħ่7֭⑾⑾֭㌱ש㈠

bਙこऑк֭שħਙ่7ਙ⑾7 7ʉħкк7⎯שผ֭ٹγ֭7⇡ਙゥ7㌱—кש ผ֭⎯—к7ש ħ่7Ŵ่7—่₡֭ผفผਙ—่₡7㌱ਙ่㌱ผ֭7₡֭שผŴħ่Ŵ7֭ف こ7⑾ผਙこ֭ש⎯ੂ⎯
Ġ—ŴкŴऑŴħ7ÛŴੂ7Ŵ่₡7bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7שਙ7שγ֭7่ਙผשγ֭Ŵ⎯7ש㌱ਙผ่֭ผ7ਙ⑾7╗ħٹਙкħ7ЋħккŴ֭ف㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ћ●●●7ֱ7ḚผŴ₡ħ่ف

7 ԱŴ⎯֭₡7 ਙ่7 ħ֭⎯7₡—ש⎯ ₡ਙ่֭7 ⇡ੂ7 Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่ש⎯ɸ7 ħ่֭֭ผ⎯ⓒ7ف่֭ Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯ש γŴ7֭ٹ ⇡่֭֭7 Ŵ₡ٹħ⎯֭₡ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵผ֭ฌ
㌱ਙ่⑾ħ₡่֭שⓒ7שγŴש7שγ֭7⎯ħ7֭ש㌱Ŵ่7⇡֭7⇡ŴкŴ่㌱֭₡7⎯ਙ7שγŴ7₡ש—ผħ่֭ٹ֭₡7فкਙऑこ่֭ש7שผ—㌱H⎯7γŴ—кħ่7ف⑾ħкк7こŴ֭שผħŴк7֭ħשγ֭ผ7ħ่ฌ
ਙผ7ਙ—7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשʉħкк7่ਙ7่֭֭⇡7ש㌱֭⎯⎯Ŵผੂ㈠7
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Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7●Ṳ7ֱ7ŐਙŴ₡⎯゜Ɔשผ֭֭ש⎯

ŐਙŴ₡⎯7゜Ɔשผ֭֭7⎯ש⎯֭㌱שħਙ่⎯7ħ่7⇡—ħк7שŴผ֭Ŵ⎯7Ŵผ֭7Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħкש㈠77ŐਙŴ₡⎯゜Ɔשผ֭֭7⎯ש⎯֭㌱שħਙ่⎯7ਙ่7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשŴ่₡ฌ
ผ֭кŴשħ่7ف ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7 —⎯֭⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผੂשⓒ7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ Ŵ⎯7 ऑŴผ7ש ਙ⑾7 γ֭ħผ7ש ผ֭⎯ऑ֭㌱שħ7֭ٹ Ɔħ֭שฌ
Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שŐ֭ٹħ֭ʉ⎯7Ŵ่₡7Ŵ⎯7ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7ħ่7Ŵ่7Ŵऑऑผਙש7₡֭ٹผŴ⑾⑾ħ㌱7⎯ש—₡ੂ㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ7 7ॅƆ㌱γਙਙк⎯

Ќਙ7่֭ʉ7⎯㌱γਙਙк⎯7⎯ħ7⎯֭שŴผ֭7ऑкŴ่่֭₡7Ŵ⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่㈠77╗γ֭7ںɱ㈠ՙ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭7⎯㌱γਙਙк7⎯ħ֭ש
ऑผਙऑਙ⎯֭₡7ħ่7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7ʉŴ⎯7⎯—⇡⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂ7⇡—ħк7שਙ—7שŴ⎯7Ɔħ่فкֱ֭�Ŵこħкੂ㈠77ОผŴ㌱שħ㌱Ŵк7֭ゥऑ֭ผħ่֭㌱֭ฌ
Ŵ่₡7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7 Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħк7ש 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ħ㌱⎯7ש⎯ħשŴש⎯ ⎯γਙʉ7 ӧŴ⎯7 ⎯—ऑऑਙผ₡7֭ש ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7Ⓢผ⇡Ŵ่7ש ՁŴ่₡7 7֭ש—שħש⎯่● ผ֭ऑਙผ7ש ਙ่ฌ
こ—кשħֱ⑾Ŵこħкੂ7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ผ֭⑾֭ผ่֭㌱֭₡7 ֭Ŵผкħ֭ผ7 γ֭ผ֭ħ่ỏ7 7שγŴש γ֭7ש 7ש⎯֭שผ֭Ŵف ħこऑŴ㌱7ש ਙ่7 ⎯㌱γਙਙк⎯ɸ7ऑਙऑ—кŴשħਙ่ฌ
㌱ਙこ֭⎯7 ⑾ผਙこ7 γħفγ֭ผ7 ₡่֭⎯ħ7ੂש ⎯ħ่فк֭7 ⑾Ŵこħкੂ7 ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 é่שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ਙ7ש ⑾ผਙこ7 кŴผ7֭ف 7֭שŴש⎯֭ γਙこ֭ฌ
ऑħ㌱Ŵккੂฌੂש7فਙħ่فγ֭7⑾ਙผ֭שγ֭ผ7ਙ่֭7ਙ⑾7שⓒ7⎯ħ่㌱֭7่֭ħשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹħֱ⑾Ŵこħкੂ7₡֭שγ7่֭₡7こ—кف7่ਙผ7⑾ผਙこ7γħשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡
ħ่ٹਙк7֭ٹкŴผ7֭ف⑾Ŵこħкੂ7ਙ㌱㌱—ऑŴ่㌱ħ֭⎯㈠7bਙ่⎯֭ש่֭—׀кੂⓒ7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשħ⎯7่ਙ7ש㌱ਙ่֭שこऑкŴ֭ש₡ฌ
ਙ7ש γŴ7֭ٹ Ŵ7 ħŴк7שŴ่ש⎯⇡—⎯ ħこऑŴ㌱7ש ਙ่7 ⎯㌱γਙਙк⎯㈠7 �—ผשγ֭ผこਙผ֭ⓒ7 Ŵ⎯7 ₡7֭שŴש⎯ ħ่7 γ֭7ש Ќਙ֭ٹこ⇡֭ผ7 ธｘںｘ7 ԱผਙਙHħ่ف⎯ฌ
ⓒ7ਫ╗γ֭7Ќ֭ש7Ő֭ऑਙผ֭ש—שħש⎯่● ゥ7שŐ֭Ŵк7ǲ⎯שŴ7֭שԱਙਙこ㈚ⓒ7ਫฎㄦ੧7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7่֭ʉ7γਙ—⎯֭γਙк₡⎯7⑾ਙผこ֭₡7⇡֭ ʉ่֭֭7่ਙʉฌש
ӧธｘںｘỏ7Ŵ่₡7ธｘธㄦ7ʉħкк7⇡֭ 7⎯ħ่فк֭7ħ่₡ħٹħ₡—Ŵк⎯7ਙผ7㌱ਙ—ऑк֭⎯7ʉħשγ7่ ਙ7㌱γħк₡ผ่֭7Ŵ7שγਙこ֭㈚㈠7╗γŴ7ש⇡֭ħ่7ف⎯Ŵħ₡ⓒ7Ŵ⑾֭שผฌ
γ֭7ש ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7 Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7 Ŵ่₡7 ₡—ผħ่7ف γ֭7ש ㌱ਙ—ผ⎯֭7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ħこऑк֭こ่֭שŴשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ธｘں″ฌ
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7 7ʉħкк7⎯שγ֭7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่ש ㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭7 γ7שਙ7ʉਙผH7ʉħש 7שผħ㌱ש⎯γ֭7Ɔ㌱γਙਙк7Ｃħש ਙ7֭ゥऑкਙผ֭7ʉŴੂ⎯7ש 7שγŴש γ֭ש
Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שこŴੂ7⇡֭7ਙ⑾7Ŵ⎯⎯ħ⎯שŴ่㌱֭7ħ่7こħשħفŴשħ่7فŴ่ੂ7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7ħこऑŴ㌱ש7⎯שγŴש7שγ֭7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่Ŵк7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭㌱֭⎯7ਙ่7שγ֭ฌ
Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשこŴੂ7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵккੂ7γŴ7֭ٹਙ่7่֭Ŵผ⇡ੂ7⎯㌱γਙਙк⎯㈠

�—ผשγ֭ผⓒ7Ŵ⎯7㌱Ŵ่7⇡֭7⎯่֭֭7ħ่7 �γ֭7ǲ㌱ਙ่ਙこħ㌱7ִ7שħ⎯㌱Ŵк7Ա่֭֭⑾ħ7⎯שƆ₡ੂ7—שӧǲゥγħ⇡ħ7שḶỏⓒ7 ผੂฌ֭ٹγ֭ผ֭7Ŵผ֭7ש
ผ֭Ŵк7 Ŵ่₡7 ผੂ7֭ٹ ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש ⑾ħ⎯㌱Ŵк7 ħこऑŴ㌱7ש ⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7⎯ש 7שγŴש Ŵผ֭7 ผ֭Ŵкħ▷֭₡7 ⑾ผਙこ7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ —่₡֭ผ7 γ֭7ש ธｘں″ฌ
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่̬7Ŵ่₡7שγ֭7bкŴผH7bਙ—่7ੂשƆ㌱γਙਙк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שħ⎯7Ŵ7⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7ש⇡่֭֭⑾ħ㌱ħŴผੂ7ਙ⑾7שγਙ⎯֭7⇡่֭֭⑾ħש⎯㈠7A⎯7שγ֭ฌ
ŴששŴ㌱γ֭₡7ผ֭ऑਙผ7ש⎯γਙʉ⎯ⓒ7שγ֭7֭⎯שħこŴ₡7֭שਫḶֱ่֭שħこ֭7゜Ќਙֱ่Ő֭㌱—ผผħ่7ف╗Ŵゥ7Ő่֭֭ٹ—֭㈚7שਙ7⇡֭ 7ผ֭㌱֭ħ7₡֭ٹ⇡ੂ γ֭ฌש7
Ɔ㌱γਙਙк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱7שħ⎯7॥̶ｘⓒɱںㄦⓒｘｘｘ7ʉħשγ7Ŵ่7֭ ㈚7ਙ⑾7॥ㅡⓒธｘฎⓒｘｘｘ㈠֭—่֭ٹŴゥ7Ő֭╗7ف₡7ਫA่่—Ŵк7Ő֭㌱—ผผħ่֭שħこŴש⎯

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●7ֱ7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שОкŴ่

Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש ƆשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 Ｃ֭⎯ħ7่ف Ḛ—ħ₡֭кħ่֭⎯7 ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵ⑾⑾֭㌱֭ש₡
ऑ—ผ⎯—Ŵ่7ש ਙ7ש γ֭7ש ผこ⎯7֭ש Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵ7 Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש Aفผ֭֭こ่֭7ש ʉγħ㌱γ7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 ऑผ֭⎯่֭₡7֭ש Ŵ่₡ฌ
㌱ਙ่⎯ħ₡֭ผ֭₡7Ŵ⎯7ऑŴผ7שਙ⑾7 кਙऑ֭֭ٹผ7Ｃ֭֭ש⎯ⓒ7Ŵ⎯7ਫҜŴ⎯שħਙ่Ŵккੂⓒ7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่שผ7ОкŴ่㈠7A₡₡ħ֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγħ⎯7ธｘש ผ㈚7—่₡֭ผฌ
γ֭7ש Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש Aفผ֭֭こ่֭7ש こ—⎯7ש ผ֭ٹħ֭ʉ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵऑऑผਙ7֭ٹ Ŵ่ੂ7 Ŵ่₡7 Ŵкк7 ⎯ħ7֭ש ऑкŴ่⎯ⓒ7 кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑ֭7 ऑкŴ่⎯ⓒฌ
Ŵผ㌱γħ֭ש㌱ש—ผ֭ⓒ7 7فผŴ₡ħ่ف Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙкਙผ7 ऑŴк֭7⎯֭שש ऑผħਙผ7 ਙ7ש ⎯—⇡こħששŴк7 ਙ7ש γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 Ŵ่ੂ7 Ɔħ֭שฌ
Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שŐ֭ٹħ֭ʉ⎯7ਙผ7ਙשγ֭ผ7кŴ่₡7—⎯֭7Ŵऑऑкħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่⎯7Ŵ⑾⑾֭㌱שħ่ש7فγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●●7ֱ7Ợ—Ŵкħ7ੂשਙ⑾7Ｃ֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭ש

Ｃ֭⎯ħ่فⓒ7 Aผ㌱γħ֭ש㌱ש—ผ֭ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 ՁŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑ֭7 Ŵ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7ʉħкк7⇡֭7ש⎯ Ŵ⇡кħ⎯γ֭₡7ש⎯֭ ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭7ש ㈠שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡
bਙ่֭ٹŴ่ש⎯ⓒ7bਙ่₡ħשħਙ่⎯7Ŵ่₡7Ő֭⎯שผħ㌱שħਙ่⎯7ʉħкк7 Ŵ⇡кħ⎯γ֭₡7ש⎯7֭֭⇡ ⑾7ਙੂשŴкħ—׀ħ่—֭₡7שγ֭7㌱ਙ่ש7֭֭שŴผŴ่—فਙ7ש
ⓒ7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ Ŵ่₡7 Ŵ7Ġਙこ֭ਙʉ่֭ผɸ⎯7A⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴשħਙ่7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵ⇡кħ⎯γ֭₡7ש⎯֭ ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭7ש こŴħ่่֭שŴ่㌱֭7 ਙ⑾
㌱ਙここਙ่7 кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่7فŴ่₡7 ਙऑ่֭7 ⎯ऑŴ㌱֭㈠77Ɔ֭ऑŴผŴ7֭ש ⎯—⇡⎯ħ₡ħŴผੂ7 Ŵ⎯⎯ਙ㌱ħŴשħਙ่⎯7ʉħкк7⇡֭7 ㌱ผ֭Ŵ₡7֭שʉħשγħ่

ㅡㅡㅡㅡㅡں

֭֭ש γ֭ש ㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭₡ ׀
₡ ⑾ਙผ7 γ֭ש こŴħ่่֭ש
ħਙ่⎯ ʉħкк7⇡֭ ㌱ผ֭Ŵ֭ש

ｘ̶゜ںՙ゜ں″

ОŐİֱ″̶ㅡɱں
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ħ่₡ħٹħ₡—Ŵк7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ऑŴผ㌱֭к⎯7 ਙ7ש こŴħ่שŴħ่7 γ֭7ש ㌱ਙここਙ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ʉħשγħ่7 γਙ⎯֭7ש ₡ ٹ7֭ ֭ к ਙ ऑこ ֭ ่ ש ⎯7㈠
●่7 Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่7 ਙ7ש γ֭⎯֭7ש ऑผਙ֭ש㌱שħਙ่⎯ⓒ7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 ʉħкк7 ⇡֭7 Ŵ⇡к֭7 ਙ7ש こਙ่ħשਙผ7 ฌשкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡
γ֭שਙ7שŴผ₡7فγ7ผ֭שħผ֭₡7ʉħ—׀7こŴੂ7⇡֭7ผ֭שγŴשħ֭ʉ7ऑผਙ㌱֭⎯⎯7ٹ7Ő֭שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ7Ｃ֭֭שγ7Ŵ่ੂ7Ɔħف—γผਙשŴ่₡Ŵผ₡⎯7ש⎯
�ħ7שħ₡—Ŵк7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кٹγ֭7ħ่₡ħש7ਙ⑾7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡Ŵこħкੂ7㌱ਙこऑਙ่่֭ש⎯㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●●●7ֱ7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7bਙ่⑾ਙผこŴ่㌱֭

İ—⎯7שŴ⎯7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ⑾7 ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7 ОкŴ่7 ħ⎯7 ₡֭⎯ħ7₡่֭ف Ŵ⎯7Ŵ7 7ש֭⎯ ਙ⑾7 ħ₡֭кħ่֭⎯7—ف ਙ7ש γ֭кऑ7 ₡ħผ֭㌱ש
γ֭7ש ผ֭7—ש—⑾ γ7שผਙʉف ਙ⑾7 ⓒ7ੂשγ֭7bħש ⎯ਙ7ħ⎯7שγ֭7 ธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ₡֭⎯ħ7₡่֭فʉħשγ7 Ŵ่7 ħ่γ֭ผ่֭7ש ⑾к֭ゥħ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ਙฌש
こ֭֭7ש ㌱γŴ่فħ่7ف こŴผH֭7ש ₡֭こŴ่₡⎯7Ŵ7ש γ֭7ש ħこ֭7ש ਙ⑾7 Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7 ㈠7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ 7 Ɔऑ֭㌱ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵккੂⓒ7 ผฌ֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγ֭7ธｘש
ОкŴ่7ħ⎯7ħ่ 7㌱ਙ่⑾ਙผこŴ่㌱֭7 ʉħשγ7שγ֭7⑾ਙккਙʉħ่7فՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7Ḛ่֭֭ผŴк7ОкŴ่7ОкŴ่่ħ่7ف Ḛ—ħ₡֭кħ่֭⎯̬

び7 Оผਙٹħ₡֭7⑾ਙผ7Ŵ่7֭⑾⑾ħ㌱ħ่֭שⓒ7ਙผ₡֭ผкੂ7Ŵ่₡7 ㌱ਙこऑк֭こ่֭שŴผੂ7ٹŴผħ֭7ੂשਙ⑾7кŴ่₡7—⎯֭⎯㈠

び7 Оผਙٹħ₡֭7 ⑾ਙผ7 फŴ㌱שħٹħ7ੂש ㌱่֭֭שผ⎯फ7 Ŵ⎯7 Ŵ7 кਙفħ㌱Ŵк7 ㌱ਙ่㌱่֭שผŴשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ħ่7 ֭Ŵ㌱γฌ
㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂשŴผ֭Ŵ7ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ7ש ่֭㌱ਙ—ผŴ7֭֭ف㌱ਙ่ਙこħ㌱ⓒ7⎯ਙ㌱ħŴк7Ŵ่₡7 ऑγੂ⎯ħ㌱Ŵк7ٹħשŴкħੂשⓒ7 Ŵ่₡
֭ゥऑŴ่₡7 ħ㌱֭⎯㈠ฌٹк7ਙ⑾7⎯֭ผ֭ٹγ֭7к֭ש

び7 ǲ่㌱ਙ—ผŴש7֭فγ֭7こŴ⎯֭שผ7ऑкŴ่่ħ่7فਙ⑾7кŴผ7֭فऑŴผ㌱֭к⎯7—่₡֭ผ7⎯ħ่فк֭7ਙʉ่֭ผ⎯γħऑ7ħ่7שγ֭7فผਙʉשγ
Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש bħ7ੂש ਙ7ש ่֭⎯—ผ֭7 Ŵ7 ₡֭⎯ħผŴ⇡к֭7 кħٹħ่7ف 7שħผਙ่こ่֭ٹ่֭ Ŵ่₡7 こŴゥħこ—こ
֭⑾⑾ħ㌱ħ่֭㌱ੂ7Ŵ่₡7⎯Ŵٹħ่7⎯فħ่7שγ֭7ऑผਙٹħ⎯ħਙ่7ਙ⑾7่֭ʉ7ऑ—⇡кħ㌱7⑾Ŵ㌱ħкħשħ֭⎯7Ŵ่₡7⎯֭ผٹħ㌱֭⎯㈠

び7 Оผਙٹħ₡֭7 ⑾ਙผ7שγ֭7㌱ਙ่שħ่—ħ่7ف 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ਙ⑾7 Ŵ7₡ħ֭ٹผ⎯֭7 こ7ਙ⑾7֭ש⎯ੂ⎯ ਙऑ่֭7⎯ऑŴ㌱֭㈠

●่7Ŵ₡₡ħשħਙ่7שਙ7שγ֭7Ŵ⇡ਙ֭ٹⓒ7שผŴ่⎯ऑਙผשŴשħਙ่7к֭Ŵ₡֭ผ⎯7γŴ7่֭֭⇡7֭ٹ₡ħ⎯㌱—⎯⎯ħ่ש7فγ֭7ऑкŴ่่ħ่7ف⑾ਙผ7кħفγ7שผŴħк
ਙ่7 bγŴผк֭⎯שਙ่7 Աਙ—к֭ٹŴผ₡7 ⑾ผਙこ7 ₡ਙʉ่שਙʉ่7 ՁŴ⎯7 Ћ֭فŴ⎯7 ਙ7ש Ｃਙʉ่שਙʉ่7 Ɔ—ここ֭ผкħ่㈠7 7 Ɔ—㌱γ7 こŴ㈾ਙผฌ
ħ่⑾ผŴ⎯שผ—㌱ש—ผ֭7 ֭к֭こ่֭7⎯ש ผ֭׀—ħผ֭7 ่ਙ₡֭⎯7 ਙ⑾7 ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7 ₡่֭⎯ħੂשⓒ7 ֭ゥŴ㌱שкੂ7 Ŵ⎯7 ħ⎯7 ⇡֭ħ่7ف ऑผਙٹħ₡֭₡7 ʉħשγ7 γ֭ฌש
ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7فਙ⑾7שγ֭7֭Ŵ⎯֭שผкੂ7ŴऑऑผਙゥħこŴ֭שкੂ7ՙｘ7Ŵ㌱ผ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠

Ɔ֭㌱שħਙ่7Ṳ●Ћ7ֱ7bਙ่㌱к—⎯ħਙ่

╗γ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7⎯֭ผ֭ٹ֭⎯7⎯֭ٹผŴк7ħこऑਙผשŴ่7ש⑾—่㌱שħਙ่⎯7Ŵ่₡ฌ
₡֭кħ֭ٹผ⎯7่—こ֭ผਙ—⎯7⇡่֭֭⑾ħש7⎯שਙ7ٹŴผħਙ—⎯7ऑŴผשħ֭⎯㈠7

�ħผ⎯7ש ਙ⑾7 Ŵккⓒ7 ผ7ОкŴ่7֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγ֭7ธｘש ผ֭⑾к֭㌱7⎯ש γ֭7ש Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵк7 Ŵ⎯ֱ⇡—ħк7ש ㌱ਙ่₡ħשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7 γ֭7О֭㌱㌱ਙк֭7ŐŴ่㌱γש
ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ऑผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠7●7ש㌱֭ผשŴħ่кੂ7ħ⎯7ħ่7שγ֭7⇡֭⎯7שħ่֭שผ֭⎯7⎯שਙ⑾7שγ֭7bħੂשⓒ7שγ֭7Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯שŴ่₡7Ŵкк7שγ֭7ผ֭кŴ֭ש₡ฌ
ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂשਙʉ่֭ผ⎯7שγŴ7שʉγŴ7שʉŴ⎯7Ŵ㌱ש—Ŵккੂ7⇡—ħк7שਙ่7שγ֭7ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7֭⇡7ੂשŴ㌱㌱—ผŴ֭שкੂ7⎯γਙʉ่㈠

Ɔ֭㌱ਙ่₡кੂⓒ7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ผ֭⑾к֭㌱ש7⎯שγ֭7ผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯֭₡7—⎯֭⎯7ਙ่7שγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש

╗γħผ₡ⓒ7 ħ₡֭⎯7ٹผ7ОкŴ่7ऑผਙ֭ש⎯ɱɱｘ7ҜŴںγ֭7ש ⑾ਙผ7ฎⓒฎㅡ̶7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7ㄦⓒɱฎՙ7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שγŴ7่֭֭⇡7֭ٹ⇡—ħкש㈠7
╗γ֭ผ֭⑾ਙผ֭7שγ֭7ผ֭こŴħ่ħ่7่ف—こ⇡֭ผ7ਙ⑾7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שŴٹŴħкŴ⇡к֭7—่₡֭ผ7שγ֭7ںɱɱｘ7ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7ħ⎯7ธⓒฎㄦ″7ਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7ㅡՙ″ฌ
γŴ7่֭֭⇡7֭ٹŴऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ӧʉγħ㌱γ7 ㌱ਙ่⎯ħ⎯7⎯שਙ⑾7ٹŴ㌱Ŵ่7ש кਙ7⎯ש ħ่7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭فⓒ7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯ש Ŵ7שḶ่֭7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭فОкŴ㌱֭ฌ
Ŵ่₡7╗ħٹਙкħ7ЋħккŴ֭فỏⓒ7к֭Ŵٹħ่7فธⓒ̶ฎｘ7Ⓢ่ħ7⎯שŴٹŴħкŴ⇡к֭7⑾ਙผ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭ש㈠7╗γħ⎯7่—こ⇡֭ผ7㌱ਙこऑŴผ֭⎯7⑾ŴٹਙผŴ⇡кੂฌ
ผ7ОкŴ่㈠֭ש⎯7ҜŴ″ںγ֭7ธｘשħ₡֭₡7—่₡֭ผ7ٹ7ऑผਙ⎯שγ֭7̶ⓒｘฎｘ7Ⓢ่ħשਙ7ש

ㄦㄦㄦㄦㄦں
ｘ̶゜ںՙ゜ں″

ОŐİֱ″̶ㅡɱں
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7২″ں 7О7Ŵ77֭ف 7

�ਙ—ผשγⓒ7 Ŵ⑾֭שผ7 γ֭7ש ħ่⎯שŴккŴשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש Ŵऑऑผਙ7₡֭ٹ ₡ผŴħ่Ŵ7֭ف ㌱—к֭ٹผש⎯ⓒ7 γ֭7ש �ǲҜA7 ⑾кਙਙ₡7 ऑкŴħ่
₡֭⎯ħ่فŴשħਙ่⎯7ʉħкк7⇡֭7 ผ֭こਙ7₡֭ٹ⑾ผਙこ7Ŵ7่—こ⇡֭ผ7ਙ⑾7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭فऑผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯ⓒ7ऑਙผשħਙ่⎯7ਙ⑾7ʉγħ㌱γ7㌱—ผผ่֭שкੂฌ
ħ่⑾ผħ่7֭ف ħ่שਙ7 γ֭7ש �ǲҜA7 ₡֭⎯ħ่فŴ₡7֭ש ⑾кਙਙ₡7 ऑкŴħ่7 ʉħשγ7 ħこऑผਙ֭ٹこ่֭7⎯ש 7שγŴש ħ่㌱к—₡֭7 ħ⎯7่่֭ש ㌱ਙ—ผשӧ⎯ỏⓒ
⎯ʉħここħ่7ف ऑਙਙкӧ⎯ỏⓒ7 ऑ֭ผħこ֭֭שผ7 ⑾่֭㌱֭⎯7 Ŵ่₡7 кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่ف㈠7 7 ╗γ֭⎯֭7 ऑผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯7 ħ่㌱к—₡֭7 ӧħỏ7 ħ่7 Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭ف
Ќਙผשγⓒ7ںㄦ7ਙ⑾7שγ֭77″ںผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7кਙ7⎯שਙ่7שγ֭7⎯ਙ—שγ7⎯ħ₡֭7ਙ⑾7Ḷผħ่֭7שǲゥऑผ֭⎯⎯7bਙ—ผ7שŴ่₡7ӧħħỏ7ħ่7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭ف
Ɔਙ—שγⓒ7̶7ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭שħŴк7кਙ7⎯שŴ่₡7Ŵ7ĠḶA7㌱ਙここਙ่7Ŵผ֭Ŵ7ਙ่7Ûħ่֭שผ7ОŴкŴ㌱֭7Ｃผħ֭ٹⓒ7ㅡ7кਙ7⎯שਙ่7ìħ่7⎯فḚŴ7֭שbਙ—ผשฌ
Ŵ่₡7 γ֭7ש ĠḶA7 ㌱ਙここਙ่7 Ŵผ֭Ŵ7 Ŵ₡㈾Ŵ㌱่֭7ש ਙ7ש ОŴкŴ㌱֭7 bਙ—ผ7ש 7שγŴש γਙ—⎯֭⎯7 γ֭7ש ʉਙ7ש ħ⎯7่่֭ש ㌱ਙ—ผש⎯㈠7 Ḷ⇡ٹħਙ—⎯кੂⓒ
ฌ₡֭ש7Ŵ่₡7ħこऑк֭こ่֭₡֭ٹγ֭7ĠḶAⓒ7Ŵผ֭7⇡่֭֭⑾ħ㌱ħŴผħ֭⎯7ਙ⑾7Ŵ่7Ŵऑऑผਙש7ਙʉ่֭ผ⎯ⓒ7Ŵ⎯7ʉ֭кк7Ŵ⎯7ੂש7ऑผਙऑ֭ผ֭שŴٹγਙ⎯֭7ऑผħש
ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่㈠

�ħ⑾שγⓒ7שγ֭7bкŴผH7bਙ—่7ੂשƆ㌱γਙਙк7Ｃħ⎯שผħ㌱שⓒ7Ŵこਙ่7فਙשγ֭ผ⎯7ħ⎯7₡ħผ֭㌱שкੂⓒ7⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่שкੂ7Ŵ่₡7㌱ਙ่שħ่—Ŵккੂฌ
⇡่֭֭⑾ħש7ੂ⇡₡7֭שγ֭7שŴゥ7ผ֭7֭—่֭ٹผ֭Ŵкħ▷֭₡7⑾ผਙこ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7ש—่₡֭ผ7שγ֭7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่7

Ɔħゥשγⓒ7 γ֭7ש ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ʉħкк7 ऑ֭ผこħ7ש Aऑऑкħ㌱Ŵ่7⎯ש γ֭7ש Ŵ⇡ħкħ7ੂש ਙ7ש ฌשผŴ่ف
֭Ŵ⎯֭こ่֭ש7⎯שਙ7שγਙ⎯֭7שγħผֱੂשਙ่֭7ӧ̶ںỏ7ऑผħٹŴ7֭שγਙこ֭ਙʉ่֭ผ⎯7ʉγਙ⎯֭7ऑผਙऑ֭ผשħ֭⎯7ऑผ֭⎯่֭שкੂ7่֭㌱ผਙŴ㌱γ7ਙ่שਙ7שγ֭
Оผਙऑ֭ผੂש㈠

Ɔ֭ש่֭ٹγⓒ7 γ֭7ש ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ธｘ7″ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่7 ʉħкк7 ऑ—7ש ħ่שਙ7 ऑкŴ㌱֭7 ⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่שкੂ7 ่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡
⎯֭㌱—ผħ7ੂש こ֭Ŵ⎯—ผ֭⎯7 Ŵผਙ—่₡7 γ֭7ש Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡7֭ف ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש 7שγŴש ʉħкк7 ⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7ש Ŵкк7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ผ֭⎯ħ₡่֭7⎯ש ਙ⑾ฌ
Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ₡֭فⓒ7⇡ਙשγ7Ќਙผשγ7Ŵ่₡7Ɔਙ—שγ㈠7

ǲħفγשγⓒ7שγ֭ผ֭7ʉħкк7⇡֭7⎯ħ่فħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵ่7֭ש㌱ਙ่ਙこħ㌱7Ŵ่₡7⑾ħ⎯㌱Ŵк7⇡่֭֭⑾ħ7₡֭⎯שผħ7₡֭ٹ⑾ผਙこ7שγ֭7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7שਙ⑾
7Ќỏ㈠ฌשผ֭ऑਙ7ӧǲゥγħ⇡ħש⎯₡ੂ7ऑผ֭ऑŴผ֭₡7⇡ੂ7Ҝผ㈠7İਙγ่7Ő֭—ש⎯γ֭7שкħ่֭₡7ħ่7ש—7Ŵ⎯7ਙੂשγ֭7Оผਙऑ֭ผש

�ħ่Ŵккੂⓒ7 ⇡ੂ7 γ֭7ש ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7 ਙ⑾7 γħ⎯7ש ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7 Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7 ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש ɱɱｘ7ں ҜŴ⎯֭שผ7 ОкŴ่ⓒ7 Ŵ่₡7 γ֭ש
ħこऑк֭こ่֭שŴשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7ҜŴ㈾ਙผ7Ҝਙ₡ħ⑾ħ㌱Ŵשħਙ่7שγผਙ—فγ7שγ֭7ŴऑऑผਙٹŴк7ਙ⑾7שγħ⎯7ธｘ7″ںҜŴ⎯֭שผ7ОкŴ่ⓒ7שγ֭7ਙผ₡֭ผкੂ7Ŵ่₡ฌ
ऑผਙऑ֭ผ7 7שкਙऑこ่֭֭ٹ֭₡ ਙ⑾7 γ֭7ש Оผਙऑ֭ผ7ੂש ㌱Ŵ่7 ħ่7ف֭⇡ ਙ7ש ⇡֭7 ผ֭Ŵкħ▷֭₡7 Ŵ่₡7 γ่֭7ש Ŵ㌱㌱ਙこऑкħ⎯γ֭₡㈠7 7 Ûγħк֭7 γ֭ฌש
֭кħこħ่Ŵשħਙ่7ਙ⑾7שγ֭7ԱŴ₡кŴ่₡⎯7Ḛਙк⑾7bਙ—ผ⎯֭7ħ⎯7ħ่֭ٹħשŴ⇡к֭ⓒ7ħ7⎯שผ֭ऑ—ผऑਙ⎯ħ่7فħ่שਙ7ӧħỏ7֭ٹผੂ7кਙʉ7₡่֭⎯ħੂשⓒ7γħفγฌ
่֭₡ⓒ7 こ—кשħֱこħккħਙ่7 ₡ਙккŴผ7 ǲ⎯שŴ7֭ש Ձਙ7ש γਙこ֭7 ⎯ħ7⎯֭ש ʉħשγ7 кħこħ₡7֭ש кਙऑŴ⇡к֭7֭ٹ֭₡ ⑾ਙਙשऑผħ่ש⎯ⓒ7 кŴผ7֭ف Ŵผ֭Ŵ⎯7 ਙ⑾ฌ
ऑ֭ผऑ֭ש—Ŵккੂ7ऑผਙ֭ש㌱₡7֭שਙऑ่֭7⎯ऑŴ㌱֭ⓒ7่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่فⓒ7Ŵ่7Ŵ⇡—่₡Ŵ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7שผ֭֭⎯7Ŵ่₡7ħ่ف֭שผŴ₡7֭שʉŴкHħ่فฌ
�ħ7שผŴħк⎯⊿7Ŵ่₡7ӧħħỏ7Ձ—ゥ—ผੂ7Ҝ—кשŴこħкੂ7₡֭֭ٹкਙऑこ่֭7⎯שⓒ7ʉħשγ7่֭γŴ่㌱֭₡7кŴ่₡⎯㌱Ŵऑħ่فⓒ7Ŵ่7Ŵ⇡—่₡Ŵ่㌱֭7ਙ⑾7שผ֭֭⎯
Ŵ่₡7⑾ħผ⎯7ש㌱кŴ⎯⎯7Ŵこ่֭ħשħ֭⎯ⓒ7ʉħкк7שਙש֭فγ֭ผ7㌱ผ֭Ŵ7֭שŴ7㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂש—่кħH֭7Ŵ่ੂʉγ֭ผ֭7֭к⎯֭7ħ่7⎯ਙ—שγ֭ผ่7Ќ֭ٹŴ₡Ŵ⊿7Ŵฌ
㌱ਙここ—่ħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ٹŴผੂħ่7ف кħ⑾֭⎯ੂשк֭⎯7⇡—7שਙ่֭7ʉγħ㌱γ7ʉħкк7่֭⎯—ผ֭7 7ОкŴ㌱֭֭ف₡Ḷ่֭7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħ゜֭ف₡7Ợ—่֭֭⎯ผħשγŴש
㌱ਙ่שħ่—֭⎯7שਙ7⇡֭7שγ֭7ऑкŴ㌱֭7ħ่7שγ֭7γ֭Ŵผ7שਙ⑾7שγ֭7bħ7ੂשਙ⑾7ՁŴ⎯7Ћ֭فŴ⎯7ʉγ֭ผ֭7ਙ่֭7ʉŴ่ש7⎯שਙ7㌱Ŵкк7γਙこ֭㈠7
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Agenda Item No.: 18. 
 

 

 

AGENDA SUMMARY PAGE - PLANNING 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF: MAY 10, 2016 

DEPARTMENT: PLANNING  

DIRECTOR:  TOM PERRIGO Consent    Discussion 

 

SUBJECT: 

ABEYANCE - GPA-62387 - GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT - PUBLIC HEARING - 

APPLICANT/OWNER: SEVENTY ACRES, LLC - For possible action on a request for a 

General Plan Amendment FROM: PR-OS (PARKS/RECREATION/OPEN SPACE) TO: H 

(HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL) on 17.49 acres at the southwest corner of Alta Drive and 

Rampart Boulevard (APN 138-32-301-005), Ward 2 (Beers) [PRJ-62226].  Staff has NO 

RECOMMENDATION. 

 

C.C.: 6/15/2016 

 

PROTESTS RECEIVED BEFORE: APPROVALS RECEIVED BEFORE: 

    Planning Commission Mtg. 11 Planning Commission Mtg. 18 

        City Council Meeting 0 City Council Meeting 0 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff has NO RECOMMENDATION 

 

BACKUP DOCUMENTATION: 
1.  Abeyance Request - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

2.  Location and Aerial Maps - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

3.  Conditions and Staff Report - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

4.  Supporting Documentation - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

5.  Photo(s) - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

6.  Justification Letter - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

7.  Protest Email and Protest/Support Postcards and Letters of Support - GPA-62387, ZON-

62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

8.  Letter of Disclosure for GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

 

Motion made by TRINITY HAVEN SCHLOTTMAN to Hold in abeyance Items 18-20 and 28-

31 to 7/12/2016 

 

Passed For:  4; Against: 0; Abstain: 0; Did Not Vote: 0; Excused: 3 

TODD L. MOODY, TRINITY HAVEN SCHLOTTMAN, GUS FLANGAS, SAM CHERRY; 

(Against-None); (Abstain-None); (Did Not Vote-None); (Excused-CEDRIC CREAR, GLENN 

TROWBRIDGE, VICKI QUINN) 

 

Minutes: 

CHAIR MOODY declared the Public Hearing open for Items 18-20 and 28-31. 
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Agenda Item No.: 18. 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF: May 10, 2016 

 

 

 

COMMISSIONER SCHLOTTMAN asked why these items continue to be held in abeyance and 

wondered if it would be more appropriate to hold them for an additional 60 days instead of 30 

days. 

 

CITY ATTORNEY BRAD JERBIC stated that his involvement with the negotiations for this 

project started approximately two months ago, and it was very complicated.  He insisted that a 

traffic study be completed to staff's satisfaction prior to the City signing off on the project.  A 

traffic study had been submitted and was being reviewed, but it will take four to five weeks for 

completion.  A drainage study was nearly complete, a sewer study will be available soon and the 

Fire Department was preparing a written study on schools.  The density of the project and other 

features require further negotiations.  CITY ATTORNEY JERBIC did not believe this would be 

worked out in the next four weeks, and concerned neighbors would have to be made aware of 

another abeyance if it was held for 30 days. 

 

CHAIR MOODY asked if there was a staff report, and TOM PERRIGO, Director of Planning, 

replied that staff needed more time to complete their report so they could make a 

recommendation. 

 

ATTORNEY CHRIS KAEMPFER and FRANK PANKRATZ appeared on behalf of the 

applicant.  ATTORNEY KAEMPFER was concerned that the latest abeyance request was to 

work with and allow staff additional time.  He pointed out that there were no concerned 

neighbors in the audience; the Queensridge HOA (Homeowners Association) sends an e-mail 

notifying the people of the abeyance, and he personally notifies people he can on the Golf 

Course Committee.  He appreciated CITY ATTORNEY JERBIC'S position, but he requested 

that the items be held in abeyance for 30 days.  If it appeared that they would need more time, he 

committed to giving the neighbors two weeks' notice of the items being held in abeyance. 

 

COMMISSIONER SCHLOTTMAN did not think all of the studies would be complete within 

the next two weeks, and ATTORNEY KAEMPFER concurred; he explained that in two weeks 

they would know if the items would be ready for the June 14th Planning Commission meeting.  

COMMISSIONER SCHLOTTMAN asked when the items could come back before the Planning 

Commission if they were tabled.  MR. PERRIGO stated that if the items were tabled, the 

Planning Commission could direct him to notify the City Clerk when the items were ready and 

have them placed on an agenda at that time. 

 

CITY ATTORNEY JERBIC stated that staff had a candid conversation with the applicant, and 

there were many things to discuss in the negotiations.  He did not believe these items would be 

ready by the June 14 Planning Commission meeting.  He reiterated what MR. PERRIGO 

explained regarding tabling the items, and explained that there was a timeline for placing the 

items on an agenda to remain in compliance with the Open Meeting Law.  CITY ATTORNEY 

JERBIC added that tabling items should never be used to keep an item from ever being heard, 

and if tabling was chosen, staff would not have a problem with adding a six-month time 

limitation so the items would be heard no matter what at the end of that period of time.  
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Agenda Item No.: 18. 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF: May 10, 2016 

 

However, he did not believe that it would take six months before the items were ready to be 

heard. 

 

COMMISSIONER FLANGAS thought the items should be held for 60 days and recommended 

holding them in abeyance to the July 12th Planning Commission meeting. 

 

See Item 6 for related discussion. 

 

CHAIR MOODY declared the Public Hearing closed for Items 18-20 and 28-31. 
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Agenda Item No.: 29. 
 

 

 

AGENDA SUMMARY PAGE - PLANNING 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF: MAY 10, 2016 

DEPARTMENT: PLANNING  

DIRECTOR:  TOM PERRIGO Consent    Discussion 

 

SUBJECT: 

ABEYANCE - GPA-63599 - GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT RELATED TO MOD-63600 - 

PUBLIC HEARING - APPLICANT/OWNER: 180 LAND CO, LLC, ET AL - For possible 

action on a request for a General Plan Amendment FROM: PR-OS 

(PARKS/RECREATION/OPEN SPACE) TO: DR (DESERT RURAL DENSITY 

RESIDENTIAL) AND H (HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL) on 250.92 acres at the southwest 

corner of Alta Drive and Rampart Boulevard (APNs 138-31-702-002; 138-31-801-002 and 003; 

138-32-202-001; and 138-32-301-005 and 007), Ward 2 (Beers) [PRJ-63491].  Staff has NO 

RECOMMENDATION. 

 

C.C.: 6/15/2016 

 

PROTESTS RECEIVED BEFORE: APPROVALS RECEIVED BEFORE: 

    Planning Commission Mtg. 124 Planning Commission Mtg. 40 

        City Council Meeting 0 City Council Meeting 0 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff has NO RECOMMENDATION 

 

BACKUP DOCUMENTATION: 
1.  Consolidated Backup 

2.  Location and Aerial Maps 

3.  Supporting Documentation 

3.  Justification Letter - GPA-63599 and ZON-63601 [PRJ-63491] 

4.  Protest/Support Postcards - GPA-63599 and ZON-63601 [PRJ-63491] – NOTE: BACKUP 

CORRECTED ON 8/15/16 DUE TO ERROR. PLEASE VIEW FIRST PAGE OF THE 

BACKUP FILE FOR DETAILED EXPLANATION. 

 
Motion made by TRINITY HAVEN SCHLOTTMAN to Hold in abeyance Items 18-20 and 28-

31 to 7/12/2016 

 

Passed For:  4; Against: 0; Abstain: 0; Did Not Vote: 0; Excused: 3 

TODD L. MOODY, TRINITY HAVEN SCHLOTTMAN, GUS FLANGAS, SAM CHERRY; 

(Against-None); (Abstain-None); (Did Not Vote-None); (Excused-CEDRIC CREAR, GLENN 

TROWBRIDGE, VICKI QUINN) 

 

Minutes: 

See Items 6 and 18 for related discussion and Item 28 for related backup. 
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GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

SS 

 
AGENDA MEMO - PLANNING 

 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING DATE:  JULY 12, 2016 
DEPARTMENT: PLANNING 
ITEM DESCRIPTION:  APPLICANT/OWNER: SEVENTY ACRES, LLC 

 

 

 

** STAFF RECOMMENDATION(S) ** 
 

 

CASE 

NUMBER 
RECOMMENDATION 

REQUIRED FOR 

APPROVAL 

GPA-62387 Staff recommends APPROVAL.  

ZON-62392 Staff recommends APPROVAL. GPA-62387 

SDR-62393 
Staff recommends APPROVAL, subject to conditions if 

approved: 

GPA-62387 

ZON-62392 

 

 

 

** NOTIFICATION ** 
 

 

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS NOTIFIED 26 

 

 

NOTICES MAILED 243 

 

 

APPROVALS 18 - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 

 

 

PROTESTS 11 - GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 
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GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

SS 

Conditions Page One 

July 12, 2016 - Planning Commission Meeting 

 

 

 

 

** CONDITIONS ** 
 

SDR-62393 CONDITIONS 
 

Planning 

 

1.  Approval of a Major Modification (MOD-63600) of the Peccole Ranch Master Plan, 

Development Agreement (DIR-63602), General Plan Amendment (GPA-62387) and 

Rezoning (ZON-62392) shall be required, if approved.   

 

2.  This approval shall be void two years from the date of final approval, unless exercised 

pursuant to the provisions of LVMC Title 19.16.  An Extension of Time may be filed for 

consideration by the City of Las Vegas. 

 

3.  All development shall be in conformance with the site plan date stamped 06/30/16, 

landscape plan date stamped 12/21/15, building elevations date stamped 11/30/15 and floor 

plans date stamped 06/29/16, except as amended by conditions herein.   

 

4.  All necessary building permits shall be obtained and final inspections shall be completed in 

compliance with Title 19 and all codes as required by the Department of Building and 

Safety. 

 

5.  These Conditions of Approval shall be affixed to the cover sheet of any plan set submitted 

for building permit. 

 

6.  Prior to the submittal of a building permit application, the landscape plan shall be revised 

to conform to the site plan dated 06/30/16.   

 

7.   A technical landscape plan, signed and sealed by a Registered Architect, Landscape 

Architect, Residential Designer or Civil Engineer, must be submitted prior to or at the same 

time application is made for a building permit.  A permanent underground sprinkler system 

is required, and shall be permanently maintained in a satisfactory manner; the landscape 

plan shall include irrigation specifications.  Installed landscaping shall not impede visibility 

of any traffic control device.  The technical landscape plan shall include the following changes 

from the conceptual landscape plan: 

A.  Provide at least three additional 36-inch box shade trees (Pinus pinea) within the 

provided landscape buffer area along the southwest perimeter buffer, for a total of 29 

trees. 

B.  Provide at least four, five-gallon shrubs per required tree in perimeter landscape buffers. 
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GPA-62387, ZON-62392 and SDR-62393 [PRJ-62226] 

SS 

Staff Report Page One 

July 12, 2016 - Planning Commission Meeting 

 

 

 

 

** STAFF REPORT ** 
 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

The site, which is located at the corner of two major thoroughfares, contains the northeastern 

portion of an existing 27-hole golf course.  The applicant is proposing to redevelop a 17.49-acre 

portion of the golf course into a multi-family condominium community containing four, four-

story buildings.  The current land use designation of PR-OS (Parks/Recreation/Open Space) does 

not allow for multi-family residential uses; therefore, the applicant is also requesting a General 

Plan Amendment.  Accompanying the General Plan Amendment is a request to rezone the 

property to increase the allowable residential density, as it is currently zoned for a maximum of 

7.49 dwelling units per acre. 

 

A maximum of 720 residential units are proposed, composed of a mix of studio, one-, two- and 

three-bedroom units.  The buildings are configured so that the residential units are wrapped 

around multilevel parking structures that will not be visible from public rights-of-way.  Access to 

the site is provided from Rampart Boulevard, with emergency access to Alta Drive.  The site 

features a 5,000 square-foot common recreation building and outdoor pool area, along with 

secondary open recreation areas located near Buildings 2 and 3.  The property slopes down from 

the north and east so that the proposed buildings would have little impact on views.  The 

architectural design of the buildings is comparable to and compatible with the Parisian style of 

the adjacent Queensridge Towers condominium development. 

 

The site is part of the 1,569-acre Peccole Ranch Master Plan.  Pursuant to Title 19.10.040, a 

request has been submitted for a Modification to the 1990 Peccole Ranch Master Plan to 

authorize removal of the golf course, change the designated land uses on those parcels to single-

family and multi-family residential and allow for additional residential units. The current 

General Plan Amendment, Rezoning and Site Development Plan Review requests are dependent 

on actions taken on the Major Modification and the related Development Agreement between the 

applicant and the City for development of the golf course property.   

 

 

ISSUES 

 

 The proposed development requires a Major Modification (MOD-63600) of the Peccole Ranch 

Master Plan, specifically the Phase Two area as established by Z-0017-90.   

 A General Plan Amendment is proposed from PR-OS (Parks/Recreation/Open Space) to H 

(High Density Residential) on the 17.49-acre site, which allows for residential densities of 

greater than or equal to 25.5 dwelling units per acre. 
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PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF 
JULY 12, 2016 

COMBINED VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT – ITEMS 4, 6, 29-31 AND 32-35 
 

 
 END OF RELATED DISCUSSION 199 

RESUMED RELATED DISCUSSION 200 

 ITEM 6 201 

CHAIR MOODY  202 

Moving on to our housekeeping items, are there any items that Commissioners, staff, applicants 203 

or members of the public would like to pull forward for action? 204 

Hearing none, Commissioner Schlottman, your motion, or actually, we need a staff report.  205 

 206 

PETER LOWENSTEIN 207 

Mr. Chairman, the following items have been properly noticed and have been requested to be 208 

held in abeyance until the August 9th, 2016 Planning Commission meeting:  Item number 28, 209 

SDR-64907.  Staff requests that Items number 29 through 35:  GPA-62387, ZON-62392, SDR-210 

62393, MOD-63600, GPA-63599, ZON-63601 and DIR-63602 be held also to the August 9th, 211 

2016 Planning Commission meeting to allow the public ample time to review the submitted 212 

documents. 213 

END OF RELATED DISCUSSION 214 

RESUMED RELATED DISCUSSION 215 

 216 

CHAIR MOODY  217 

Thank you.  Do any members of the public wish to be heard or speak on any of these items? 218 

 219 

BRAD JERBIC 220 

Mr. Chairman, before a member of the public speaks, I would like to make a record on Items 29 221 

through 35 and the reasons for the request for abeyance tonight. 222 

 223 

CHAIR MOODY  224 

Yes, thank you.225 
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PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF 
JULY 12, 2016 

COMBINED VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT – ITEMS 4, 6, 29-31 AND 32-35 
 

 
BRAD JERBIC 226 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Planning Commission. My name is Brad Jerbic, 227 

appearing on behalf of the City Attorney's office.  I became involved in the negotiations of this 228 

development agreement and all the related items on this agenda tonight about three months ago.  229 

During that time, I had some catch-up time that I required, and two months ago, I appeared 230 

before this Planning Commission and asked that this matter either be held in abeyance for two 231 

meetings, ‘cause I knew we would not be ready in one, or tabled at the leisure of the Planning 232 

Director to bring it back.  The Vice Chairman made a motion to hold it in abeyance for two 233 

meetings, and so this is that meeting where it again appears. 234 

I can tell you we've been involved in negotiations with the developer on a regular basis.  We've 235 

been posting updates to the development agreement on a regular basis, but our first 236 

neighborhood meeting, sponsored by the City of Las Vegas, occurred last Thursday night at the 237 

Suncoast Hotel between 3:00 in the afternoon – it was supposed to end at 7:00 in the evening, 238 

but it ended around 8:30.  During the course of that meeting, we brought a number of exhibits 239 

with us, including the most final version of the agreement that I expected would be debated 240 

before this body tonight.  241 

I was confronted by a number of residents of Queensridge and members of the public who asked 242 

repeatedly if they thought it was fair that an agreement this large, this complicated, that affected 243 

their lives this greatly should be heard a mere five days after the public hearing, public meeting 244 

at the Suncoast.  At the end of hearing those comments, I shared them with the Council member 245 

representing the ward, and I urged that this be continued to give the neighbors the opportunity to 246 

become familiar with the agreement.  247 

At that point in time, I was given permission to talk to the attorneys for the developer.  They 248 

agreed not to oppose the City's request.  So I want to make it clear they were prepared to forward 249 

tonight.  It is not their request.  It is the City's request that they have agreed not to oppose.  I 250 

think in fairness to the community affected by this, this will give them time to get their arms 251 

around the final version of the agreement that is online and was handed out that night at the 252 

meeting.  253 
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PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF 
JULY 12, 2016 

COMBINED VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT – ITEMS 4, 6, 29-31 AND 32-35 
 

 
And for those reasons, we are asking this be held in abeyance until the next Planning 254 

Commission meeting, the first meeting in August.  If you have any questions, I'll be glad to 255 

answer them. 256 

 257 

CHAIR MOODY  258 

Okay.  Thank you. Yes, sir? 259 

 260 

TODD BICE  261 

Yes, thank you.  Again, Mr. Chairman, Todd Bice from Pisanelli Bice Law Firm. I'm here – I 262 

represent a number of the homeowners in this community at Queensridge.  Let me address – 263 

you've asked, Mr. Chairman, that I limit my comments to the abatement issue, which I am happy 264 

to do. 265 

 266 

CHAIR MOODY  267 

Actually, are you asking that this be pulled forward to the public hearing? 268 

 269 

TODD BICE  270 

I am. 271 

 272 

CHAIR MOODY  273 

Okay.  Then what we're going to do is pull that forward at this time. So this will not be part of the 274 

housekeeping items right now.  You'll be given a moment once those items are read into the 275 

record to speak. 276 

 277 

TODD BICE  278 

All right.  279 

 280 

CHAIR MOODY  281 

Okay.282 
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Agenda Item No.: 9. 
 

 

AGENDA SUMMARY PAGE - PLANNING 

SPECIAL PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF: OCTOBER 18, 2016 

DEPARTMENT: PLANNING  

DIRECTOR:  TOM PERRIGO Consent    Discussion 

 

SUBJECT: 

ABEYANCE - DIR-63602 - DIRECTOR''S BUSINESS RELATED TO MOD-63600 - PUBLIC 

HEARING - APPLICANT/OWNER: 180 LAND CO, LLC, ET AL - For possible action on a 

request for a Development Agreement between 180 Land Co. LLC, et al. and the City of Las 

Vegas on 250.92 acres at the southwest corner of Alta Drive and Rampart Boulevard (APNs 138-

31-702-002; 138-31-801-002 and 003; 138-32-202-001; and 138-32-301-005 and 007), Ward 2 

(Beers) [PRJ-63491].  Staff recommends APPROVAL. 

 

C.C.:  11/16/2016 

 

PROTESTS RECEIVED BEFORE: APPROVALS RECEIVED BEFORE: 

    Planning Commission Mtg. 586 Planning Commission Mtg. 128 

        City Council Meeting 0 City Council Meeting 0 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends APPROVAL 

 

BACKUP DOCUMENTATION: 
1.  Consolidated Backup 

2.  Staff Report 

3.  Supporting Documentation 

4.  Development Agreement 

4.  Submitted after Final Agenda – Addendum, Neighborhood Meeting Information and 

Supplemental Staff Report 

 

Motion made by VICKI QUINN to Deny  

 

Passed For:  4; Against: 3; Abstain: 0; Did Not Vote: 0; Excused: 0 

CEDRIC CREAR, VICKI QUINN, GUS FLANGAS, SAM CHERRY; (Against-GLENN 

TROWBRIDGE, TODD L. MOODY, TRINITY HAVEN SCHLOTTMAN); (Abstain-None); 

(Did Not Vote-None); (Excused-None) 

 

NOTE:  A previous motion for Approval by Trowbridge failed with Crear, Quinn, Flangas and 

Cherry voting No. 

 

NOTE:  CHAIR MOODY disclosed his friendship with BILL BAYNES, CEO for the original 

developer of Queensridge.  However, because Peccole no longer had any development interest in 

Queensirdge and therefore is not a party and interest in any land use application, he was advised 

that that is not a conflict.  CHAIR MOODY also disclosed that he is a partner in the law firm of 
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SPECIAL PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
OCTOBER 18, 2016 

VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT – ITEMS 6-12 
 

CHAIR MOODY  3984 

That motion carries. (Motion carried with Trowbridge, Moody and Schlottman voting No.)  3985 

Item 8 is denied. 3986 

 3987 

COMMISSIONER FLANGAS 3988 

Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry, I'm ready to make motions on 9, 10 and, excuse me.  Never mind, I'll 3989 

wait until 10. 3990 

 3991 

CHAIR MOODY  3992 

All right.  Commissioner Trowbridge, Item 9? 3993 

 3994 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE 3995 

In regards to Item 9, which is Director's Business related to the Major Modification 63602, 3996 

make a motion to support staff's recommendation for approval. 3997 

 3998 

CHAIR MOODY  3999 

Thank you. Please vote. (Motion failed with Crear, Quinn, Flangas and Cherry voting No.)  4000 

That motion fails.  I'll consider an alternative motion. 4001 

 4002 

COMMISSIONER QUINN 4003 

Thank you.  Regarding Number 9, DIR-63602, my motion is for denial. 4004 

 4005 

CHAIR MOODY  4006 

Thank you.  Motion is to deny Item 9.  A yes vote is for denial.  (Motion carried with 4007 

Trowbridge, Moody and Schlottman voting No.)  Motion carries. 4008 

 4009 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE 4010 

In regards to General Plan Amendment 62387, make a motion to uphold staff's 4011 

recommendation for approval.4012 
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SPECIAL PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
OCTOBER 18, 2016 

VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT – ITEMS 6-12 
 

CHAIR MOODY  4013 

Okay.  Motion is to approve Item 10.  Is that correct? 4014 

 4015 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE 4016 

Correct. 4017 

 4018 

CHAIR MOODY  4019 

Please vote.  (Motion carried with Crear and Quinn voting No.)  Motion carries.  Item 10 is 4020 

approved.  4021 

 4022 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE 4023 

In regards to Item Number 11, Zoning 62392, make a motion to support staff's 4024 

recommendation for approval. 4025 

 4026 

CHAIR MOODY  4027 

Please vote.  (Motion carried with Crear and Quinn voting No.)  Motion carries.  Item 11 is 4028 

approved. 4029 

 4030 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE 4031 

In regards to Item Number 12, which is Site Development Plan Review 62393, make a 4032 

motion to support staff's recommendation for approval. 4033 

 4034 

CHAIR MOODY  4035 

Please vote.  (Motion carried with Crear and Quinn voting No.)  That motion carries.  Item 12 4036 

is approved.  4037 

 4038 

TOM PERRIGO 4039 

Mr. Chairman, Items 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 will be heard at the City Council meeting on 4040 

November 16th, 2016.4041 
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DECLAR.A.TION OF CLYDE O. SPITZE

I, Clyde O. Spitze, being duly sworn, declares as follows:

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein and am competent to testif,i to

those facts. I am above the age of 18.

2. In I972I was working at the civil engineering firm VTN of Nevada. In that role,

William Peccole became one of my clients. From 1972 up through 2005, when I retired, I

continued to do work for Mr. Peccole.

3. In the various engineering firms for which I have worked or been affiliated, I was

intimately involved in the creation and implementation of the Master Plan for Peccole Ranch,

including Peccole Ranch Phase II, working as Mr. Peccole's maîager of engineering.

4. I am aware that the entities affîliated with Yohan Lowie are presently attempting

to claim that the land use designation of the Badlands Golf Course as being devoted to

parks/recreation/open space ("PROS") was somehow a purported mistake, done without the

properly owneÍs' knowledge or consent. That claim is untrue. I personally managed the civil

engineering work for Mr. Peccole concerning Phase II of the Master Plan, which included the

Badlands Golf Course. That property was specifically and expressly designated as open space

by Mr. Peccole pursuant to the terms of the Master Plan and at no point in time was there ever

discussion that the property would be used for residential or other development. To the con|rary,

it was expressly identified and reserved as open spâce, in no small part because it constituted the

required drainage for the Phase II development.

5. In fact, n 1996 as part of the golf course's expansion to add an additional nine

holes, I sought clarification from the City of Las Vegas - at Mr. Peccole's request - to confirm

that the approved zortrng for the property of RPD-7 was in no way incompatible with the land

use desiguation for the golf course/open space. The reason that we wanted this conf,rmration

from the City was because a prospective buyer's bank was loaning monies for development of

residential lots along the golf couïse frontage. The bank wanted confirmation that the golf

courso usage was compatible with the approved zoning. After all, the bank did not want the

1
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TCCARCIA

Executive SummarylReport in Brief

Based on a review of information presented, the files obtained and reviewed from the Ciiy of Las

Vegas, reviews of present and past City of Las Vegas Municipal Codes as well as the Nevada

Revised Statutes {NRS), legislative history, interviews conducted with other experts and me and my

offices years of experience in both the public and private secior practice of planning and

development, ii is my professionalopinion that Peccole Ranch Phase ll, (The Plan"), is part of an

overall Planned Development a.k.a.: Masier Planned Community, Planned Unit Development
(PUD), Planned Residential Development, which is approved, recorded and completed thus
affording it protection under Nevada Revised Statutes 2784 (see appendix Legis

PUD 08). This protection ensures property owners can reasonable rely on the plan to protect the
benefits of the plan and investment into the planned community and that no modification, removal

or release io the provisions of PUD may be made by any applicant that would impair such reliance.

Additionally, no application to modify the plan can be made or processed withoutthe furthering
the mutual interests of the residents and owners in the PUD to preserve the integrity of the approved
plan.

Ihe proposed applications by 180 Land Company, LLC for a General Plan Amendment (GPA)

to change the land use designation from PR-OS (Parks/Recreation/Open Space) to L (Low

Density Residential) and without a modification of the zoning of RPÐ-7 (Residential Planned

Development) will eliminate ihe open space wiih incompatible development of the approved,

recorded and completed plan for Peccole Ranch Phase ll.

Within the Peccole Ranch the Master Development Plan and PUD large swaths of land were
contemplated and set aside with maps that created a golf course for the conservation of natural

arroyos areas subject to intense flooding which were designated in the Plans as Golf
Course/Drainage/Open space and provides the singular major amenity to accomplish the goals of
the State under NRS 278 and 361 (see appendix Legislaiive Hístory PUD 07, 08 & 09)

regarding the conservation and preservation of scenic open space which was for the enjoyment, not

the use, of the residents and property owners.

Furthermore, the current applications for a General Plan Amendment, Siie Plan Review,
Waiver and Tentative Map for 61 unitson 166 acres is incompatiblewith theplanned and

built PUD's existing land uses, zoning and development in the area. lt adversely affects the
surrounding properties; does not adequately provide for ihe public safety and does not protect the
interest of the public or the residents/property owners of the PUD.

TCCARCIA
A Plcrrning & De,¡e lapnreni Services Corpolcriiort

1055 Whi?ney Ranch Dr.,SuiÍe 2lü, Henderson. NV 8?t14
Telephone: VAz' 435-99A9 tscsimile: l712l $5-A457 Ë-tu1ail: ggcrcia@gcgorcioinc-ccm
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Assuch,the applications currently pending before the City all fail to meet therequirements

of NRS and in addition fail to meet the requirements, practices and procedures of the City. The

current applications are defective and deficient and should not be processed or approved. The

process for handling the applications that were accepted by the City is also defective.

ln simple terms, this is doing the wrong thing the wrong way! lt is fundamentally contrary to the

statutes,legislative history and intent, City Codes, policiesand proceduresto the detriment of those

who have a reasonable expectation as to their quality of life, peace, tranquility, enjoyment of scenic

open space and property values. lt also undermines every similarly situated master planned

community and golf course or open space.

ln fact, the promise of every PUD/Masier Planned Community would be irrevocable broken with the

approach suggested by the applicant and C¡ty staff. The promise is that the master

developer/declarant is given great latitude in distributing density and intensity of land uses and

flexibility in design and development standards in exchange for creating a cohesive community with

detailed execution of planning and design principles that are not acmmplished with standard

Euclidian zoning. The master plan communities include open space, amenities, buffers,

building appearance and orientation that create higher land values to justify the enhanced

innovative planning which then benefits the larger community and guarantees the residents and

owners that ultimately as the development is built they can assured it will remain protected by its
plans and related documents to sustain its higher land values, quality of life, enjoyment of open space

and other amenities and design features .

To break that promise violates the public trust, rules of law, sound planning, and encourages a golf

course gold rush to similarly convert other golf course open space to buildable land. This in turn will

discourage future master planned community buyers who would no longer believe that their lifestyle

choices and investments would be protected. This is the type of bait-and-switch the legislature

strived to avoid.

The scope for this report is to look at Queensridge and their approvals from the time the property

was purchased to September 2015 to assess and determine what entitlement rights for the 166

acres (a part of the roughly 250) that constitute the golf course/drainagelopen space. Then to
examine the applications to amend the General Plan for the 166 acres to allow Low Density

without a modification of the R-PD zoning district, for compliance with the entitlements and any

protections afforded under the Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase ll and RPD-7 zoning district

, along with compliance to the City's Plans, ordinances, policies and practices.

The overall area Peccole Ranch planning area to be considered will include Venetian Foothills, the

predecessor to Peccole Ranch, and then the Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phases I & ll. Phase

ll is the Subject Area and includes Queensridge, Badlands Golf Course, Queensridge Towers,

Suncoast Hotel Casino, Tivoli, Renaissance and more. The entire planning area encompasses most

of the land that is roughly bounded by Sahara Avenue on the south, Alta Drive on the north,

Rampart on the east and Hualapai Way on the west.
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Planning Area Overview & Histor)¡ ln Brief (see Appçndix General Plan

Historv of Peccole and Zoninq Historv of Peccole)

Annexation
The project area was annexed along with all of the parcels that encompass the entire

Peccole Ranch Master Plan on December 26, 1980.

Venetian Foothills: A Planned Community
On May 18, 1981 the City of Las Vegas approved Venetian Foothills on the area ihai is
now known as Peccole Ranch. The Land use included areas of Low, Medium and High

Ðensities, Mobile Homes, as well as Commercial, Office and Educational areas. A
reservoirwas also planned in the area.

On May 7, 1986 the City of Las Vegas City Council approved a Master Development

Plan for the Venetian Foothills Planned Community. This Planned Community included

Residential Planned Developmeni District (R-PD) zoning ranging from 2.5 dwelling units

per acre to 8.0 dwelling units per acre for single family homes on 706.8 acres.

Townhomes were approved at 8.0 to 10.0 dwelling units per acre on 63.6 acres.

Multifamily was also approved for density of 18.0 la 22.0 dwelling units per acre on a
total of 85.3 acres. lt should be noted that on that the Master Plan Map noted that the

density of 6.4 du/ac was based on the acreage for the land and the densities. When the

open space and golf course were added in the dwelling units per acre dropped to 3.7.

The approval letter from the Reclassification of Property gave ihe approval of R-PD4,

which would be consistent with the idea of a Planned Unit Development where the entire

acreage, including golf course and open space is used in calculating dwelling units per

acre. lt appears from the maps in thefile, that staff compared the 1981 Venetian

Foothills Map to what was being proposed in 1986.

Student Population Projects were completed for this Planned Development so that it
could be ensured that there were enough educational faciliiies to accommodate the

development.

Other uses approved were Regional Shopping Cenier approved on 106.1acres,

Commercialon 73.8 acres, Office on 105.3 acres, Employment on 131.0 acres, Special

Use on 16.5 acres, Resort on 40.6 acres, Open SpacelGolf Course on 399.3 acres, Club

House on 1 1.0 acres, CasitaslTennis on 9.4 acres, Community Services on 5.3 acres,

Schools/Parks on 27.9 acres, Utilities on 26.9 acres and Rights of Way on 114.4 acres.

Peccole Ranch Master Development PIan Phases I & ll

On February 15, 1989 the City of Las Vegas City Council approved a Master

Development Plan for all of Peccole Ranch Planned Development. At that same time

they approved Phase I of Peccole Ranch, which consisted of R-PD7, R-3, C-1for single

family resídential, multifamily residential, commercial and mixed use commercial, which

consisted of retaillservice commercial, office commercial and multifamily residential (Z-
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139-88). They were allowed a maximum of 3,150 dwelling units. lt also included open

spaceidrainage along the washes throughout the development.

Phase one of Peccole Ranch was the area west of Fort Apache Road, south of

Charleston, north of Sahara and east of the Grand Canyon alignment.

It should be noted that Z-139-88 has been amended42 times.

On April4, 1990, the Peccole Ranch Master Plan received approvalfrom the City of Las

Vegas City Council for a Master Development Plan Amendment for Phase ll as well as

zoning approvals (2-17-90). The significant changes to the Master Development Plan,

was a larger resort/casino site and a 100 acre commercial center north of Alta Drive,

between Durango Drive and Rampari Boulevard. The amount of acreage set aside for
multifamily decreased from 105 acres down to 60. The land uses approved were 401

acres of single family, 60 acres of multi-family, 194.3 acres neighborhood

commercial/office, 56 acres of resort casino, 211.6 acres of golf course/drainage, 13.1

acres for a school, and 60.4 acres of rights-of-way.

Peccole Ranch Phase 2 also received a Reclassification of Property (Z-17-9O)'Íor a

maximum 4,247 dwelling units and for RPRD-3 (which was to be R-3 for the multifamily

24 units per acre) and RPD-7 for single family products and C-1. The minutes indicate

that the overall gross density for phase 2 is 4.3 dwelling units per acre for the entire

746.1 acres of residential zoning. According to the minutes, the density had been

reduced by 2,20O units to help balance the trafficflow.

It should be noted that Z-17-90 has been amended 40 times.

On January 4, 1995, the City of Las Vegas approved GPA-54-94 and 2-146-97 that

amendment the Peccole Ranch Master Plan, specifically Phase 2,that changed locations

of approved zoning categories but did not change the approved number of dwelling

units orthe allocation of land uses.

On August 2,1995, the City of Las Vegas City Council approved 2-49-95 and GPA-31-
95, that changed a 19 acre site from commercial area to residential, which allowed for
the development of Lot 12. This approval did not change the maximum number of

single family units that could be built.

On February 9, 1998 the City Council of the City of Las Vegas approved 2-134-97 thal
changed the zoning from R-3 to RPD-10 for single family homes and granted a waiver to
the required open space (that was required with the RPD-10 development) because it

was "located within proximity to a golf course, reducing the need for community open

space".

On October 18, 2000, the City Council approved an amendmentZ-134-97(1)to allow for
an encroachment into the required seiback for balconies. 194.08.040.8.4 of the Las
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Vegas Zoning Code allowed "on any lot which adjoins a golf course, park area, common

area or similar open space to have balconies to extend 5 feet into the required setback

toward the open space, however that the project ion extends no closer ihan three feet

from the property line. The approval allowed for the balconies to be built 3.5 feet from

the rear property line because of the Badlands Golf Course.

Zoning and Land Use

Overvíew of what a PUÐ

A Planned Unit Development has been defined as a "mixture of single-family

residences, town houses, apartments, some commercial and institutional uses, and

occasionally, some industry...Planned unit development controls were developed

largely by the privaie sector to provide the public sector wiih an effective means of

regulating such developments, a concept which did not fit comfortably under

traditional zoning district regulations" {lnstitute for Local Government Land Use and

Planning, 2004 edition of the glossary,also seeappendix Definitions 01 & 02)

The concept of a Planned Unit Development is not a new concept. ln the United

States, we began to see them in the 1950s on the east coast. lt first appeared in

ordinance in the 1960s. Euclidean zoning needed tools to assist in projects that

did not fit neatly in the Euclidean zoning box. There have been a number of tools
.or approaches to solving this dilemma. Some of the tools that have been used

Planned Unit Developments, performance standards, phased development

controls, growth management techniques, clusterzoning, flex zoning and transfer
development rights. These tools have been used independently and in

combination to meet the goals of a project.

How they work- lnstead of doing tradiiional Euclidean zoning where a parcel of
land has one zoning designation divided up into several even parcels, the
projects cluster the housing or increase densities in certain areas around a

common open space or public space. This gives the developer more flexibility in

the locations and product types while maintaining a lower average density across

the entire project.

Nevada Revr'sed Sfafufes (NRS,I

ln 1973, the State of Nevada added a section in the Nevada Revised Statues

titled Planned Development. The Legislative declaration states that "the

provisions of this chapter are necessary to further the public health, safety,

morals and general welfare in an era of increasíng urbanization and growing

demand for housing of alltypes and design; to provide for necessary commercial

and industríal facilities conveniently located to that housing; to encourage a
more efficient use of land, public services or private service in lieu thereof...to
encourage more efficient use of land...to insure that increased flexibility of
suþstantive regulations over land development authorized in this chapter be
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administered in such a way as to encourage the disposition of proposals for land
development without undue delay.

The NRS 2784.065, added in 1981 and later amended in 1989, defines

"Planned Unit Development as "an area of land controlled by a landowner, which

is to be developed as a single entity for one or more planned unit residential

developments, one or more public, quasi-public, commercial or industrial areas,

or both. Unless otherwise stated, a "planned unit development" includes the term
"planned unit residential development." (see appendix Legis

05)

The Peccole Ranch Master Plan was and is a Planned Development, like its

predecessor Venetian Foothills, that meets the legislative intent as found in the

declarations of NRS278. They are planned developments to protect the welfare
of the property owners from potentially flooding. This planning tool allowed the

development to move fonrvard and develop at an average density (4.5 dwelling

units/acre or du/ac) that was more in keeping wiih the City's land planning for the

area that allowed up to I du/ac, while still addressing the drainage issues

through the property.

Cíty of Las Vegas Planníng and Zoning Regulatíons

General Plan

o The City of Las Vegas required the 1990 Peccole Ranch Master Plan to

conform to the Las Vegas General Plan's Planning Guidelines. . ln

considering the Peccole Ranch Master Development the following

explanation was listed on how the project specifically conformed to the
City's General Plan: fsee appendix Z-17-90 Peccole Ranch Master Plan

Phase ll)

a

Provide for an efficient, orderly and complementary variety of land

uses.
Provide for "activity centers" as a logical concentration of
development in each community area of the City to encourage
economic, social and physical vitality, and expand the level of
services.
Encourage the master planning of large parcels under single

ownership in the growth areas of the City to ensure a desírable

living environment and maximum efficiency and savings in the
provision of new public facilities and services.
Provide the continuing development of a diverse system of open

space.
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o On April 1, 1992 the City of Las adopted a new General Plan. ln this plan,

it acknowledged the Peccole Ranch Master Plan as a "planned

development" (see appendix General Plans and Admin of PUDs 03).

o The 1992 General Plan also provided clarification on land use categories.

For areas that had a zoning district classification of R-PD 6.71 to 9 the
General Plan Land Use designation is M (Medium Density Residential). lt
also provided clarification on what ParkslRecreation/Open Space (P) land

use caiegory was. lt states" This category allows for large public parks

and recreation areas such as public and private golf course, trail and

easements, drainage ways and detention basins, and any other large

acres of permanent open land (see appendix Gener
Peccole 10).

Zoning

o Planned Residential District (RP-D). The City of Las Vegas Zoning

Regulations at the time of the Peccole Ranch Master Development was
approved in 1990, provided for a Residential Planned Development Disirict
(R-PD). The requirements are found in Chapter 19.18 of the Zoning

Regulations at that time. The purpose of this district was "to allow for a

maximum flexibility for imaginative and innovative residentialdesign and

land utilization in accordance with the General Plan. lt is intended to
promote an enhancement of residential amenities by means of an

efficient consolidation and utilization of open space, separation of
pedestrian and vehiculartraffic and homogeneityof use patterns."

o The minimum lot size requirement for the RP-Ð was 5 acres. The only
other zoning classification that allowed for the flexibility to develop a

master planned community was the Planned Community (PC) zoning

district. The minimum acreage requirement for this designation was
3,000 acres, which was vastly greater the size of the Peccole Ranch

Master Planned Development at just under 1,000 acres-. lt should be

noted that in the City's General Plan dated April 1 , 1992, that only the
Summerlin master planned community had received the designation of
PC while several "planned communities" listed in the Southwest Sector,

including Peccole Ranch. This latter group all used the RP-D zoning
classification.

o The Zoning Regulations also provided dírection on density designations.

li stated "the number of dwelling units permitted per gross acre in the
R-PÐ District shall be determined by the General Land Use Plan. The
number of dwelling units per gross acre shall be place after the zoning
symbol 'R-PD'.
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Phase 2 of Peccole Ranch included 996.4 acres and designated 4,247

single and multi-family residential units with a net density of 4.5 du/ac.

The net developable land area used to achieve this average excluded
Right-of-Way, 60.4 acres. Had the ROW been included it would have
resulted in a gross density calculation.

As observed from the same table of land use data, the density of the
designated Single and Multi-Family would equate to 461.0 acres of
developable land wiih 4,247 total dwelling units or a density of 9.2 du/ac.
By íncluding the Single-Family acreage and the Golf Course
Drainage the density egøafes to 4.58 which is reflectíve of the Net
Ðensity on the chart at 4.5 du/ac (see appendix Zoninç Historv of
Peccole 20 Land Use Data Table).

ln order to stay within the density concepts of the Peccole Ranch Master
Development Plan and PUD the Plan had to include the densiiy of other
designated non-residential land including the Golf Course Drainage. This

in effect allows the developer to transfer the residential development
rights from those areas io the buildable residential areas.

ln addition, the Land Use Data Table explicitly states that for the non-

residential Land Uses of CommercialiOffice, Resort-Casino, Golf Course
Drainage, and Elementary School that there is not Net Density or Net

Units assigned to these areas. This is a clear understanding by the City

and master developer that those residential development rights have

been moved and that no residential is to go into those areas.

Based on this transfer of resídential development rights and averaging of
density which the developer offered through the RP-DiPUD zoning

technique an average net density was approved by the City in large part

due to the extensive open space provided by the Golf Course Drainage
area.

The result of this flexible approach also allowed individualareas for Multi-
Family to go as high as 24 dulac for multi-family or nearly 6 times above

the average net density of 4.5 all residential in Peccole Ranch Phase
Two.

Findings and Conclusions

The master developer proffered the golf course/ drainage/open space to transfer
residential development rights to areas that were more suitable for development.

This in-turn did the following: reduced developmeni costs; avoided expensive

flood mitigation measures; enabled a golf course as a revenue source;

established a golf course to attract and supported a Resort Casino;created open

space as a scenic amenity for the enjoyment of the resident, owners, and guests;
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allowed land and lot premiums for proximity to the open space amenity and golf

course; meet the State's land use and fiscal policies for open space and

conservation of natural resources; and obtain lower property taxes on the golf

course/drainage/open space.

Any effort to develop in the golf courseidrainage open space with Multi-Family
development thwarts the State law and fundamental underpínnings of the
approved and completed PUD. All resideniialdevelopment rights were removed
from the golf course for the benefit of the master developer to create a legacy
master planned community that as it was completed inures to benefit of the
residents and owners.

To allow such a change to the Plan would result in the applicant and the City

taking the value and enjoyment of their land, businesses and homes and
transferring the wealth to a single benefitting land owner that bought ihe land
long afterthe PUÐ was completed.

An appendix has been attached to these reports with specific information. Some information has

been highlighted by the author to provide emphasis on that section of a document, however the
importance of the document in its whole is not to be detracted and maybe of signification. For

Clarification, within the body of the report one will find references to the appendix. The document
is constructed to refer io the appendix then the tab corresponding to thai section as found in the
table of contents and then the subsection. An example would be (see appendix Lesislaiive
Historv PUD 05), the tab associated with the Legislative History PUD is tab 8 and the subsection is

05 - 1981 Leg lndust Comm 281A. Addition information that is notspecificallyreferencedinthe
reports can be found on the disks located within the back pocket of the binder provided. These
documents the full documents received from the City of Las Vegas, othergovernmentagencies,
home owners, and research collected by the author.

Attachments:
G.G. Garcia, lnc. Reports:

- Admin Camp Plans, Zon, PUDs. General Plan Administration 1985 to present day
. Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan Phase ll a Completed PUD

Appendix (Tabs) plus attachments/exhibits
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The Cifu's General Plan -Administration for the Peccole Ranch Master Develooment
Plan Area from l98S to present

Over the past 30 years, the City of Las Vegas has administered its General plan Land Use in
various methods and procedures. ln ihe 1985 the City adopt an overall General plan with land
use designated in general areas and not specific to any parcel (See appendix General plan
Historv of Peccole 01). Planning practices refer to this type oi plan as a utoo map. unaertying
the "blob map" of land uses were Short-Range Plans adopted for specific areas of the CitX añ
example of this was the Venetian Foothills Land Use Plan (See appendix General plan History of
Peccole 02)' The Short-Range Plans were also non-speòific to parcets anO atso utilized blob
mapping to indicate different land uses. As land develops, developers had options of enti¡ing
the land through the traditional Euclidian Zoning or by means of planned Unit Developm"ni
(PUD). lf the developer chose to develop by means of a PUD, then the General plan was further
refined by means of a Master Development Plan (See Appendix General plan Historv of peccole
03). Master Development were also non-parcel specific and estaOfisn general areas within the
PUÐ with land uses of residential, commercial, open space, offíce and other land uses. Masier
Development Plans received a public hearing at both Planning Commission and City Councíland
were indicated on the agenda as a Master Development Plan (see Mlsc Files & En
Aoendas). Master Development plans would also be accompanieãbyã =onffiãe which would
provide in detail the specific densities of residential, amount of open 

"pa"", 
amount of

commercial, design guidelines for development and other details required foi a pUD by State
Law and City Ordinances. No specific City case numbers were assigned to Master Development
Plans; the zoning case did receive a case number by the City for tracking purposes. The
developer often combined the land use plan and the zoning requirements in one document, as
in the case the Peccole Ranch Master Development plan phase ll.

ln 1992, the City of Las Vegas under a new Dírector of planni ng, adopts a revised and expanded
General Plan enera a4 The City introduces a
concept of Sector mapping to break the City into small planning areas within which goals,
objectives and land uses are provided for each sector. This new general plan creates three
subseciors of the Master plan (Southeast, Southwest and Northwest). The Peccole Ranch
Masier Development Plan is included in the Southwest Secior of the 1992 Las Vegas General
Plan. This new General plan sets the location of Iand uses for Peccole Ranch Master
Development Plan Phase ll as they were approved in 1990. At this time , the City also begins a
more formalized process foi land owners to amend the General plan for a change in land use
ln 1992 we see on Planning Commission agenda's applications to amend the General plan, an
example would be GPA-6-92. This process contínuesto date with only minor changes.

Below are milestone dates in the General Plan History of Peccole Ranch Master Development
Plan Phase ll.

1985

January 16, 1985 City adopts per NRS (Nevada Revised Statutes) the updated "Las Vegas
General Plan (1985)". Contained in the 1985 General Plan is the Short-Range plan See
appendix General Plan History of Peccole 10, which is "fhe administrative mechanism
whereby the city seeks to support and futfitl the concepts contained in the poticies and
programs enumerated in the long and Mid-Range Plans" (reference igBS CLV General
PIan)' The Short Range Plan is focused on residentialdevelopment and includes three
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basic types of Resídential Planning Districts: Urban, Suburban and Rural. The Short Range
Plan is further broken down into Community Profiles which comprise two or more residential
planning districts. The area which later became the Peccole Ranch Master Development
Plan is designated in 1985 as Urban Density Residential (See Appendix General Plan
Histo of Peccole 01 Suburban Density Residential and Service/General Commercial
Densities in this Community Profile area were to range from 3-6 units per acre, 6 to 12 units
per acre, 12 to 20 units per acre and to over 20 units per acre. The mix of residential
densities were expected within in each particular residential planning district per Table 3-
4_Seeappendix General Plan History of Peccole 10. These densities reflect those found in
the City of Las Vegas 1985 GeneralPlan.

{986

t98g

1990

Circa 1986, the City of Las Vegas produced a map titled "Peccole Property Land Use Plan".
(See appendix See Appendix General Plan Historv of Peccole 02). The "Peccole Property
Land Use Plan" includes the area which initial was known as Venetian Foothills and later
became the Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan Phase I and ll.

The Master Ðevelopment Plan of the Venetian Foothills Planned Community f$Ce¡Bpe¡dix
See Appendix General Plan Historv of Peccole 11) was
approved on March 25, 1986.

On February 15, 1989 the City of Las Vegas City Council approved a Conceptual Master
Development Plan for all of Peccole Ranch Master Planned Development. (See apoendix
General Plan Historv of Peccole 03). This approval replaced the Venetian Foothill Plan.
At that same time, the CiÇ also approved the applicant's Master Development Plan of
Peccole Ranch in a rezoning action (2-139-89) (See Appendix General Plan Historv of
Peccole 12), which consisted of R-PD7, R-3, C-1 for single family residgntial, muliifamily
residential, commercial and mixed use commercial, which consisted of retail/service
commercial, offîce commercial and multifamily residential. lt approved a maximum of 3,150
dwelling units. lt also included open space drainage along the washes throughout the
development.

On April 4, 1990, the City Council approved Phase ll of the Peccole Ranch Master
Development. The significant changes to the Phase ll Master Plan from the 1989 plan is the
addition of a golf course, a larger resorlcasino site and the 1O0-acre commercial center site
north of Alta Ðrive, behveen Durango Drive and Rampart Boulevard. The proposed multi-
family uses have been reduced from 105 acres to 60 acres. A 19.7 acres' school site is
designated on a site south of Charleston Blvd. At that same time, they also approved Phase ll
of Peccole Ranch planned unit development zoning, which consisted of R-PD7, R-3, C-1 for
single family residential, multifamily residential, commercial and mixed use commercial (Z-
17-90). They were allowed a maximum of 2,807 single family dwelling units 1,440 multi-
family units. lt also included 211-6 acres of open spacei drainage/golf course.

Phase I of Peccole Ranch was the area west of Fort Apache Road, much of the property
south of Charleston, north of Sahara and east of the Grand Canyon alignment. Phase ll
covered the remainder of the property which pertains to the property addressed in this
Memorandum. Note that Phase ll is not exactly the same as the property now known as

Queensridge, since it included property south of Charleston as well as property north of Alta
and east of Rampart.
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1992

rg93

1995

199?

On March 12, 1992 the City of Las Vegas adopts an updated General Plan. (See appendix

General Plan Historv of Peccole 04) This new general plan creates three subsectors of the

Master Plan (Southeasi, Southwest and Northwest). The Peccole Ranch Master Development

Plan is included in the Soutl,rwest Sector of the 1992 Las Vegas General Plan. Within

the Southwest Sector, the land uses designated for the Peccole Ranch Master Development

Plan include Medium Low Density Residential (>9 units per acre), Medium Density

Residential (>13.27 units per acre), Service Commercial and Parks / Schools I Recreation I
Open Space. Note that the area eventually becomes "The Badlands Golf Course" is

designated as Parks/Schools/Recreation/Open Space and Medium Low Density Residential
(>9 units per acre). At this place and time, the planned land use is in conformance with the

Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan Phase ll Él-Z-9Ð. (See General Plans and Admin

of PUÐs 03).

On April 21, 1993 the City of Las Vegas approves a request to amend the General for
portions of the Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan Phase ll. This General Plan

Amendment (GPA-7-93) (See Appendix General Plan Historvof Peccole 13) amended the

General Plan from SC (Service Commercial) to M (medium Density Residential) on property

located on the northeast corner of Rampart Boulevard and Alta Drive. Note this amendment

did not include the area that becomes "The Badlands Golf Course"'

On January 4, 1995 the City of Las Vegas approves a request to amend the General for
portions of the Peccole Ranch Master Ðevelopment Plan Phase ll. This General Plan

Amendment (GPA-54-95) (See appendix General Plan Historv of Peccole 14) amended the

General Plan from SC (Service Commercial), ML (Medium-Low Density Residential) and M

(medium Density Residential) to SC (Service Comrnercial), ML (Medium-Low Density

Residential) and M (medium Density Residential) on property located on the north side of

Charleston Boulevard, between Rampart Boulevard and Hualapai Way. Note this amendment

does not include the area that becomes "The Badlands Golf Course" but the submitted plan

showing the affected areas contains the golf course and is shown with dashed lines (See

apsendix General Plan Hislorv of Peccole 14). ln our research of the history of the Map

Plan of the golf course the City of Las Vegas provided two photos from the General Plan

Land Use Map showing the General Plan for the Badlands Golf Course asP
(Parks/RecreationlOs). ThesemapsaredatedOctober 17, 1995 and April 16, 1996 (See

appendix See Appendix General Plan History of Peccole 05 & 06)'

On February 5, 1997 the Cityof Las Vegas approves a request to amend the Generalfor portions

of the Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan Phase ll. This General Plan Amendment (GPA-

53-96) (See apoendix General Plan Historv of Peccole 15) amended the General Plan from

ML (Medium-Low Density Residential) to SC (Service Commercial) on property located on the

north side of Alta Drive 400 feet east of Hualapai Way. Note this amendment did not include

the area that becomes "The Badlands Golf Course".
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{999 to 2007

Circa 2007, the City of Las Vegas updated the Southwest Sector Plan of ihe City's General

Plan to reflect all General PIan Amendmentsfrom August 18, 1999 to September0S, 2005
(See Appendix General Plan Historv of Peccole 07). The map indicatesthe land usefor the

Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase ll as Medium -Low Residential, General Tourist
Commercial, ParURecreation/Open Space, Service Commercial, Medium Residential, Public

Facility and Medium Low Attached Residential. Note that the Badlands Golf Course is shown

as ParklRecreation/Open Space.

,Present day

The current Southwest Sector Land Use Plan of the Ciiy's General Plan (See Appendix
General Plan of Peccole 081 indicates there have been no changes to the General

Plan in the Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase ll. The map indicates the land use for the
Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase ll as Medium -Low Residential, General Tourist
Commercial, ParklRecreation/Open Space, Service Commercial, Medium Residential, Public

Facility and Medium Low Attached Residential. Note that the Badlands Golf Course is shown

as Park/Recreation/Open Space.
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Peccole Ranch Master Deve Plan Phase ll a Gomoleted PUÐ

On April 4, 1990, the Peccole Ranch Master Plan received approvalfrom the City of Las Vegas
City Council for a Master Development Plan Amendment for Phase 2 as well as zoning
approvals (2-17-90) ($ee Apnendix Z-17-90 Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase ll). The land
uses approved were 401 acres of single family, 60 acres of multi-family, 194.3-acres
neighborhood commercialioffice, 56 acres of resort casino, 211.6 acres of golf courseldrainage,
13.1 acresfora school, and 60.4 acres of rights-of-way. Peccole Ranch Phase 2 also received
a Reclassification of Property (2-17-90) for a maximum 4,247 dwelling units and for RPRÐ-3
(which was to be R-3 for the multifamily 24 units per acre) and RPD-7 for single family products
and C-1. The minutes indicate that the overall gross density for phase 2 is 4.3 dwelling units
per acre for the entire 746.1 acres of residential zoning. Since the original approval, the Master
Development Plan and original zoning (Z-17-9O) have been amended 40 times. These
amendments resulted in ihe completed development as it stands today which included the
entiilements and or completion of 1,838 single family units, 1,157 multi-family units, a resort
casino and 254.92 acres of open space/drainage/golf course. The Master Declarant, Nevada
Legacy 14, LLC, entitled, developed and sold the land on which the Peccole Ranch Master
Developmeni Plan is located upon (Appendix Proiect Co ).

Based on a review of information presented, the files obtained and reviewed from the City of
Las Vegas, reviews of present and past City of Las Vegas Municipal Code and ihe Nevada
Revised Statutes (NRS), interviews conducted with people involved with the project, and me
and my offices years of experience in both the public and private sector practice of planning and
development, it is my professional opinion that Peccole Ranch Phase 2, is a completed Planned
Unit Development as evidenced by the following:

o Recordation of the Parent Final Map (FM-8-96) (Appendix Proiect Campieie ü1)
r Recordatíon of subsequent subdivision maps that are in conformance to the original

zoning (Z-17-9A) and ihe Parent Final Map as approved and as approved by condition
(Appendix Mapping Historv û1 ta 31)

r The Master Declarant, Nevada Legacy 14, LLC has been dissolved tåppgld* ProlÊct
Complete 02)

o Per the City of Las Vegas all outstanding development bonds have been released
(Appendix Praiect Complete of Peccole 03)

ln Conclusion, The Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan is a Planned Unit Development
(see pervious report seciion) and is a completed Planned Unit Development.
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ABEYANCE - GPA-68385 - GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT - PUBLIC HEARING - 1 

APPLICANT/OWNER: 180 LAND COMPANY, LLC - For possible action on a request for 2 

a General Plan Amendment FROM: PR-OS (PARKS/RECREATION/OPEN SPACE) TO: 3 

L (LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL) on 166.99 acres at the southeast corner of Alta Drive 4 

and Hualapai Way (APN 138-31-702-002), Ward 2 (Beers) [PRJ-67184].  Staff has NO 5 

RECOMMENDATION. 6 

 7 

WVR-68480 - WAIVER RELATED TO GPA-68385 - PUBLIC HEARING - 8 

APPLICANT/OWNER: 180 LAND COMPANY, LLC - For possible action on a request for 9 

a Waiver TO ALLOW 32-FOOT PRIVATE STREETS WITH A SIDEWALK ON ONE 10 

SIDE WHERE 47-FOOT PRIVATE STREETS WITH SIDEWALKS ON BOTH SIDES 11 

ARE REQUIRED WITHIN A PROPOSED GATED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT on 12 

34.07 acres at the southeast corner of Alta Drive and Hualapai Way (Lot 1 in File 121, Page 13 

100 of Parcel Maps on file at the Clark County Recorder's Office; formerly a portion of 14 

APN 138-31-702-002), R-PD7 (Residential Planned Development - 7 Units per Acre) Zone, 15 

Ward 2 (Beers) [PRJ-67184].  Staff recommends APPROVAL. 16 

 17 

SDR-68481 - SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN REVIEW RELATED TO GPA-68385 AND 18 

WVR-68480 - PUBLIC HEARING - APPLICANT/OWNER: 180 LAND COMPANY, LLC 19 

- For possible action on a request for a Site Development Plan Review FOR A PROPOSED 20 

61-LOT SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT on 34.07 acres at the 21 

southeast corner of Alta Drive and Hualapai Way (Lot 1 in File 121, Page 100 of Parcel 22 

Maps on file at the Clark County Recorder's Office; formerly a portion of APN 138-31-702-23 

002), R-PD7 (Residential Planned Development - 7 Units per Acre) Zone, Ward 2 (Beers) 24 

[PRJ-67184].  Staff recommends APPROVAL.25 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  273 

Thank you. And I'm unsure if there's a group, but we'll go ahead and give 10 minutes. It looks 274 

like Mr. Schreck.  275 

 276 

FRANK SCHRECK  277 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, Frank Schreck, 9824 Winter Palace Drive. I want to 278 

assure you I'm not an extortionist. 279 

 280 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  281 

Thank you. 282 

 283 

FRANK SCHRECK  284 

So we're up here to make a presentation. But this has never been heard by this Commission 285 

before. There are some very significant legal issues which we have a tremendous disagreement 286 

with your City Attorney and what's been presented. We don't have a capability of presenting this 287 

adequately in 10 minutes.  288 

We want, if we need to draw time from some of our residents here if you want to keep this short, 289 

but we have a presentation that we feel that we need to make for the record, because we have a 290 

great deal of difference in opinion based upon some of the legal positions that the City Attorney's 291 

Office and Staff -. 292 

 293 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  294 

Mr. Schreck, how much time do you feel that you need? 295 

 296 

MICHAEL BUCKLEY  297 

-I think that, Michael Buckley, 300 South 4th Street, I have a short presentation, and we have 298 

Shauna Hughes, who represents the Association, and George Garcia has a presentation that 299 

involves these exhibits, which we would like to submit for the record.300 
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FRANK SCHRECK  301 

And I have a brief presentation with respect to major modifications. 302 

 303 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  304 

Mr. Schreck, how much time do you feel that you need? 305 

 306 

FRANK SCHRECK  307 

Probably 20 minutes? 30 minutes. We'll draw them from some of our residents that are here so 308 

you don't have to worry about your time.  309 

 310 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  311 

Sure. We'll go ahead and hear this out. 312 

 313 

FRANK SCHRECK  314 

Thank you very much.  315 

 316 

MICHAEL BUCKLEY  317 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Once again, Michael Buckley. I'm here in opposition to this project. 318 

My address is 300 South 4th Street.  319 

The application is really falsely premised on this, the description of the zoning in this December 320 

letter to the, from the Planning Department. Both the Applicant and for some reason the City 321 

conclude that any part of Badlands can be developed with up to 7.49 units per acre based on the 322 

RPD-7 zoning. That is not correct. 323 

This ignores the plain language of both the planning letter and the Development Code. This is a 324 

residential planned development district. It's the district that's zoned RPD-7. As the Code states, 325 

the numerical designation refers to the number of units in the gross acreage of the district, not 326 

any particular parcel.  327 
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The Staff reports states: Except as otherwise authorized by this title, approval of all maps, 328 

vacations, rezoning, site development plan reviews, and so forth shall be consistent with the 329 

spirit and intent of the general plan. 330 

Page 77 of the 2020 Master Plan and page 26 of the Land Use Element both identify Peccole 331 

Ranch as subject to a Special Master Development Plan. That plan is the Peccole Ranch Master 332 

Plan approved in 1990 as Z-1790.  333 

Any development here must be consistent with that master plan, which includes 211 acres of golf 334 

course drainage. That golf course drainage is identified in several recorded maps affecting 335 

Badlands, including the 1996 final map parent final map. In the 1998 final map for Lot 10, which 336 

segregated the part of the golf course from the adjacent residential parcel and dedicated this 337 

particular parcel, Lot 21, as a public drainage easement to be privately maintained. 338 

The Staff Report statement on page two that over time the development pattern in this area did 339 

not follow the master plan as approved is incorrect. These drainage and open space areas remain. 340 

Moreover, the zoning history within this area, after 1990, shows that virtually every development 341 

has been subject to Z-1790. 342 

There's been conversation that the hard zoning for Badlands is unique. This is also not true. 343 

Canyon Gate is zoned RPD-4. Los Prados is zoned RPD-9. Silverstone is zoned RPD-3. Even the 344 

lake at The Lakes is zoned RPD-3. As the City Attorney here stated on October 18
th

, if there is 345 

another golf course in town that has hard zoning like this one does, then they would have the 346 

same rights as this applicant.  347 

This is not complicated. Peccole Ranch Phase 2 had and has a plan. It is an RPD district, a 348 

planned development. That plan, the 1990 Peccole Ranch Master Plan has been and must be 349 

followed. A project not consistent with that plan must first change the plan. 350 

Lastly, what you do tonight will set a precedent not only for the golf course communities 351 

mentioned, but many other small RPD districts in the city, enabling development of open space 352 

in other areas, turning upside down expectations of homeowners throughout the city.  353 

I have here a binder put together that deals with the RPD-7 zoning district, which I'd like to put 354 

in, and this also a binder prepared by Mr. Garcia, which contains the zoning history of Peccole 355 

Ranch. Thank you. 356 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  357 

Thank you. 358 

 359 

CLYDE SPITZE  360 

Good evening. My name is Clyde Spitze. I have a residence in Queensridge. I also have a 361 

document that I have prepared. 362 

 363 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  364 

Sir, can we get your address? 365 

 366 

CLYDE SPITZE  367 

I will not take the time to read all of it. 368 

 369 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  370 

Sir, can we get your address?  371 

 372 

CLYDE SPITZE  373 

1008 Greystoke Acres. 374 

 375 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  376 

Thank you, sir. 377 

 378 

CLYDE SPITZE  379 

I won't read this all, but I have worked on this project since 1972. I've been a project manager on 380 

this project until I retired in 2005. I am the one that has worked entirely with Mr. Peccole and the 381 

Peccole family in developing this. This letter states and is an answer to two letters that were filed 382 

by the Applicant using my letter and a letter from the City as his example of this use. 383 

This represents my understanding and my understanding to you that this piece of property, this 384 

letter was developed for a bank to make sure that that bank, when it developed, when it gave 385 
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money to the developer was not going to be faced with anything except open space and the use 386 

of that open space legally defined. Golf courses are available, and this letter from the City does 387 

state that. 388 

I have put my life into this project. I can guarantee that if Mr. Peccole were here, this would fit 389 

exactly what he said. I have been personally involved in this. I want you to take this, understand 390 

it, and it is the truth and I will back it up. And there's, also the two copies of the letter that were 391 

sent from me and the response to the City.  392 

If you have any questions, I will be here to answer them. 393 

 394 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  395 

Thank you, sir.  396 

 397 

FRANK SCHRECK  398 

Once again, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, Frank Schreck, 9824 Winter Palace 399 

Drive.  400 

I'm just going to be as brief as I can. There's no way you can approve this application without a 401 

major modification application. If you follow the law, if you follow your ordinances, it has to 402 

have a major modification. 403 

If you take a look at Chapter 1910, Subsection G, it talks about the development of property 404 

within a planned development district, and as you've heard already, this is a planned development 405 

district, and I'll submit additional evidence that it's a planned district.  406 

Three of your maps, from the beginning of 1992 through 19.., 2015, show and designate the 407 

Peccole Ranch as a master plan community, and your final zoning approval, that was given after 408 

the 1990 Master Plan was approved January 29th, 1991, talks about all those approvals being in 409 

conformance to the condition of approval for the Peccole Ranch Master Development Plan 410 

Phase 2. 411 

So there's no question this is a master plan community. It's never been built in a hodgepodge 412 

fashion. Everything that's been built in that community has been tied in with the mapping over a 413 

seven or eight-year period, all referring back to Z-1790.  414 
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But if you take a look at your ordinance, it requires in a master plan community that if you're 415 

going to go ahead and make any changes within the master plan community and those changes 416 

don't fall within the minor modifications, which this does not fall within a minor modification, 417 

there has to be a major modification. 418 

Now, your own staff, in January of 2016, in respect of the 720 that were being proposed and that 419 

will be heard tomorrow night, stated, uncategorically, that it is the determination of the 420 

Department of Planning that any proposed development not in conformance with the approved 421 

Peccole Ranch Master Plan would be required to pursue a major modification of the plan prior or 422 

concurrently with any new entitlements. That's from your own staff. 423 

And then the first finding that they made, the proposed general plan amendment, which you have 424 

here before you tonight, would result in the modification of the Peccole Ranch Master Plan; 425 

without approval of a major modification to said plan, no finding can be reached at this time. It's 426 

axiomatic that if you have to go and change the master plan to do something on a piece of 427 

property in a master plan community, that obviously is a substantial change or requiring a major 428 

modification. There is absolutely no question about it.  429 

And to be consistent with the, let's see if I have it here, if you'll just, I don't know which way to 430 

put this. Did this come up right? Is it this way? 431 

 432 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  433 

Yes. That's great. Thank you. 434 

 435 

FRANK SCHRECK  436 

This is taken from your Land Use Elements and if you talk about something that's not compatible 437 

and that isn't consistent with the general plan with respect to Peccole Ranch, you look where we 438 

have PR-OS, which for 20 years, the entire 27 holes of that golf course has been designated on 439 

your land use plan at the top level, which is far above any zoning which is way below it. Zoning 440 

effectuates the densities that are provided under the master plan, and you'll see those zonings 441 

right under PR-OS.  442 
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What does it say for residential? Nothing. Zero. And that's exactly what's happened for 25 years. 443 

And under that, what's the only type of consistent and compatible zoning can you have there? It's 444 

CV. It's not anything else. So you have to, if you want to change our master plan by putting in 445 

this, by approving this application, they have to have a major modification, or you're violating 446 

your own ordinance. Thank you. 447 

 448 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  449 

Thank you.  450 

 451 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  452 

Good evening. 453 

 454 

GEORGE GARCIA 455 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Commissioners. George Garcia, 1055 Whitney Ranch Drive, Suite 456 

210. Pleasure to be before you. 457 

So if we can go to the overhead and start with this and picking up where Mr. Schreck left off, this 458 

is a copy or portions of excerpts from the 1990 approval for the Master Development Plan and 459 

the PUD. There were two actions on the Planning Commission and City Council that ultimately 460 

creates what we call the Peccole Ranch Phase 2 Master Plan. And that's more than just 461 

Queensridge, actually. So we all think of it as Queensridge, but there's actually more than that in 462 

it. 463 

But one thing that's very clear, to reiterate what Mr. Schreck said, if we look at this particular 464 

chart, and real simple, if we can zoom in on that portion of it, you'll see very clearly that the 465 

master developer, the declarant, the Peccoles, identify Peccole Ranch Land Use Data Phase 2. It 466 

spells out very clearly, in the column on the left-hand side, what are the permissible land uses. 467 

I don't think it's too hard to read single family, multi-family and then of course, we get down to 468 

golf course and drainage. Very clearly articulated in how many acres. At that time, it was 211. It 469 

later gets amended to where they add the extra nine holes and it gets to 250. 470 
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We look across there, is there any net density in the third column? There is no net density. Just as 471 

we see in the PR-OS, there is no residential allowed, no net density. Therefore, how many units 472 

are allowed at the end? In the far column on the right, there are none. You can see where the 473 

density is allowed. It's in the single-family and multi-family on the acreage as identified. 474 

So the RPD-7 that was there, the 7 just constituted what was part of the City's Master Plan, 475 

general plan back that was adopted in 1985, and this was done under that and consistent with that 476 

plan, which allowed up to 8 units per acre. They said seven. And the developer decided, I don't 477 

even need all seven; I'll take less than the maximum seven because I think it will affect 478 

transportation. I'm trying to create a quality community; I don't need all that.  479 

The City didn't make them do that. The master developer offered to do that. The master 480 

developer offered to create this golf course, open space, drainage for a number of reasons, but it 481 

was accepted by the City, and it has been consistently applied over the entire life of this project. 482 

This chart has never been altered.  483 

The design, while conceptual at the time here in terms of the actual layout of the land, in terms of 484 

where the golf course, those things are conceptual. The way that Alta was done originally was 485 

conceptual. It got finalized and changed. So the plans are conceptual at the outset and get fine-486 

tuned as the engineering and all the design details are done.  487 

What is clear today is that it's a completely built master plan community. It is completed. The 488 

declarant has gone. There is no development company left. That under the state statute, NRS 489 

278, constitutes a completed master plan, which entitles every resident to special protection that's 490 

not otherwise afforded in other places in the Code, that are just standard development. It's under 491 

278A, and I think we've set this before, they're provided the protection.  492 

That is, if you're going to change the master plan, and remember, these are people who came 493 

down to the City and said, what does your master plan show? Well, the City did a master plan 494 

that showed it's PR-OS (Parks/Recreation/Open Space) and all this golf course drainage. So the 495 

City made changes to its plan to match what they had approved under the Master Development 496 

Plan and the PUD. That's existed up until this day when it's being sought to be changed.  497 

Every purchaser looking at those documents and disclosures would think it's going to be parks, 498 

recreation, open space by virtue of what the developer and the City are telling me. They buy in 499 
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there in reliance on that. And if you reasonably rely on it, NRS says you have a right to 500 

reasonably rely on things and somebody just can't take it away from you. They have to come 501 

back and seek your consent before they can even apply to the City to alter this Master Plan.  502 

So, unlike a typical subdivision, the developer gets lots of flexibility, the City gets a better, more 503 

innovative, creative project, and, in return, the residents pay premiums in master plan 504 

communities, but they have a right to a higher level of protection. And that's what both the 505 

statute says, city ordinance say, and as well a Supreme Court case that has been adjudicated says 506 

as well. 507 

So, to give you an example of what the residents would believe, this is out of their documents, 508 

and it shows you what would they expect. They have a golf course here. It says golf course open 509 

space. What does it say at every one of these where these homes are showing configuration of 510 

potential lots? Every one of them shows views.  511 

So while the documents that have been shown indicate very clearly, they don't have the right to 512 

use the golf course, they don't own it, they don't have a membership right in it. They have the 513 

right to the enjoyment of that property, and state statute says you have the right to use or 514 

enjoyment.  515 

In this case, it's enjoyment. And what does enjoyment mean? I don't think it's too difficult to 516 

understand in a master plan community. The enjoyment is you have great views, you have 517 

microclimate, you have peace and quiet, you have a lot of amenities that go with it, you have a 518 

gated golf course community that people want to live in, it creates value, and they want it 519 

protected. So there was that expectation at the City level all the way down into the CC&R design 520 

guidelines.  521 

And as was indicated, we see this same kind of protection contemplated in all these other RPD 522 

districts. So City Muni-Course is C-V, but all the developments, Silverstone, Los Prados, and 523 

Suncrest Trails here are RPD.  524 

The decision that gets made tonight and at the City Council, ultimately, will in fact set precedent, 525 

even though some may say it not, it does and it will. And if it does, as I said and predicted, if this 526 

gets approved, it will in fact be a golf course gold rush. The company that owns the golf course, 527 

or operates the golf course at Canyon Gate, is ultimately owned by a hedge fund company. So if 528 
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there’s not an exit…, that's a great exit strategy at the end of the day. If golf isn't as valuable, you 529 

can turn it into multi-family apartment or a single-family development and eliminate the golf 530 

course.  531 

To reiterate this point, I think that was mentioned already, public drainage, this entire lot and all 532 

of that acreage that we're talking about is covered by a public drainage easement, per book, and it 533 

tells you the book and page it's on. You can't put homes on a drainage easement. That drainage 534 

easement would have to be vacated before you can develop this.  535 

Some of this land that we're talking about is 100-year flood plain, some of it is not. But to put 536 

any of that done, you're putting the cart in front of the horse. City Engineer is required to make 537 

certain findings. Those findings are not present. Under Title 20 of the Municipal Code, it says 538 

very specifically NRS 278A applies under Title 20 and the four PUDs and that the City Engineer 539 

must report on those to you. That has not occurred. We think that's a deficiency. 540 

Here, as I was saying, this is Canyon Gate showing you all of these same designations, PR-OS, 541 

open space, the same protections that we're seeking. I guarantee you every resident in one of 542 

those master plan communities will want these same protections. They won't want to have 543 

development without their consent.  544 

So, in part, that sets the framework for this, but let me tell you, with this specific application, we 545 

believe is defective and deficient, as I pointed out some of those. First off, a major mod is 546 

pointed out as required. That's an amendment to the Peccole Ranch Master Plan. That's not 547 

before you. 548 

RPD is specifically not allowed under today's code. In the Zoning Code, it says RPD 549 

development is not allowed under the current code, and yet we see it here being used. Previously, 550 

we've seen PD used because PD is the new designation that the City says that's what you should 551 

be using, not RPD. We think that’s, this is an error.  552 

The site has been mapped improperly, and we've set that case forth and it has not been dismissed. 553 

The mapping has been done by serial maps, and what that sets up, the 61 lots that you're looking 554 

at is one piece of that serial mapping process. That serial mapping, while it's not only illegal, 555 

violates the whole concept of basically what the Planning Commission entire history is, which is 556 

every map, up until this property was acquired recently, was done through a tentative map and 557 
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final map process. Those tentative maps were seen by this body. This does not, this is not 558 

consistent with all the prior actions we've provided.  559 

So in the large book that Mr. Buckley provided you, the entire history of Peccole Ranch Phase 2 560 

is in there, whether it's on zoning entitlements, showing you consistency with a master plan, 561 

consistency on zoning and mapping.  562 

This RPD is required by Code 19.06.040 Subsection C. It’s supposed to have floor plans, 563 

elevations, and CC&Rs. What do we have tonight? We heard promise of CC&Rs. We've heard 564 

promises of what's to follow. That's not allowed. It's not a promise that you're allowed to make.  565 

In addition, those promises, I can tell you, if it's an SDR or a tentative map that those conditions 566 

are attached to, if I come back and if I never finalize any of that, I can come back and do a new 567 

SDR and a new tentative map anyway. They're not binding. But in any case, they are required per 568 

the Code. 569 

As I've said before, it does not meet Title 20 for subdivision proposal as an example as drainage 570 

easement, as I pointed it out. Title 20.08.370 specifically acknowledges that 278A applies to 571 

PUDs. 572 

So to go back and conclude on why it's defective and deficient, last point, no application should 573 

be accepted by the City without the consent of the owners of a master plan community as 574 

required by state statute NRS 278A.  575 

Fundamentally, what we're talking about is very basic issues. And here's another one. On 576 

planning and zoning, and I'll go into this so, just so we're clear, since we’re going to get this,  so 577 

just to be clear, what takes precedence, the zoning or the master plan? And the answer is the 578 

master plan. Generally, the rule is it takes precedence.  579 

Zoning does not trump the master plan of the City. And I think Mr. Schreck showed you that 580 

chart, and we can show you another one that there's a pyramid that actually shows the exact order 581 

in which things occur, general plan/master plan first, specific area or master development plan 582 

second, and further down the road is zoning. They follow in that order descending down to 583 

zoning.  584 
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Here we have a general plan for PR-OS. We have a master development plan that says it's open 585 

space and drainage, and the zoning is RPD-7. But they follow the master plan and the plan set as 586 

I showed you.  587 

So NRS 278 says the City's plan and general code and Nevada Supreme Court, the City's own 588 

approvals regarding the Peccole Ranch Master Plan Phase 2 conform and confirm the developer 589 

and City's Planning Department are 100% wrong if they want to say that zoning trumps the 590 

general plan, it does not.  591 

Creation of the City's plan, there's an entire history, I'll leave this document, but basically, as I've 592 

said, all of the documents that have been provided in the entire history of this is going from the 593 

approvals that were conceptual at the time, and every amendment thereto, basically is all 594 

consistent with that Z-1790 chart I showed you, and then additions thereafter, but all consistent 595 

with public parks and recreation, open space, and the protection of the community with no 596 

residential in there. 597 

The City's General Master Plan is entitled the Las Vegas 2020 Plan. We point out in there that, 598 

where, again, it specifically sets forth that this is a master development plan for Peccole Ranch. 599 

You can see here is the chart I was referring to, if we can go to the overhead. Very clearly, this is 600 

the chart right out of the City's Land Use Plan. This is part of the Land Use Element.  601 

This is the 2020 plan. As I was saying, this pyramid showing the Las Vegas Master Plan, and this 602 

is starting going from broad to specific, then the Land Use Element, Land Use Designations. 603 

Here we have here master development plans, such as we see here for Peccole Ranch, and zoning 604 

designation as being the most specific, but progressing from broad to specific. 605 

The hierarchy then established is, as I said, that the land use plan, general plan, and the master 606 

development plan dictate the zoning, not the other way around. All of the allowable densities, all 607 

of the land uses, everything derived from the master development plan and then the zoning 608 

follows. And again, that chart that Mr. Schreck showed you, I've got it here as well included.  609 

The Peccole Ranch, as I said, Master Plan conforms to the General Plan. It conforms, so it 610 

follows that hierarchy going from the general to the specific. So City Plan, PR-OS, Peccole 611 

Ranch Master Development Plan, I showed you open and drainage space with no units and then 612 

finally the zoning.  613 
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So, specifically in the Code in Title 19, it talks about well, let's talk about the City's Master Plan 614 

and General Plan. The adoption is consistent. The adoption of the title is consistent and 615 

compatible with all further goals, objectives, and programs of the General Plan. It is consistent. 616 

The zoning is consistent with the General Plan, which means it's not only consistent with the 617 

General Plan's land use and density regulations, but consistent with all programs and policies of 618 

the General Plan. Again, the General Plan dictates. The zoning implements the densities of the 619 

General Plan, not the other way around. 620 

In Nova Horizon, one of the cases by the Supreme Court, it says the Nevada Supreme Court held 621 

that zoning authority must adopt zoning regulations that are in substantial agreement with the 622 

master plan, including any land uses, a guide, and the court further said, determined that master 623 

plans are to be accorded substantial compliance under the Nevada Statutory Scheme. Again, city 624 

general plan, master development plan, and then the zoning. They have to follow.  625 

In conclusion, it's irrefutable that the zoning regulations only implement, not create densities. 626 

The Master Development Plan for Peccole Ranch sets forth very clearly that stripping away the 627 

PR-OS and then trying to take away the master development plan designation would require a 628 

major mod to accompany all that you have before you. That's not before you. 629 

So let me leave that for you and conclude that at the end, again, this is a completed master plan. 630 

It deserves all the protections and designations that every master plan community will want and 631 

every homeowner would research and found and relied on. They deserve your protection. We'd 632 

be happy to answer any questions you have. And I'll leave these for the record. 633 

 634 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 635 

Thank you. There's currently three and a half minutes left.  636 

 637 

SHAUNA HUGHES  638 

Thank you very much. Chairman, members of the Planning Commission, good evening. My 639 

name is Shauna Hughes, 1210 South Valley Verde, Suite 250.640 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 641 

Thank you. 642 

 643 

SHAUNA HUGHES  644 

I appear before you tonight on behalf of my client, the Queensridge Homeowners Association. 645 

Since we were last in front of you, several important events have transpired, starting with we 646 

attended a nine-hour City Council meeting on this project, during which I was instructed to work 647 

with the developer's representative, Mr. Pankratz, to meet and negotiate a complete global 648 

resolution with respect to the development of the entire 250 acres, now owned by the developer. 649 

We met a total of five times, and unfortunately no progress was made that I can report. At the 650 

first meeting, I was told that the golf course was closing. Between our second and third meeting, 651 

the developer filed the applications which are in front of you this evening for your consideration. 652 

Despite clear direction from the Mayor and City Council to reach a global resolution on all 250 653 

acres, the developer chose to file applications to develop 61 lots on 35 acres. This piecemeal 654 

approach is precisely what the homeowners have vehemently and continuously objected to, and 655 

we continue our objection to you here tonight.  656 

We stand ready, willing, and able to negotiate in good faith. Approval of the items on tonight's 657 

agenda will put an end to any hope of reaching a global resolution, because it will, in effect, put 658 

your stamp of approval on the piecemeal development in this beautiful master plan community. 659 

The residents implore you not to green light piecemeal development. Please affirm the Council's 660 

direction to negotiate in good faith, both sides, toward reaching a solution that provides 661 

compatible, harmonious development in this already existing community.  662 

Just 24 hours ago, I attended a homeowners meeting hosted by the developer to discuss tonight's 663 

applications. Twenty-four hours ago I was at this meeting, one day ago. The homeowners were 664 

asked what concerns they had as if any of them could or would be addressed today.  665 

Nevertheless, the neighbors did ask questions, such as what type of walls or fences would be 666 

erected next to their homes. The answer was: We will meet with you later to see what you want.  667 

Yet, a secondary question: What type of landscaping will be required on the newly created 668 

adjacent lots? Answer: We will address that in the CC&Rs. 669 
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What type or style of architecture will be required to ensure compatibility with the existing 670 

homes? Answer: That will be addressed in the CC&Rs. 671 

My question here today is, okay, where are the CC&Rs so these critically important concerns and 672 

how they will be addressed can be reviewed by the neighbors and by each of you prior to any 673 

vote on this project?  674 

These are not inappropriate or burdensome questions by any means. They are very simply the 675 

questions any responsible homeowner would have about what would be built on land 676 

immediately adjacent to their own homes. We will meet with you later or show you later, is not a 677 

response that you, as planning commissioners, should find acceptable, and indeed I am confident 678 

that you will not. 679 

Please continue these applications until meaningful negotiations on the entire project are 680 

completed. Please do not vote on any of these applications until the developer is required to 681 

address these reasonable homeowner concerns in a meaningful and enforceable way.  682 

Thank you very much for your time this evening.  683 

 684 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 685 

Thank you. I appreciate your time as well. 686 

We're going to go ahead and open this up, and anyone wanting to discuss, we'll give you two 687 

minutes. Please come forward. And we have three microphones, so please line up at the 688 

microphones so we don't have to wait on anyone. Good evening. 689 

 690 

ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER  691 

Hi. Good evening. I'm Elaine Wenger-Roesener, and I reside at 9811 Orient Express Court. I'm 692 

here tonight as President of the HOA of the Queensridge community.  693 

The Queensridge community remains opposed to the development as presented and concerned 694 

over the lack of a completed comprehensive development plan for the entire proposed 695 

development. The lack of a completed development plan creates uncertainty and anxiety. 696 

Residents just met last night with representatives of EHB and request time to understand these 697 

proposals in the context of a completed plan. Piecemeal development is simply not fair.  698 
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Also, the City has a drainage easement on the land in this proposed 61-home development, and 699 

the developer has not requested a vacation of this easement. If this application is approved 700 

without appropriate measures taken regarding drainage and if anyone, God forbid, is hurt or if 701 

there is any property damage, I wonder who would be liable. Would it be the City, the developer, 702 

or the newly formed HOA? 703 

This is a critical issue, and we believe it should be addressed. With respect to the request before 704 

the planning commissioners tonight, I ask that they abey these applications. I would also like to 705 

leave a copy of a petition that circulated in the community. Many residents weren't able to come 706 

tonight to speak, because it's the 14th of February, Valentine's Day, and they had other plans. And 707 

I just wanted to leave this petition. 708 

 709 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  710 

Thank you. 711 

 712 

ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER  713 

And I did have one request. We have a homeowner that would like six minutes, but I have five 714 

homeowners that have agreed not to speak, and they would like to give Paula their time if you 715 

would allow that please. 716 

 717 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  718 

Who? Would…could we see who the homeowners are? 719 

 720 

ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER  721 

Sure. Just one second. There (inaudible) and those are the people that will not speak tonight.  722 

 723 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  724 

How many people tonight, by a show of hands, do we have to speak or that want to speak, 725 

because we gave 30 minutes to the, you know, the gentlemen that came up? So we've already 726 

given up a lot of our time to the gentlemen and the lady who's come up here previously. It's 727 
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going to be hard for me to keep track of one person over here and three people back here and 728 

four people back there. I just don't know how to physically? 729 

 730 

ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER  731 

I guess we could ask, sir, if you don't mind, of the Queensridge residents here, if you would like 732 

them to stand, those people that are willing not to speak, and then I think you can have a 733 

headcount. Of the residents that have talked to me, there's only one person that would like a few 734 

extra minutes.  735 

 736 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 737 

Okay. 738 

 739 

ELAINE WENGER-ROESENER  740 

Thank you. 741 

 742 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  743 

Thank you. Go ahead. 744 

 745 

PAULA QUAGLIANA  746 

Paula Quagliana, 9621 Orient Express.  747 

I have in my hand here the Citizens Land Use and Toolkit. It's put out by the City. It says the 748 

Citizens Land Use and Toolkit, on the third page today, zoning ordinances or laws in Clark 749 

County are designed to ensure the development will preserve air quality, conserve open space, 750 

provide recreational needs, protection from flood, landslides, provide harmonious development 751 

compatible with surrounding area. 752 

These commitments are what you advertised that we citizens can expect that you will do for us. 753 

If you don't, my message here tonight is that lives will not be changed for the better in our 754 

association. If the existing zoning of RPD-7 is changed or the General Plan Amendment PR-OS 755 

is changed to low density, it would be a disaster. 756 
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As you know, low density permits single family detached homes, but it also permits mobile 757 

homes on individual lots and family childcare facilities and many other things. Allowing this 758 

General Plan Amendment would allow the developer to tear up and legally reinvent, recreate, 759 

change the Queensridge Association as we know it today. 760 

I will lay out the facts and the truth of what can happen to over 800 homeowners and their 761 

families, both personally and financially, if the developer gains the power of low density and is 762 

allowed to develop 250 acres of land within the walls of our association. 763 

Number one, once the developer starts this project and tears up the existing areas for utilities, 764 

sewer, walls, roads, I heard another person talk about banks, they may not make new loans for 765 

homes. Homeowners may find cash buyers only. Some banks may call in their loans. These are 766 

the worst disasters that can happen with your vote. 767 

What the developer chooses to build with low density zoning may not even be compatible with 768 

the existing association's CC&Rs. Moreover, remember, the developer does not have to follow 769 

our CC&Rs or even comply with association building guidelines. Just last night at the meeting 770 

you're hearing about, the developer informed us he intends to build homes over 50 feet tall. 771 

Already he's deviating from the compatibility which he is required. 772 

The change in the General Plan Amendment you are considering will not enhance our current 773 

residential amenities and home values. We believe it could do the opposite. Underwater 774 

mortgages, you're talking about. Also, there could be an impact if these flooding issues from 775 

installing culverts in the arroyo flood zone. U.S. Army of Engineer, BLM, Fish & Wildlife, 776 

FEMA must be contacted.  777 

Just last night, the developer informed a resident, who lives next to a flood zone, he'll call him 778 

during construction to meet with the engineer and discuss what will happen to the flood zone 779 

next to his residence? Unacceptable.  780 

The community would no longer be built as originally seen by insurance companies, including 781 

the six days of bulldozers digging, chipping, and drilling. Homeowners additional insurance 782 

could result.  783 

The turmoil I've listed could cause existing homes to be somewhat unmarketable, I would say, so 784 

senior citizens and other people who are ill would have to move and maybe they'd get stuck and 785 
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they can't sell their residence. As a result, the responsibility of this debt to maintain their property 786 

could be impossible. It's a financial disaster for these people. Tivoli Village, not completed and 787 

left rusting after 2009 economic turndown, could this happen to us? Why not?  788 

Mr. Lowie at the last City Council meeting shouted: We have land rights, granted land rights. 789 

You, City Council, don't seem to understand there are lenders involved for $4.5 million. He 790 

further said something like he changed his plan to present to screaming homeowners. I will 791 

continue on a path to go on with zoning; I'll have no meetings with anyone.  792 

Mr. Lowie appears to believe this project is only about him and his investors. What about the 793 

homeowners and land owners and our land rights? We have lenders for $800 million to $1 billion 794 

right now in our homes that are at risk.  795 

We homeowners have paid millions of dollars on property taxes to this city. Over 20 years, 796 

individuals have paid $300,000 over 15 years in property taxes on just one acre more than these 797 

developers have paid on a 166 acres in 20 years. We could have bought this golf course ten times 798 

over. Why did we pay this high price? It's called PR-OS RPD-7. I hear this is now some kind of 799 

land error. No. We are an association. We're as-built now. You allowed it. The City allowed it. We 800 

paid millions to preserve it.  801 

Records show that, on December 30th, 2014, Mr. Pankratz, Lowie's associate, received a letter 802 

from the City advising him that 166 acres of golf course property was RPD-7 among other 803 

written restriction. This developer certainly cannot say they are innocent buyers of the golf 804 

course and deserve approval for this project. They knew exactly what they bought.  805 

The intent of RPD district zoning promote and enhance the enhancement of residential amenities, 806 

utilization of open space, harmonizing with open space, removing such open space and 807 

developing the property far more than ever contemplating would defeat this purpose and be 808 

inconsistent with the intent of RPD zoning, and that's what we have.  809 

I would ask you this evening to look at some of the horrendous things that could happen to the 810 

homeowners if you allow all of these changes, to vote no on the project and the site plan 811 

approval. And last, just like you say in your documents that you put out, we ask that you look out 812 

for the health, safety, and financial wellbeing of your constituents of over 800 people just as 813 

stated in your Land Use and Zoning Toolkit. I thank you this evening. 814 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  815 

Thank you. Please hold your applause. Good evening. 816 

 817 

HERMAN AHLERS  818 

I am Herman Ahlers. I live at 9731 Orient Express Court.  819 

I want to just address this new subdivision that we recently found out about. I attended the 820 

meeting last night, asked a bunch of questions, didn't get answers. But my biggest concern is I 821 

cannot for the life of me understand why the Planning Commission is recommending this 822 

subdivision. It is non-conforming. It is non-compliant with the area around us, with our homes. I 823 

live on Orient Express Court, and the back of these homes is going to face our single loaded 824 

street. I'm trying to figure out what do they like about it.  825 

Now, they're proposing to put…I used to build mobile home parks, 32 feet with small sidewalks 826 

on each side is a mobile home street. You're recommending or the Planning Commission, if they 827 

approve this, is recommending mobile home streets inside of Queensridge North, across the 828 

street from all these custom homes.  829 

There must be something that somebody likes that this is a benefit to other than the developer, 830 

and I don't think that would be a benefit to him. I wouldn't build on a 32-foot straight. That 831 

doesn't make any sense. But maybe they can get this thing squeezed in there if they could get the 832 

approval to lower the street's size by 15 feet and then take out a sidewalk. Now, we can build, 833 

and we want you to approve it and the Planning Commissioners or somebody is recommending 834 

approval. Why would you do that? 835 

Now, there is only one thing I can think of, and that may be someone said that the Planning 836 

Commission needs revenue from development. Certainly EHB has given you a lot with Trivoli 837 

and what have you. However, if the values in Queensridge are reduced by 30%, my taxes are 838 

$30,000 a year. They tell me that if I apply, I can get this reduced to $20,000, because the values 839 

are 30% less now. So now the City is going to get less revenue from property taxes and totally 840 

ruin this project by making non-conforming approvals.841 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  842 

Thank you, sir. I let you go about 30 seconds over. That beeping noise that you hear means that 843 

your time is up. 844 

 845 

HERMAN AHLERS  846 

But anyway, I recommend that you certainly turn down these mobile home streets and make sure 847 

-  848 

 849 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  850 

Thank you. I appreciate that. 851 

 852 

HERMAN AHLERS  853 

- that any project in the future is (inaudible). 854 

 855 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  856 

Thank you, sir. Thank you. Thank you. Good evening.  857 

 858 

RON IVERSEN  859 

Good evening. My name is Ron Iversen. I reside at 9324 Verlaine Drive.  860 

In the interest of time, I just want to say that I agree with comments of previous residents with 861 

regard to all of this and request you to deny the four items that are in front of you tonight. So I 862 

won't say any more than that. Thank you. 863 

 864 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 865 

Thank you. I appreciate it. I appreciate everybody coming up and lining up and not making us 866 

wait. So, good evening, sir. 867 
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STEVE SEROKA  868 

Good evening. I'm Colonel Steve Seroka. I reside at 10100 Stony Ridge Drive, not in 869 

Queensridge. I live in the neighborhood across the street, and I'm here to represent not only 870 

myself and my neighbors, but my neighbors of Queensridge and the hundreds of thousands of 871 

folks that are in our community as well. I think it's fair to say tonight that not just the majority of 872 

people in this room, barring those that are being paid by the developer, but hundreds and 873 

thousands of the people that I've talked to in my community are not happy and are not supportive 874 

of this project. 875 

On the issue of the waivers that we're discussing tonight, pre-recession, we had an attitude of 876 

grow at all costs. We had an attitude of approve all waivers that are in the interest of the 877 

developer and lobbyist. We don't need to emulate that now again in 2017. We don't need skinny 878 

streets. We don't need streets where a fire vehicle cannot even turn around. We do not need to be 879 

fearful of the complexity of this issue and the large terminology that is thrown out. We do not 880 

need to be fearful of that.  881 

In fact, we wouldn't be here today, if in the beginning we had said as responsible representatives 882 

of the community, over my dead body will I allow a project that will drive property values down 883 

30% in just a year; over my dead body will I allow those constituents to have a decrease 884 

compared to their residents in other parts of our city at 45% relative property values; over my 885 

dead body will I allow a project that will set a precedent that will ripple across the community 886 

that those property values do not just be impacted in Queensridge, but throughout the 887 

community. 888 

I ask you to find that moral courage to stand up. I ask you to find that Fallujah moral courage, 889 

that Pork Chop Hill moral courage, that Heartbreak Ridge and Doolittle Raid moral courage to 890 

stand up for what you know is right. I ask you to stand up and be accountable to your 891 

constituents. So tonight I ask you no waivers that only benefit the interest of the developer, and I 892 

ask that you consider the precedent that you are setting in our community. Thank you.  893 

 894 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  895 

Thank you, sir. Good evening. Please hold your applause. Good evening, ma'am.896 
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ANNE SMITH  897 

Good evening. I'm Anne Smith, 653 Ravel Court.  898 

In November, the City Council put the 720 that you heard in abeyance to facilitate negotiations 899 

between the developer and the Queensridge HOA, which Shauna has talked about, to develop a 900 

full development plan that both could live with. However, today the developer is here with 901 

another application to slice and dice the open space with more piecemeal development. How is 902 

that good faith negotiations, while at the same time moving forward with a project that's the 903 

antithesis of a comprehensive plan? 904 

So I'm opposing the tentative map, 68482, and related applications as follows: one, it's not 905 

compatible with the existing open space RPD-7 as presented by Mr. Schreck and Mr. Garcia 906 

tonight.  907 

Two, there will be severe traffic impacts. The 720 already takes Rampart Boulevard to 97% 908 

capacity, and City Staff hasn't even been able to consider the impact of the ultimate development 909 

because it's unknown yet.  910 

Three, all neighborhood schools are already over 100% capacity. That affects everyone in the 911 

area, not just Queensridge. It's not a personal issue for just our development. There's no 912 

mitigation plan for any of this development with the school district. 913 

Four, the constant uncertainty around the development has decreased our property values. The 914 

County Assessor reduced all Queensridge taxable values an average of 10%, and that's without 915 

any consideration of the future loss of the open space. So it's without that. 916 

So we're also opposing GPA-68385 as it will be a major, not a minor modification for the entire 917 

area.  918 

So none of these applications should be considered. I'm going to leave you with just one image 919 

of what we have been going through with this process for the last 18 months. This developer is 920 

cannibalizing our community. They're eating us alive, biting off an arm here, a leg there, slowly 921 

squeezing the life out of everyone in Queensridge and the Towers with every little incremental 922 

bait and switch application.  923 

So please keep that image in mind of what we are going through. We urge you to stop it and deny 924 

these piecemeal applications tonight and demand a comprehensive development plan.  925 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  926 

Thank you. I appreciate it. 927 

 928 

ANNE SMITH  929 

Thank you.  930 

 931 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  932 

Good evening, ma'am. 933 

 934 

DEBRA KANER  935 

Good evening. Debra Kaner, 660 Ravel. Here we are again and spending Valentine's Day 936 

together.  937 

When my children attended school in Las Vegas, they were taught continuously how to be good 938 

citizens. They were awarded plaques in school programs for citizenship. During my career at 939 

CCSD, we taught special education students how to be good friends to help each other. And now, 940 

the citizen homeowners of Queensridge feel devastated by the potential abandonment of our 941 

master plan. This was to be the highest homeowner protection.  942 

We wonder why the city is trying so hard to protect this now fragmented high-density 943 

development at our expense. What protection is given to us?  944 

As a CCSD retiree, I'm especially concerned with the rudimentary attention given to the school 945 

study rather than a full plan in place prior to accepting a major general plan amendment. Our 946 

neighborhood schools are already overcrowded. We homeowners are asking you to protect the 947 

good citizens of Queensridge.  948 

I have wanted to downsize since my retirement, and, as you have heard, our property values have 949 

decreased. At the last meeting, I informed you of the difficulty selling our homes. Well now, not 950 

only have we had to reduce them by hundreds of thousands of dollars, but most of us have had to 951 

remove our homes from the listings because realtors just won't even show our homes. Two 952 

homes are now rentals. This is a painful effect on our beautiful Queensridge neighborhood.  953 
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As an original homeowner in Queensridge, I urge you not to award the developer the Valentine's 954 

gift of carte blanche, a blank check to piecemeal our beautiful oasis.  955 

 956 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  957 

Thank you. Good evening, sir. 958 

 959 

GORDON CULP  960 

Thank you. My name is Gordon Culp. I live at 653 Ravel Court. I've been a consulting civil 961 

engineer for over 50 years and still maintain a full-time practice. It's just basic engineering when 962 

you're developing a drainage plan for a watershed that you look at the entire basin and not look 963 

at it on a piecemeal basis, particularly when you know there are going to be major modifications 964 

made downstream of the particular area that you're looking at.  965 

We know it's going to happen, but we don't know what they are, they haven't been defined. We 966 

just know they're going to be much more intense than was originally proposed. The more open 967 

space you replace with pavement and rooftops, the more storm runoff you get. So the total 968 

magnitude of the runoff that must be handled by the overall drainage system for the 200 acres 969 

cannot be determined without a comprehensive development plan for the entire drainage area, 970 

not a piecemeal approach. 971 

The other point I'd like to just very briefly cover is that the loss of open space called for the 972 

general plan is going to lead to development that's going to adverse the quality of life that you've 973 

heard from several speakers already. The proposed development of 63 homes establishes some 974 

really bad precedents. In the design standards for this development and in the original 975 

development plan, 10-foot high walls are proposed on the property lines between the 976 

development and the existing homes. 977 

We met with the developer a year ago because our homes back up and are immediately adjacent 978 

to the areas proposed, where there's going to be multi-story condos literally in our backyard. We 979 

asked him, please provide us renderings; what is this going to look like; what is this going to do 980 

to us? A year later, what have we got? Absolutely nothing.  981 
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So we've prepared our drawings based on what they told us are going to be 10-foot walls, if I can 982 

just borrow the overhead for a moment. Is that working okay? That's our existing view. Here's 983 

what will happen to it with a 10-foot high wall. You expect me to believe what the developer 984 

says that my property value is going to go up? 985 

We need a comprehensive overhaul plan for the entire development where there's some 986 

consideration of minimizing the impacts from the folks that already live there. Thank you. 987 

 988 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  989 

Thank you, sir. Good evening. 990 

 991 

RAY STAZZONI  992 

Good evening. My name is Ray Stazzoni, and my address is 9940 Orient Express.  993 

When I purchased my house, in 2013, I was shown documents that showed a master plan that 994 

this was open space golf course. Had I known that, you know, the City Council and the Planning 995 

Commission could change at will a master plan, I never would have purchased there, and I dare 996 

say a lot of people, that may want to sell their homes, they're going to be looking at the same 997 

things, so the property values are going to decrease tremendously.  998 

If I could have a show of hands of the people that are opposed to this project, could you please 999 

raise your hands, everybody? If you could imagine that, if you could imagine that Planning 1000 

Commission times about 100, that's how many people are in Queensridge. That's how many 1001 

people are opposed to this. You've got to look at the numbers, guys. Thank you. 1002 

 1003 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1004 

Thank you, sir.  1005 

 1006 

CLYDE TURNER  1007 

I'm Clyde Turner, 9511 Orient Express Court.  1008 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the Commission, I urge you to not deny these 1009 

applications. If you don't have time to digest the technical information that was provided to you 1010 
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tonight, then I ask you to defer it until you can digest it. I think this is a situation that on two 1011 

counts could be handled quite easily. 1012 

One is the 50,000 foot count, which tells you that it's just ridiculous, the projects and what's been 1013 

offered all the way through this whole process to be done to this community. Secondly, on the 1014 

technical basis, done by the Queensridge attorneys tonight, the information they've provided to 1015 

you, if you need time to digest that, then defer it. If not, please deny it.  1016 

 1017 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1018 

Thank you, sir. Good evening, ma'am.  1019 

 1020 

EVA THOMAS  1021 

Hi. I'm Eva Thomas at 652 Ravel Court.  1022 

I'm here with pictures that I'm going to leave again. I oppose all the items related on the agenda 1023 

in regards to the Badlands development. First off, the developer keeps changing the density. So 1024 

we don't know what he is going to build or where he's going to build it because everything is 1025 

always changing.  1026 

I look out my backyard every day and I'm very lucky that I do look at where the Towers are. I 1027 

was told on December 1st the water would be turned off, and it was turned off. But there are 1028 

pictures here that I would love for you guys to see, that the sprinklers are on every single day 1029 

now. Not only that, I had the Bellagio for about two days, water shooting straight up in the air for 1030 

almost a week. Nobody did anything about it.  1031 

 1032 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1033 

Ma'am, if you want to put them in the middle, we could put them on the projector. 1034 

 1035 

EVA THOMAS  1036 

Here?1037 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1038 

Yes. 1039 

 1040 

EVA THOMAS 1041 

There? 1042 

 1043 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1044 

Yes, Ma'am. 1045 

 1046 

EVA THOMAS  1047 

Okay. There's that one. So the water is supposed to be turned off, and that clearly, I mean, isn't 1048 

turned off. Here's what's still down there. You can see it's like a black marsh. I don't know what it 1049 

is. We're not allowed to walk on the golf course, but it isn't green. It's totally soaked with water. 1050 

This is another like little leakage thing that comes out of it.  1051 

On the bottom, you'll see the dates, January 18th, January 11th. This is it gushing again. It just 1052 

never stops with the water. The water control over there is not.  Here's January 18th, same spot is 1053 

leaking again. This is from my house where they've turned the water off and now it's back on. So 1054 

it's half green and half dead. I'm not sure what the purpose of that's about, because they don't tell 1055 

us what the purpose of any of it is about.  1056 

There is that….This is the dead part. Here's that one part where the water is still consistently 1057 

leaking on February 9th. That's one month later. And here's the sprinklers on as of last night, the 1058 

12
th

, and the 12th and look how nice and green it is there.  1059 

So I’m just, brought the pictures to show again, once again, things that he has told us he's going 1060 

to do has not happened. I totally want to deny this project. And we need a complete development 1061 

plan. 1062 

 1063 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1064 

Thank you. And let me just go ahead and make a,  just take a quick second for a reminder. This is 1065 

about the application before us today, not whether if they're watering the golf course, not 1066 
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watering the golf course, or it’s, are you here for this project, not for this project, and what is it 1067 

about the project that you like or dislike? 1068 

 1069 

EVA THOMAS  1070 

No, this is about, this is about being here last time, being told what was going to be happening 1071 

and to be getting ready for it, and none of it happened. 1072 

 1073 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1074 

Ma'am, this isn't against you. 1075 

 1076 

EVA THOMAS  1077 

No, I'm just saying. 1078 

 1079 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1080 

I'm just making a general comment.  1081 

 1082 

EVA THOMAS  1083 

But I'm just saying this just shows that the developer again did not do what he said he was going 1084 

to do. And what is he doing? I mean, this isn't, so do you want me to leave these here, take them, 1085 

leave them? 1086 

 1087 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1088 

If you want to leave them here, we'll put them in the record if you so choose. 1089 

 1090 

EVA THOMAS  1091 

Okay. I'm just bringing it to your attention. 1092 

 1093 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1094 

Thank you, ma'am.1095 
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EVA THOMAS  1096 

And I'm totally against the development. 1097 

 1098 

DUNCAN LEE  1099 

Good evening, Commissioner. My name is Duncan Lee, and I live at 9631 Orient Express Court. 1100 

I came before you last October 17th for my public comment, and I shared that all residential 1101 

developers are watching your decision on this Queensridge matter and will reverberate 1102 

throughout Southern Nevada. As you see here today and read the newspaper, several golf courses 1103 

communities, such as Sienna, Silverstone, Las Vegas Country Club, and even Southern 1104 

Highlands all have potential residential redevelopment on or around the golf course. Yet, as 1105 

Planning Commissioners, I hope that you will listen to the process of our affected neighbors' 1106 

comments and take their opinions as part of the process for approval or denial.  1107 

So, for almost two years, you have overwhelming outcry from neighbors against this proposed 1108 

piecemeal project. There's no independent study for flood controls or public safety. The last 1109 

update I've received today, from the Chief of Staff from CCSD, is that there's no memorandum of 1110 

agreement for the Clark County School District. We already have overcrowded schools. It's 1111 

probably about 116 overcrowded, and yet there's no address where these future students may go. 1112 

At last night's meeting for these 61 homes, I think there were a lot of issues I talked about which 1113 

was minor issues, but I think overall, by the vote of hands of the people there last night, it was 1114 

overwhelming objection to this development. So, please, deny this application until we have a 1115 

complete plan for the entire development. Thank you. 1116 

 1117 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1118 

Thank you. 1119 

 1120 

MARK NEWMAN 1121 

Mark Newman, 8440 Westcliff Drive.  1122 

I would be against this project. If you haven't noticed or need a reminder, this town is less than 1123 

10 years removed from a major economic crash on our real estate values. This project in the 1124 
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course of one year has devalued the comparable real estate in the area by 30%, and the way this 1125 

thing has been piecemealed, it makes me and reminds me of a very perfect political adage, 1126 

BOHICA, bend over, here it comes again, because that's how government has been treating these 1127 

residents. Thank you.  1128 

 1129 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1130 

Thank you, sir. Good evening. 1131 

 1132 

PAT SPILOTRO  1133 

Could I have the overhead projector? 1134 

 1135 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN 1136 

Yes 1137 

 1138 

PAT SPILOTRO  1139 

Hi, my name is Pat Spilotro, 8177 Bay Colony. I live in Silverstone Ranch on the other golf 1140 

course that's under siege in Las Vegas. I did not bring a bunch of people with me. I'll beg the 1141 

Council's indulgence for a couple extra minutes maybe.  1142 

I didn't want to bring 100 people up here. I was here last July. I said, look it you guys, this is like 1143 

the ninth or tenth or eleventh meeting I think I've been to on Queensridge since this whole thing 1144 

started. I know there's a law against that. I can't be dragging people up here on various days from 1145 

Silverstone Ranch to make a statement in front of the Committee. It's just a matter of access and 1146 

availability.  1147 

We spent the entire afternoon in Federal Bankruptcy Court in front of a federal judge that said 1148 

that homeowners on a golf course have adequate access to all the legal documentation that 1149 

affects the property underneath them. That includes the fact that all these people here have the 1150 

same equitable servitude on the property that we have here at Silverstone Ranch.  1151 

This Council has made great pains to say that Silverstone Ranch is not the same as Badlands and 1152 

that Badlands is not a precedent for Silverstone Ranch. That's absurd. The fact is here's a picture 1153 
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of Badlands, and if you can see it on your monitor, this is Badlands before the houses were built. 1154 

The golf course was here, which means that every person that built here or bought a house here, 1155 

whether they be subsequent owners or original owners, relied on the fact that the golf course was 1156 

there.  1157 

That gives them an equitable servitude on this land. They have a right to the open space, the 1158 

expectation of the open space they had when the bought the property.  1159 

This is Silverstone Ranch. It's the exact same thing. There are six houses there that Sommers had 1160 

built, before the place went bankrupt when they were Mountain Spa. They stopped Mountain 1161 

Spa, but they did build and when Pulte built it, they had an agreement that they drew up and said 1162 

everybody has a right to the golf course open space.  1163 

It's not a matter of the fact that they need X amount of acres, but they actually allocated this open 1164 

space because of the fact that it adds value to the rest of the houses. They're talking about a 30% 1165 

decrease. We've already had it. We already had our adjustment last year in front of the County 1166 

Commission, the Board of Equalization where they reduced our taxes and held them. 1167 

The same Commission is having hearings on the 24th or the 29th for the tax appeals for 1168 

Badlands. They've already had stipulations agreed with a bunch of homeowners that said they've 1169 

gotten 20% and 30% decreases in their properties. This is what you have to look forward to. The 1170 

fact is, one more second and I'll be done. 1171 

 1172 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1173 

Okay. I just want to let you know we're kind of going off track of talking about property values- 1174 

 1175 

PAT SPILOTRO  1176 

Well, no, the fact- 1177 

 1178 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1179 

-because we cannot consider property values on the Planning Commission.1180 
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PAT SPILOTRO 1181 

-I understand that. But the primary thing is the equitable servitude that serves upon the land, 1182 

which the developer is just ignoring and the City is going ahead and approving over, is going to 1183 

get to the courts, and the courts are all going to say, no, it doesn't exist.  1184 

I'm submitting a brief with five cases in it. It also has recommendations from the 361A and 278A 1185 

that says that you guys can't just go ahead and make a piecemeal, arbitrary dissection of a golf 1186 

course and say that, oh, we're going to only do one corner, but it doesn't affect everybody else on 1187 

the golf course. 1188 

When you guys sent out notices for this particular project today, you sent them to a 1,000 foot 1189 

area around that corner of the golf course. You should have sent them to a 1,000 foot area around 1190 

the entire golf course. You can't separate this place out and say, oh, we're going to take one acre 1191 

and just notify the people around this one acre; because the one acre actually destroys the entire 1192 

golf course. 1193 

 1194 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1195 

Okay, sir. I let you go a minute and a half over. 1196 

 1197 

PAT SPILOTRO  1198 

That's fine. I'll give these for the Council and here are some pictures of Silverstone Ranch that 1199 

you all can look at. Thank you very much. 1200 

 1201 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1202 

And I appreciate you, appreciate your testimony tonight. Good evening, sir. 1203 

 1204 

DALE ROESENER  1205 

Good evening. My name is Dale Roesener, 9811 Orient Express. I have concerns regarding the 1206 

various applications, and I just have two kind of main points I want to key in on and they're more 1207 

specific to this. 1208 
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Last night, I noticed two of the lots on the layout plan are about one-third smaller than adjacent 1209 

lots within Queensridge, which they represented that they were all harmonious and compatible. I 1210 

was surprised, because I had met with Mr. Perrigo previously and he explained to me that 1211 

compatibility guidelines require adjacent lots to be similar in size. Mr. Perrigo was there last 1212 

night. When I brought it to his attention, he said he hadn't noticed, but it was a valid concern. 1213 

I make this point for two reasons. The lot layout plan does not meet the compatibility guidelines. 1214 

I know at least two cases that a third off is quite significant, I think.  1215 

Additionally, the applications were received a short time ago, and I think part of the reason 1216 

people overlook things as city planners, homeowners, and the like is that we have not had 1217 

adequate time to reduce the documentation. As a result, I feel everyone involved in the review 1218 

process has been disadvantaged and deserves significantly more time to review.  1219 

Secondly, the entrance to the homes at Hualapai is ill-conceived and brings additional hazards to 1220 

an already hazardous area. Because the turning exit is right in and right out, the only way to get 1221 

to the south, which would be down towards Charleston where everybody shops and it's more 1222 

popular, I think, than going to the north, you're going to have to go up to Alta and do a U-turn.  1223 

I think Commissioner Moody, your office is nearby. I think you mentioned you see the golf 1224 

course there. If I recall, a car actually had an accident and went into the entrance to your office 1225 

building. I think it was boarded up for a while. And just last year, there was a teenager from 1226 

Queensridge, a fatality at that intersection, and there have been multiple fatalities over the years.  1227 

These residents coming out of there are going to have to cross three lanes, one of which is a new 1228 

turn lane that was designed, I think, to help. They're going to have to cross three lanes and do a 1229 

U-turn. So I really feel like we're adding problems.  1230 

The developer's requests are going to make profound changes to the neighborhood and have a 1231 

myriad of impacts. I request that you deny or alternatively abey the applications to provide 1232 

adequate time to review. Thank you. 1233 

 1234 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1235 

Thank you, sir. Good evening. 1236 
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CHRISTINA ROUSH  1237 

Good evening. Christina Roush, 8901 Greensboro Lane. I live in Tournament Hills, very near 1238 

this proposed development, and I am not in favor of it. I'll speak quickly and swiftly, because 1239 

you've already heard some very compassionate and very well-sounded arguments about why you 1240 

shouldn't approve this tonight.  1241 

But I know and you know that I know land use. My years in real estate, I've been before this City 1242 

Council before. I've been through the County Commission before. I know you have to make a 1243 

decision based on precedent as well as based on the law, and I know that you have a lot of facts 1244 

that you've been briefed on by the City Attorney and by Director Perrigo.  1245 

But I would submit to you that you need to consider the fact that the master plan should hold. 1246 

The people that I talk to in this neighborhood and the people I talk to in the surrounding 1247 

neighborhoods are extremely concerned about the lack of a master plan enforcement in the area. 1248 

Many people that I've talked to throughout this entire community are very concerned about the 1249 

fact that this will set a very dangerous precedent.  1250 

Everyone is watching this case to see what happens next, to see what's decided on Queensridge, 1251 

because then it will happen again and again and again in every community that's experiencing a 1252 

golf course failure. This is a national epidemic. This isn't something that's just new to Las Vegas. 1253 

Golf is changing dramatically, and as we go through this process, we're all going to have to 1254 

figure out a good solution.  1255 

But the solution is not to strip homeowners of their rights. It's not to take away the open space 1256 

that they were granted. If something is zoned RPD-7, that is a master plan for the entire space. 1257 

That doesn't mean that you can take that and piecemeal use it. You can't put in a partial 1258 

application. If you're going to apply something to the entire development, it needs to be applied 1259 

correctly, and that math does not work. That math was already used up when the Towers were 1260 

built and other densities were awarded.  1261 

So I submit that to you, and I have you consider that as you take this vote under consideration. 1262 

Thank you.1263 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1264 

Thank you. Appreciate your input. All right. Anyone else wishing to speak, please come forward. 1265 

Seeing none, I'll close the public hearing and turn this over to the Planning Commission. 1266 

Actually, I am going to give a rebuttal to the Applicant, per our Rules of Conduct. And…Ms. 1267 

Allen, considering that we gave them triple the amount of time as your initial presentation, do 1268 

you need 10 minutes, or how much time do you feel that you'd like? 1269 

 1270 

STEPHANIE ALLEN  1271 

If we could, 15 would be fabulous. 1272 

 1273 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  1274 

Okay. Thank you. 1275 

 1276 

STEPHANIE ALLEN  1277 

Thank you very much. We'll let Jim go first, and then Chris and I will wrap up.  1278 

 1279 

JAMES JIMMERSON  1280 

Good evening, Mr. Chairman and members of the Planning Commission. My name is James 1281 

Jimmerson. I am a resident of Queensridge community. My address is 9101 Alta Drive in Las 1282 

Vegas. I am also an attorney, and I have the privilege of representing the land owner whose 1283 

project is before you tonight. 1284 

One of the things that you take away from this presentation is the absence of appreciation by 1285 

those who speak against this project, and I want to make it clear that I do speak in favor of this 1286 

project, about the work and effort that your City Staff has performed. How did we get here? We 1287 

got here because of the men and women employed by the City of Las Vegas, and specifically, of 1288 

course, the Planning Department, headed by Mr. Perrigo, that has recommended approval of this 1289 

project. That's not arbitrary and capricious. That is well-grounded in fact.  1290 

Not one sentence, not one evidence of that in the last hour, hour and a half that you've heard from 1291 

the opponents referenced the fact that City Staff, professionals who are dedicated to reviewing 1292 
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And so I just wanted to put that on record, because I don't want there to be any question as to 2082 

integrity in this room. Our client has a lot of integrity. The folks in opposition have a lot of 2083 

integrity. The Staff is amazing. So, no matter how this goes, I just wanted to put that on the 2084 

record so that it's clear and we appreciate all of your efforts. 2085 

 2086 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2087 

Thank you. I appreciate that. I'm ready for a motion.  2088 

 2089 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE  2090 

Thank you. I'm willing to jump out there. Staff, I'd like to ask you to please insert in the 2091 

appropriate places in the appropriate items the additional conditions that have been offered on 2092 

SDR-68481, the ones that were submitted in writing.  2093 

So, having said that, in regards to Item 21, the General Plan Amendment, 68385, I make a 2094 

recommendation for approval subject to all Staff conditions.  2095 

 2096 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2097 

And Mr. Attorney, Mr. Jerbic, that does not meet a super majority, so that would go forward as-  2098 

 2099 

CITY ATTORNEY JERBIC 2100 

-It will show denial at the City Council, because it didn't have the super majority, but it will go 2101 

on to City Council.  2102 

 2103 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2104 

Okay. Thank you. (Motion for approval failed due to lack of super majority with QUINN 2105 

and CREAR voting No, which is tantamount to Denial) 2106 

 2107 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE  2108 

Okay. In regards to Item number 22, the waiver related to the General Plan Amendment, 68358, I 2109 

make a recommendation for approval subject to all Staff conditions. 2110 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2111 

Motion is on the floor. Please cast your vote. The motion is approved. (The motion carried with 2112 

QUINN and CREAR voting No.)  2113 

 2114 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE  2115 

In regards to Item number 23, Site Development Review 68481, make a recommendation for 2116 

approval subject to all Staff conditions.   2117 

 2118 

MR. LOWENSTEIN 2119 

Mr. Chairman, those are with all of the added conditions as read into the record by Staff and the 2120 

Applicant. I would also like to ask for a further amendment to Condition number 6 so that the 2121 

table indicates the maximum building height of 46 feet in both columns.  2122 

 2123 

VICE CHAIRMAN CHERRY 2124 

Through the Chair if I may. 2125 

 2126 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2127 

Please do.  2128 

 2129 

VICE CHAIRMAN CHERRY 2130 

I really, on Item number 23, would feel a lot more comfortable in the motion if we did look at 2131 

those lots and were able to get them to line up more compatible with the adjacent lots there, 2132 

which by a quick look, it looks like there would be a reduction of probably five lots on there.  2133 

 2134 

STEPHANIE ALLEN  2135 

Mr. Chairman, we're fine if you have a suggestion. I think maybe even if we lost one lot here, 2136 

this would probably line up. I don't know. We haven't looked at it, but if this is the area you're 2137 

talking about, my guess is if we lost at least one lot in here, we probably would line up a little bit 2138 
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CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2224 

Okay. There's a motion on the floor. Please cast your vote. The motion carries. (The motion 2225 

carried with QUINN and CREAR voting No.) 2226 

 2227 

COMMISSIONER TROWBRIDGE  2228 

And in regards to Item number 24, the Tentative Map related to the GPA-68385, I make a 2229 

recommendation for approval subject to all Staff conditions.  2230 

 2231 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2232 

The motion carries. (The motion carried with QUINN and CREAR voting No.) 2233 

 2234 

STEPHANIE ALLEN  2235 

Thank you very much. We very much appreciate your time.  2236 

 2237 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2238 

Director, do you want to say- 2239 

 2240 

TOM PERRIGO 2241 

Yes, thank you. Items 21, 22, 23, and 24 will be heard at City Council on March 15th, 2017. 2242 

 2243 

CHAIRMAN SCHLOTTMAN  2244 

And we have officially been going for three hours, and we usually take a break after two, so we'll 2245 

call a short recess, and we'll be back in approximately 10 minutes.  2246 

 2247 

(END OF DISCUSSION) 2248 

 2249 

/ph 2250 
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